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Henn ing l,^1ode

Univer"sìty of Kiel

SOME THEORTTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF L2 ACQU]SITION RESEARCH

0. Purpose

The past 10-12 years of L2 research have been extremely exciting

and fruitful. Aìthough many controversies and unresolved problems remaìn'

there can be no doubt at ajl that great advances have been made in various

aneas, the most important probably being that the field of ìanguage

acquisjtion is no longer regarded as restflicted to young L1 children' Tt

seems to be welì accepted these days that for a proper understanding of

how languages are learned, all types of language acquisitìon and a1l age

ranges have to be included (t^lode 1974, '1981a). Thjs comprehensìve approach

has ìmportant implications. For one thing, foreign language teachìng ìs

no longer regarded as a type of language learning which is complete'ly

unrelated to the mastery of a ìanguage in non-teach.ìng situatìons. The

first attemps to characterize language learning from such a comprehensive

point of view are quìte encouragìng' It appears from such studies that

learners do not proceed in totally different and wholly unrelated ways'

Rather, they seem to learn ìanguages'in much the same way, although there

ìs a good deal of individual variation as a function of the acquisitional

types and the individual speakers (cf. Wode 1979,1981a; Feìix 1982)'

lvioreover, it seems to be accepted now that transfer is an ìntegraì part of

how languages are leanned (wode 1977a, 1981a; Zobl 1980; l\4eisel 1982)'

Other areas in which L2 research has greatìy advanced our overall

understandìng of how ìanguages are learned jnclude issues like the relevancy

of age; generaì cognition; situational, pragmatic, and numerous other

variables (see summary in McLaughl in 1978; t^Jode '1981a; Felix 1982)'

However, it seems that this comprehensive perspective can be further

enlarged in anoiher way. The general insights summarized were all
developed by focusìng on various types of ìanguage acquisitìon, notabìy

on L2 acquis.ition jn natural settings. These ìnsights need to be related

to the general functioning of natural human languages. That is to say'

we will not be able to fu1ìy understand their desìgn and theìr

functioning unless we know how they are learned; but the reverse also
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holds, namely, that we will not be able to appreciate properly all the

many facts and.insìghts collected about ìanguage lear"ning unless this is
ìntegrated r,rith what'is known about the functìoning of natural human

languages in non-learning domains.

The purpose of thìs paper is to raise some of those issues that have

to be considered and to explore some of theìr implìcations. They extend
.into various d i sci pl ines : psychol ogy, soc iol ogy, education, neurol ogy,

brain research, and, of course, l inguistics. Thìs paper will be limìted

to lìnguistìcs, because this discipline seems to be affected much more

dir"ectly than any of the other dìscìplines mentioned above. Four questions

appear to be central to the issue:

(1) How does language learn'ing relate to ìanguage typology?

Most lìnguists currently seem to agree that natural human languages

do not differ infinitely, but that there are universal constra'ints

on the possible form natural human ìanguages can take. Are learner

languages constrained by the same restrictions? The empìricaì evidence

presently available suggests that the answer should be affirmative.

(2) How does language learning relate to language change?

Recall that many researchers assume that children are chìefly
responsible for diachronìc chan.ges of a language. Children are

tought to recapitulate deveìopmentally the diachronic development of

a language. Another view is that children can only s'impì ify a

language or add low-level rules to it. Yet another view is that

children are the chief propagators of ìanguage change. (See the

recent survey of such ideas in Baron 1977).

It ìs argued below that all these v.iews are inadequate for a number

of reasons: such claims are based only on L'l acquisition; they

disregard bomowing, which is essentìalìy language learnìng via

transfer; and the above views fail to consider the fìndings from

socìolinguistjc studies which show that it is chìef1y the adolescent

and adult age ranges which spread changes in a language. It will be

suggested that the relatìonship between language learnìng and language

change derives from the fact that both are constrained by the same'

ie. universal, typologìcal restrictions.

(3) To what extent will linguists be required to re-conceptualize one of
the centr"al assumptìons underlying linguistic theorizing, namely, the

I earnab j I i ty assumpt ion?

Recall that natural human languages can be structured only ìn such a

way that they are learnable by the human brain and the processing

systems associated with it. Recall further that Chomsky made thìs a

cornerstone of his theory, aithough for him learnability reìates'
primarily to the L1 child. The best grammar is the one that mimors
how the Ll chiìd learns a language (Chomsky 1965,1973,1976 and

elsewhere). But do adults not learn languages? How about adolescents?
It is argued that Chomsky's claim ìs compìetely arbitrary. The

learnability assumption must be re-conceptuaìized in the sense that
it cannot be based on a specific group: it must be related to the
language learning capacity of people in general and irrespective of
any arbitrary age restrictions.

(4) The fourth question is the crucial one: Can'linguìstic universals be

expl ained psychol inguí stìca l ìy?

The issue is not to detect and describe universals and universal
restrictions on natural human languages, as is traditìonaììy done

wìthìn language typoiogy. The issue is to explain why these universals
and the various typoìogical constraints are as they are. lf ì.inguistic
universals can be expìained by recourse to some other domain, we will
be in a position to state why naturaì human ìanguages and their
linguistìc structures are structured the way they are; why ìanguages

change onìy the way they do; why learner ìanguages take the form they
do; and the re-conceptualization of the learnabiìity assumption would

follow naturally from such an argument.

Theoreticaììy, the answer to the above issue is easy and obvious:
natural human.ianguages are as they are because they must be processible
by the processing system{s) of the human brain. Linguìstìc universals,
therefore, are determined by the funct'ioning of the human brain. Languages

can only change in such a way that they remain learnable. Language change,

consequently, must stay within the limits set by the brain's processìng

system(s). Learner languages, as well as the structure of marginai
languages, iike pidgins, must be subject to the same restrictions
irrespective of the age of speakers. And, lastly, ìanguage varjatjon must
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also follow the same constraints'

This would be a neat argument if only more was known about the

functioning of the language processing system(s) of the human brain'

Unfortunately, we are far fron this goal' The best that can be done' at

present, is to look for empirìcaì evidence that would at least encourage

researchers to pursue such questions without being dependent exclusively

on speculation. This, it seems' can now be done' thanks primarì]y to the

advances in L2 research.

In the next sect.ion empirical data on negatìon systems are examined

with respect to the issues outlined above'

It would, of course' be presumptuous and premature to expect a fully

satisfactory solutìon, particuìarìy concerning psycholinguistic explanations

of ìanguage universals- In the long run, aì1 types of universals need to

beexplained,ie.substantiveuniversa.ls,forma]universals,ìmplicatìonaì
universals, etc. Moreover, in a certain sense every detail of ìanguage

structure can be regarded as beìng constrained by the functìoning of the

human brain. Therefore, in order to make the task manageable the whole

problem can be thought of as involving two extremes' One end of the

spectrum is marked by various "low-level" details; the other end

constitutes the "upper bound", ie' the total range of options open to

natural languages. The focus in th.is paper is on the "upper bound"' The

first step is to determine whether'empirical evidence can be brought to

bear on th.is issue. This is the aim of this paper. That js, the data on

negation systems are reviewed as to whether the various types of ìanguage

var.ietieslendsupporttotheideathatthesamesetofconstraintsunderly
all of them. The starting point is the data on language acquisìtion'

because thìs materìal provided the original challenge for the re-

conceptualization proposed in thìs paper'

1. Some data

11, L2 acquisition and language typology

Tabl.e 1 sununaries the major developmental structures and the

deveìopmentalsequencesfortheL,landL2acquìsitionofGermanandEngìish.
Thatjs,LlGermanìsmatchedbyL2Germanacqu.iredbyspeakersw.ithEng.l.ish

1 For the general framework used to discuss learner data' cf Wode 1981a

as L1; and Ll English is matched by L2 English acquired by speakers with
German as 11. The material comes fnom children aged up to 10. The Roman

numerals indicate the major deveiopmental stages during the ear'ly phases

of acquir'ìng the particuìar 'language. The developmental structures
characteristic o:f the varìous stages are listed under the respective Roman

numeral s.

Tabl e 1 Some early stages in the L1 and L2 ac
systems of German and Engìish by chil
from Wode 1977a).

quìsìtion of
dren aged up

negat i ons
0 (adapted

the
to1

L1 -Deutsch

I nein
'no'

Iï nein, Milch
'no, (I would like some) milk'

iII nein hauen
'no bang (on the table)'

lV Heiko n.ich essen
'Heiko (is) not (to) eat (rhis)'
dìe nicht kaputt
' these ( a re ) not broken '

L1-English

I no

II no, Mom

III no close
IV Katherine no like celery

L2-Deutsch/11 -Engì ì sh

I-II nein
'no '

nein,da
'no, (it is) there'

III nein helfen
'no help (me)'

IV Katze nein schlafen
' ( the) cat no sì eep'

Milch nicht da
'(tt¡e) milk (is) not there'

L2-Engl i sh/11 -Deutsch

I-II nô

III
no, you

no play baseball

that's no good

Mariìyn ììke no sleepy

lunch is no ready

me no close the window

John go not to school

me and Jennifer not play

]V

Katherine not quite through

The important points about Table 1 ane: There is a regular progression
from less complex to more comp'lex structures in the development of the
learner language. Some of the deveìopmental structures cannot be related
to the structure of the target language in any direct way. Note, in
particular, stages III-IV. Utterances like no close 'don,t shut (the door)' ,
no piay baseball '(we) don't (want to) play baseball'or the German

structures of III tend not to be provided by the linguìstìc env.ironment to
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which ch.ildren are normalìy exposed. Likewise, utterances like Katherine

no I i ke cel ery ' Katheri ne doesn 't I i ke cel ery ' , Mari ìyn 'I ike no sìeepy

'ivlar.iìyn doesn,t want to go to sìeep', me no close the window 'I don't want

to shut the window', John o not to the school 'John ìs not going to school',

Although the data reviewed so far came frorn children aged 4-10, such

deveìopmentaì structures are by no means restricted to these age ranges nor

to the acquisitional types surveyed in Table l. The same developmentaì

structures also occur with adult L2 learners, and the same negation

structures have also been found in foreìgn ianguage classroom situations.
Wode 1981a reports such data for adult migrants learning L2 German in a

naturalistic environment and for 10-12-year-old German secondary school

students who were taught English. Furthermore, Hyìtenstam 1978 observed

the same deveìopmental negation structures with a ìarge number of adult
L2 learners of Swedìsh who spoke various ìmmìgrant languages from all over

the world. And more data of this sort are presently being analysed by

Hakuta for over 50 Spanìsh-speaking adults learning English (personaì

communication).

Individual variation ìn ìanguage learning and typology

The systematicity and the uniformity of the data surnmarized in Table 1

is misleading ìn that ìt suggests that all learners proceed exactly alike.
This is not true. There is individual variation among learners in various
respects, notably, in terms of speed of acquisition, ultimate leveì of
achievement, differences in task-specific behaviour and, aìso, variation in
the ìinguistic structure of the developmental learner structures. The last
type of individual variation is important with respect to the basic
question of this paper.

If the structure of learner utterances and learner languages is
constrained by the universaì constra.ints on the structure of natural human

ìanguages, then one would expect that the range of individual variation in
learner languages should be finite and it should not go counter to the

constraints familiar from typological surveys. Tabie 2 is intended to
illustrate thìs point. The data is provided by the same children that were

the subjects for L'1 German and L2 Engììsh/L'1 German in Table 1. Table 2

lists the majorìty of the deve.lopmental structures observed with these
four chìldren when they acquired Englìsh. The data of first occurrence of
the respective developmental type is given on the right. Note that not all
deveiopmental structures occurred with every child. The nature of the
relationship can be illustrated via the deveìopmental structures Subj neg VP,

Aux neg X and Subj V neg X. For Subj V neg X, each child had the variant
with no or not as the morphoìogical marker of negation. In the'type

then do negation structures such as neg X, Subj neg VPo or Subj V neq (X)

come from?..If they are not taught and if they are not p'icked up direct'ly

from the ìnput addressed to the learner, they can only be the learner's

own contribution. More precìse1y, the morphological items can be traced

to the respective target ianguages. But where do the word order patterns

orig.inate? They must be contributed by the learner. But then the questioh

is, where does the learner's abilìty to produce such structures come from,

and why do they show the kind of constraints that they do? Why, for

example, ìs neg not simply ìnserted after the first, second or third word?

Itìssuggestedbelowthatthesepecuìiarìtiesresu]tfromuniversal
constraints governìng the possible form of naturaì human languages'2

AnotherimportantpointtonoteaboutTab]elistherelat.ionshìpof
suchlearnerdataÈoìanguagetypo.logy.Noticethatal]thedeve]opmental
structures summarized in Table 1 are typoìogicaìly possìble. That is to
say, one way or another the structuraì optìons utilized in these learner

data are well evidenced ìn typologìcal surveys of the negatìon systems of

natural human languages (see, in partìcular, Dahl 1979) ' In fact' pre-

verbalnegatìonasinthestructuraltypeSubjnegVPofstagelV.isoneof
the most frequent negatìon structures ìn the ìanguages of the world' Pre-

posed external placement of neg is also typologically possible, although

'jtjslessfrequentìyattestedthanthetypeSubjnegVP.Inaddit.ion'
thepost.verbalplacementofnegìsquitefamilìarfnom'forexamp]e'
Genman and Norwegian.

as well as the German structures of IV, are not regular'ly used in discourse

directedtoforeìgnlearnersnor.intalknotdirectedat]earners.'l,Jhere

1 Except in child-child interaction, or in-those cases where the respective
i;;;;;s.; ãtpióv iuchstructures, as ìn Black Enslìsh or in pidsins and

creol es .
2 A d.tu.il.d account of how these (and other) deveìopmental.negation

structures relate to the structure of the target language(s) ls.9lven ln
llã¿ã fSZZU for L'1 acquìsition and in Wode'l98ia for L2 acquisition. These

ããiãil. are not immediateìy relevaht to the discussion in the present
paper.
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Table 2.

Structural TYPe

anaphoric no
anaphoric no X

non-anaPhoric neg X

no Adj

Illustrative ExamPle

no
no Ti ff

no cold
no sleep
no bread
no catch it

that's no right

you not dunny

I catch that not
you got me not out

yor.l have a not fish
you have a no snag

me no close the window
you not shut uP

vou can no have it-he 
cannot hit the ball

I can't get him out

don't broke
'don't break ít'

hit it not over the fence
shut not your mouth

not inside
Birgit catch no fish

I see nothing

I got nothing shoe

I don't know

no, don't
no, you don't
I didn't see

0ate of First occurence

Hei Bi La Ig

1;9 - 1;1 1;0
1;tB 0,10 1;18 2"6

I ;13

;6

217

i17 1;17
i28 -
;28 2;21
;1 3;4

l;9

1 ;13

t s) 3;12
z0 (1;22)
3 1;24

oevelopmental negation structures in the naturalistic L2

::å;i;iiil-òt Ëñgiiti' bv 4 German children' optional elements

iñ'i j (.a.ptud fiom wode.1981a).

!gbj__!SC__Yq, three children used only not as a negative marker; whereas

the youngest child had both no and not. For post-auxiliary negatjon the

type can no VP occurs with two children; the types cannot VP and can't VP

occur with aìl four of them.l Mo..ou.., none of tt. ¿.*lop*.ntul
structures conflicts wìth negatìon structures familiar from typoìogìcal
surveys.

In summary then, from Table 1 and 2 it is clear that learner
ìanguages and the structure of learner utterances do not go counter to
typologica'l constraints on the structure of natural human languages as

observable in full-fledged ìanguages; and these restrictjons also constrain
the possìb1e forn that individual variation in learner ìanguages can take.

Other acquisitional types

Table 3 is intended to broaden the empirical base. Whereas the previous

discussion was confined to the Ll and L2 acquis1tion of English and German,

Table 3 presents a survey of other languages and other acquisitìonaì types,
'inciuding pidgin and creoìe languages. Two negation structures are sìngled
out for this survey, namely, Igg_X plus a much rarer variant X neg, and

the pre-verbal type Subj neg VP. These two negatr'on stnuctures are well
attested. Note, in particular, the L1 trjlìnguaì case of a boy acquir.ing
German, Hungarian and French (Kadar-Hoffman 1977).2

noV 0
0
I

0
0
0

i24
.aa

i28
i27

28
z8

1

0
0

I

1

2

no
no

N(P)
VP

* ,Ti

Subj V

:::

"'ì.1

neg Y

noY

not Y

neg X

VnoX
VnotX
Pron neg (X)
V Pron not
V Pron not X

evervbodv catch no the fish 1;24
John-go not to the school 1;13

3i29 1;23
2i5 1;26

5i¿L
1;24

4;1
5;19

183
4

Subj V a
... a

neg N

not N

... a no N

Subj neg VP

... no VP

.. . not VP

Subj Aux neg X

.. . can no VP

... cannot vP

... can't VP

imperative don't VP

imoerative V (Pron neg (X)'.-. V Pron not (X)
... v not (X)

ellìptical not
pre-nominal no ll

pronominaì nothing

pre-nomi.nal noth'ing N

Subi don't know

suppìetive don' t/didn' t

Subj don't/didn't VP

1;12
1;30

1 |20
1 ;30

2.j

2;15

1|12

3i27
2i19
4;19

2i19

1;24
1i27

2|13

3;21
4;3
3221

3 ;19

1;13 3;1 1

3 ;16
;18 4;20

5;3

2i6
J; tb

2i15
4;20

;24 2i19

;0 3;21
i21 3 i30

;18 (4;15)
. 5;8

Indjvidual variation in the linguistic structure of learner utterances is
a well documented phenomenon for L1 acquìsition. Studies on this type of
structural variation are still few in number for the other acquisìtìonal
types, notably the non-simultaneous types of acquisition (cf. Fillmore
1976; Bahns 1976; Burmeister 1977; Clahsen 1980; Pienemann 1980; Ufert
1980; Allendortt ,l980; 

l^lode'1 981a).

There is much more evidence available than referned to in Table 3. This
is particular'ìy true with respect to the L'l acquisìtion of negation
(overview in Wode 1977b). For more details on natural istic L2 acquìsition
see l,lode 1981a. In particuìar the L2 combinations .involving Englìsh as
a target can be extended further to include other Ll's, like Japanese
(Milon 1974), French (Tiphine in press), Taiwanese (Huang 1971), etc.
The relearning of a language has been studied onìy very rarely. The only
extensive data that seems to be presently available concerns L2 English/11
German (Allendorff 1980).

1 :13
zi0
1;22

1;23

1 i22

z;12

3;14

a,1

1;25

3;18

1"24

-
1

1

4
2

I

2
2

L

2

26)
0
18

1;24

1;25
1;30

( 1 ;13)
2;12

3;11

3;1 1

Subj don't/didn't
Aux VP

negative any

I didn't can closed it
I saw any wheels

5;15

4|26

2:20

J;+
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Pidgìns, language acquis ition and language typology

Pidgins are jncluded in Table 3 for two reasons' First' in terms of

origin, pidgìns are a speciaì case of natural istic L2 acquisition

(Bickerton 1981, Wode 1981b)' From this point of view' it is not at all

surpr.ising to find that the kind of negation structures chanacterìstic

of early pidgin ìanguages should paralleì those observable in naturalistic

L2 acquis.itìon. Seconc, pidgins are included to show that such marginal

languages also conform to the universal constraints on the structure of

natural human languages' Of course, this conclusìon already fol.lows from

theins'ightthatpìdgìn.izationjsavar.ietyofnatural.isticL2acqu.is.itìon.
In any event, the two negation structures are well attested ìn pìdgìns

(and earìy creoles) all over the world' (See survey of some 30 pìdgins

and creoles ìn Hoffmann and Rudeloff'1981)' That is to say' the two

negation types occur not only in pidgìns involving European or Indo-European

languages, but also in cases where non-Indo-European languages are involved'

The above observations are extremely important, because they further

support the previous ìnsights, namely' that the two negatìon structures

seem to be universal; that the relatìonshìp observed between learner

languages proper and länguage typoìogy carry over to pidginization; and

that age must be ruled out as the variable that determines the structure

ofsuchUtterances,becausep.idgìnizationìsnot'ingeneral'carrìedout
by children, but by people from the adolescent and adult age ranges'

Language ìearning and ìanguage change

The relationship betv'/een language learning' pìdgin ization' language

typology, and ìanguage change ìs illustrated in Table 4' It summarìzes

the major developments in the history of the negation systems of French'

German and English. At one tìme or another each of these three ìanguages

had pre-verbaì negation, post-verbal negation' and double negation' Table 4

clearìy suggests that there ìs no justification for those traditional

claìms concerning the reìatìonship between chiìd language and language

change, poinled out in Section 0 above' nameìy' that language'learnìng

recapitulates the history of the respectìve language' that children are

the chief innovators of language change, and that children propagate it'

It is obvious from the data of Table 4 that the developmental

sequences of language learners do not necessarily recapìtulate the

diachronic deveìopment of a ìanguage. For exampìe, in the course of ìts

11

Table 3. Negation structures
types of language ac
(adapted from Wode '1

non -ana phorì c

neq X-X neq and Subi neg VP

[lTîíTì-on, p i dg I n s,-ãn-õ ea rt
g81a).

in several
y creoìes

L'1 acquisìtion: unilingual
Engl ish (sloom 1970)

German

Swedi sh ( Lange/Larsson
1973)

Latvian (ì¡lode/Ruke-
uravlna l9l/l

L1 acquìsìtion: tril ingual
(Kadar-Hoffman 1977)

no cl ose

nein schaff ich

nej kossa
'no cow'
né minimi
'no pencì1 '

nein Hanno kann

nem jó
'no good'

non Hanno aime
'no Johannis like'

no pìay baseball

no like coffee

Type of structure
neg X-X neg Subj neg VP

Kaffee nein

I no want envelope

hier nicht wohren

Embla inte ha täcket

das nein geht

itt em jön atrÒ
'from here no metro come'

après Daniel non ouvre
'afterwards Daniel no open'

me no close the window

I no can see

I not Iike that

ich nein hat eines
'l no have one'

gib nê ipupu né lta
¡want no' 'bathroom no go'

German

Hungari an

Fnench

Natural istic L2 acquìsìtion
L2 tngiish/11 German

L2 Engl i sh/11 Spani sh
( Schumann 1 975 )

L2 Englìsh/L'1 Norwegían
( Ravem 'l 974 )

L2 German/L1 English
(Felix 1978)

L2 Relearning

L2 Eng'l i sh/L'1 German

Pidgins/Creo'les

Ewondo Populaire
(Todd 1 974)

Freetown Krio
(Todd 1974)

Hawai ian Pidgìn
(Carc 1972)

Chinese Pidgìn
(Bauer 1 974)

Jamaican Creoie
(Bailey 1966)

no like it

nein meine
'I no mean'

no sit here I no want to play

ke boo me ke bo

'don't do' ' I don't do'

nodo anodo
'don't do' ' I don't do'

my father, not take care of me baby name, me no l.ike
'my father, didn'ttakecareofme''I don't ìike my baby name'

can do? no can do? he no beìong handsome

'can 't you do that' 'he i sn't handsome'

no sliip pan da bed nobody no gaan a puos yet
'don't sleep on that bed' 'nobody has gone to the

postoffice yet'
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Table 4

lish

I donegV
I do not say

ne.II do-neg V

I don't say

1

history English once had post-verbaì negation.' 0n the other hand, there is

no L1 learner of tngììsh On record who went through a deveìopmental stage
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marked by post-verbal negation. Simiìarìy, Enolish once had a variation
between post-verbal negatjon and pre-verbal negation as in the writjngs
of Shakespeâre. Again, no Lî learner of English is on record who went

through a developmental stage characteristized by a variation between post-
verbal and pne-verbaì negatìon. Lastly, Ll learners of English go through
a stage of double negatìon where the two neg's may be morphophonologically
the same. Howeven, this deveìopmental stage is not such as can be

illustrated from Middle Engìish where the two negative markers are different.
Perhaps the most conclusive evidence concernìng the issue of whether

children recapitulate the hìstory of a language is available for the
acquisìtion of inflectional systems. Such evidence can be related to the
notion of the ìinguistic cycle (recentìy made popuìar again by Hodge'1970).
Languages are said to go through diachronic cycìes such that, for example,
an analytic language changes ìnto a synthetìc one, then back.into an

analytìca'l one, and so forth. Egyptian is said to be a language which can

be documented as having gone through this cycle twìce. 0n the other hand,
ihere is no sÌngìe learner on record who vrent through such cycles as often
as the target language did durìng ìts history.

The questìon of who creates innovations cannot be decided at all. In
the discussìon on the various tables presented so far ìt has been amply

demonstrated that age is not a crucíal variable ìn determìn.ing the
I inguistic structure of Iearner utterances, ìncìudìng pidgin ìanguages.
If adults and chjldren can be expected to produce the same type of
developmentaì structures, then it is ìmpossibìe, ìn principie, to determine
whether a gìven change in a language is due to chjldren or to adults. For

various reasons children cannot be regarded as the main propagators of
language change. As pointed out above, speakers from the non-chììd age

ranges may create the same innovations as children. Second, detailed
socio-linguistìc investigatìons show that it ìs primarily the non-child age

groups that pnopagate changes ìn the language, notably, middie-aged
people (for example, Labov 1963,1966; Trudgiì1 1974).

The above arguments concernìng the re-assessment of the ìmpact of
children on language change were based on empirìcal observations. These

conclusions can be strengthened by specuìations relat.ing to the survival
and the evolution of the human species. Such speculations, it seems,

lead to two points. First, it should be the adult populat.ion rather than
chijdren who are ch.iefly responsible for the propagatjon of l.inguistìc

Hìstorv of sentence negation of Englìsh, German and French
(a¿aptã¿ from Jespersen 1917, Behagel 1924) '

German French

geñn neg V

neg V

nhg. V negz

neg V

nõ-?ico
neg V

ñon ?ico

neg V
jeo ne di

I neglv neg2

je ne dis pas

nfr. II V negz

je dis pas

at

neg V

ìc ne secge

neg,' V neg,

I ne seye not

negrV-V negt

I say not
i not say

o

mhg

¡eg V_

entl ìmo
hilfa ni
quimìt
'and him heìP
not came'

neg,' V neg,

des enist mir
niht ze muote

'this not is me'not intention'

,"1
I

l

ofr

r

1

I:

I

ich komme nicht
'I come not'

1 ¡4ost handbooks g.ive the impressìon that post-verbal.negation occurred ìn
ÈÀéiirt onìy in-va.iation wjth the pre-verbaì negation,_as in ear'ìy,mcdern

Enélirt'r (foi example, Jespersen.1917, Traugott 197?)' This does not seem

ià-r" rrìty.0"""àt.-schwarze (in press) ieports that certain parts of
the Wycìiffe Bìble have post-verbaì negation onìy.
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changes; second' age should not be a crucial vaniable ìn the sense that it

causes the language learning abilities of children to deteriorate as

assUmed.inthecr'itìcalperiOdhypothes'isoflanguagelearnìn9(nolably'
Lenneberg 1967) or in other views to the effect that adults lose the

abìììty to learn a ìanguage like chijdren do or that this abìl ily

deteriorates (for example, Krashen 1981)' At the times when the earìy

humans still roamed around in small bands rather than living ìn larger

societie.s, let a.lone in the size fam.iIiar to modern-day man' it was

essential lh.aL the adult,'ìe' the fighting population should be able to

quìckly leann at least the rudiments cf lhe language of another band'

Such groups would have quìckly extermìnated each other over quarrels

concernìng priviìeges to rerritories' which' ìn turn' impììes privìleges

'ic hunt, to gaiher fooo, and so on' To prevent such fatal consequencesi

nature had to deveìop an abilìty in homo sapiens that allows for inter-

band communicalion. This abìIìty wouìd have been useless if adults djd

not have it, if lhey lost jt after puberty or even earlier' or ìf it

aliowed them to learn the language of other bands only after'long

troublesome periods of contact with the language' l4oreover' those bands

conquered by others would be doomed to perish and they could not be

inteqraled into the new band unless they had the abìlity to - quickly -

learn the language of lhe dominant band'

l,',/hat, then, ìs the reìalionshìp between language ìearning and

'ìanguage change? It seems that both are constrained by the same set of

restriclions. Moreover, sjnce il has already been shown that such

restrictions also hold belween ìanguage learnìng' the structure of margìna1

ìanguages like pidgìns (and creoles) ' and 'language typoìogy' it follows

lhat the whoìe range of the manifestalions of natural languages and

ìanguage structures is constrained by lhe same set of nestrìctions' That

is to say, they are truly unìversaì ' Parallels between language learning

and language change, therefoÌe, are due to lhe super-imposed universal

constrainls on the structure of natural languages' It is these

constraìnts which seem to have mìsìed previous scholars to - erroneously -

propose that children innovate language,,change' propagate ìt' or even

recap i tuì ate the h i story of a l anguage '

1 The above conclusions are based on considerations reìatìng to language

structunes not readily s"tãpii¡i" to being developmentally due to
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2. Dì scussion

The data presented in Section'l can be regarded as an empiral

paradigm spanning central and less central manifestationsof the design of
natural ìanguages and their functionìng. The paradigm leads to the
'identification of parallels whl'ch cut across all these different areas

and consequently unites ¡he latter. l,lhat are the implications?
The most important point sêems to be that it ìs extremely chalìenging

and rewardìng to take such a comprehensive perspective. So far linguists
have anaìyzed languages, synchronical ly, diachronicaìly, and in many other

ways. But all this remains merely descriptive and prelìminary in the sense

that it does not tell us why what we describe is as it js. That is,
'linguists must go beyond descriptions and attempt to answer the most

fundamental question, namely, why languages and their structures are

structured the way they arel (note Givón 1979 and Bickerton 1981 for
simiIar pleas).

This poìnt of view contrasts sharply with the current division of
'labor 

among the various branches of linguìstics. The comprehensive approach

transfer from another language or, diachronicaì1y, to borrowìng. If the
ìnsights deveìoped above are to be valid it would be necessary to show
that transfer and borrowing are subject to the same universal constraints.
The material on negation reviewed in the four tables above may not
ìllustrate this point in sufficient detail. Note, however, that the
post-verbal negatìon type has so far been observed only ìn those L2
combinations of tnglish where the L1 learned previously has this structure,
ie. L2 English/11 Ger^man (tJode 1981a); L2 tnglish/11 Norwegian (Ravem
1974); post-verbal negatìon has not yet been found, for example, in L2
Engl ish/11 Spanish (Schumann 1975, Fìllmore 1976, overview in Wode 1981a).
But post-verbal negation is typologically possìble, as in German or
Norwegian. To my knowìedge, there is no empirical evidence available to
contradict the suggestion that transfer is also constrained by the same
constraints as gover^n language typology, ìanguage change, pidginization,
as well as language learning wìth respect to the non-transfer regularities.
(The case of transfen and its reìationshìp to typology, ìanguage change
and other manìfestations of ìanguage functioning is examined in greater
detail in Wode i982a with respect to phonology).

Although Chomsky introduced various levels of adequacy including
explanatory adequacy (1964, 1965 and elsewhere), tnis notion of explanation
is still essentially descriptive as I use the term here (following Gìvón
1979). Chomsky's not'ion of explanatory adequacy refers to the exþlanatory
power of a ìinguistic theory, ie. its pnedictive capacìty. It is not
adequate to expiain the nature of a range of phenomena from a domain X

by recourse to a domain Y, like the psychology of visjon/sìght explained
by the physiology and the bio-chemistry of the organs and the nervous
apparatus involved.
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taken in this paper, ît is hoped, will eventually help to develop a unified

view about natural languages' Thjs will require a revision of a number of

views concerning very basic assumptions about languages and linguistics'

notably: language structure and cognition; the learnability assumption;

synchronic mechanisms for language change; marginal languages; markedness

theory; and contrastive analysis '

Language and cognitìon

What needs to be explained, f.irst and foremost, are the paralìe1s

betweenthevarjousmanifestationsofthedesìgnofnatUral.languagesand
the origìns of these paralìels' In partìcuìar' where do the paraììels with

'language learning and the deveìopmentaì structures in learner languages

orì gi nate?

The data reviewed in section 1 cìear1y suggests that the respective

negation structures cannot be taken dìrectly from the ìnput to which the

learner ìs exposed. Factors external to the learner' such as differences

in the cultural envìronment, technological changes in the world around us'

etc. will not account for the paralleì either. Neither wììl personaìity

vaniables, like IQ, motivation' or the l ike' Such factors vary enormousìy

over any given population, 1et alone across different societies atrd

cultures. This means that these variables constitute a great range of

variation. 0n the other hand, learner'languages show a greai amount of

invariance.Obvìousìy,invariancecannotbeexplainedbyvariation'so
the explanation of the invariance can only be based on other types of

factors.
The only option 1eft, so it seems' is the functioning of the human

braìn and the cognìtive processìng system(s) assocìated with it' The

crucial problem then is to determine the nature of these systems and

whether they can be equated with general cognìtion' The kind of cognition

required to be able to learn languages must be different from general

cognition or those capacìties underlying problem-solvìng or the kind of

operations crucìal in Pìagetian types of developmental psychology' A

number of arguments can be brought to bear on this issue'

Chomsky, for example, has deveioped a type of reasoning that is more

theoretical.innature.Itisbasedonspecuìatìonsaboutlanguagelearning'
primarily by L1 children' In essence' Chomsky's procedure is to develop

princìples of ìanguage structure and then to enquìre whether they can be

learned from the input to which the child js exposed or whether the ability
to detect such formal properties in the target ìanguage pre-supposes

knowìedge about the nature of these propertìes. Chomsky ìnvarìably opts

for the'latter solution. He argues that the input that the child is
exposed to is so chaotic and unsystematic that pr incipìes of ìanguage

structure(s), most of them being hì9h1y abstract, cannot possìbly be

extracted fnom such raw material. But since chjldren do learn languages

nonetheless they must have the requìsite knowledge beforehand. This means,

Chomsky suggests, that the formaì princìples of language structure must be

geneticalìy pr^ogrammed and that they constitute a special type of cognitive
capacities (Chomsky 1965, 1973, 1976, and elsewhere).

Three remarks are in order concerning Chomsky's proposals. First, the
issue of what is geneticalìy endowed can be separated from the question of
whether the cognitive capacìties prenequisite for the processing of language

data are, or are not, of the same kind as general cognitìon. lt may well
be the case that the cognitive capacities needed for'language processìng

are built up fnom other types of capacities not yet known. This issue needs

much more research before a firm stand can be taken concernìng this matter.
Second, Chomsky's v iew about the chaotic natune of. learner input ìs
counterfactual.l Third, the ìdea that the processing of language data
requìres specifìc cognitive abilities diffenent from general cognition need

not be decjded on by relying only on Chomskyan types of specu'latìons. Other
kinds or arguments derived from detailed empirìcaì investìgatìons of
language iearning can be brought to bear on this issue. This evidence

strongìy points into the same direction as Chomsky's conclusions.
Probably the most telling argument based on insights into ìanguage

acquisitìon derives from a very sìmple observatìon. If it is claimed that
general cognition determines the structure of learner languages, then it

Detailed investigations of the speech used in various exposure situations,
such as adul t-chi I d, adol escent-chi I d, natì ve-forei gner, cì early show
that the more competent speaker can, and mostìy does, adapt his speech in
remarkable ways to the level of the addressee's. Such learner talk tends
to be less marked by errors and other jnconsistencies than normal
discourse. For Ll acquìs'ition see, for example, the articles ìn Snow and
Ferguson 1977; for L2 acquisit.ion note Hatch 1978a, Peck 1978, van der
Geest and Heckhausen 1978 (summary in Wode 1981a). However, the effect
that such adaptìons have on the learning process is still very much an
open question.
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must also be explaìned why chìldren as well as adults produce (much) the

samedevelopmentalstructureS.Ifcogn.itivedefjcitsaneassumedto
explain the non-targetlike nature of child L1 acquisìtìon' this type of

angument does not canry over to adult learners producing the same

developmental structures. Aduìts and adolescents can be credited with

havìng at their disposal concepts of cause, time, direction instrumentality,

negativeìy,andsoforth.IfadultL2learnersandyoungLlchildren
produce t-he same deveìopmenta'l negation structures, this cannot be due to

the fact that the adult has a full-fledged negatìvìty concept whereas the

child does not. It follows that the capacitìes which enable human beìngs

to'learn natural ìanguages are of a different sort than those that underly

man's ab.ilìty to cognìze his environment in terms of concepts and logical

operations of whateven sort. This argument from language learning' then'

leads to the same conclusion as chomsky's argument, namely, that what is

r'equìredtohandlenaturallanguages.isaspecìaltypeofcognìt.ion.,It
is termed lìnguo-cognìtion (in t¡Jode 1981a). Next to nothing ìs presently

known about the nature and the functìoning of these l inguo-cognìtive systems

Some such attempts are made in l¡]ode 1979, 1981a (buildìng on Slobin 1973).

Nonetheless,itseemsappropriatetoenlargeontheorigìna.lproposaland
to suggest that, appanentìy, ìt is these linguo-cognitive processing

systerns that ultimateìy constrain the design and the functìoning of all

typeSofnatUrallanguages.TheseconstraintSconstitUtethe''upperbound''
of structural oPtions.

A re-conceptua l i zati on of the I earnabì I ì ty ax ì om

The above discussion concernìng ìanguage learnìng and cognìtion

cìearly shows that.it ìs impossìble to continue to base the learnabìlity

assumptiononLlacquìsitjonandonyoungchildren.Naturallanguagesdo
not function exclusively in monolinguaì societies. Bilìngualism and other
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types of contact situations are much more common throughout the wor-ld and

they are not restrjcted to child populations. There is no need to go back

to the contingencies of the evolutjon of the human species to be able to
suggest that a re-conceptual ization of the learnabi l ìty assumption is
required. The original restrictìon to L1 chìldren was completely ar^bitrary.
tllhy not have a different learnabilìty assumptìon for every age group or
every ìearnìng situation? lihy not base the assumption on adults?

No i^estriction in terms of age ranges or acquisitional types and

sìtuations ìs warranted. The learnabìl ìty assumption must be based on

people's overall abì1ìty to learn ìanguages. After all, the human br"ain

is a powerfuì but fìnìte mechanism. What would the biologìcal basìs be if
numerous learnabil ity assumptions were introduced, say, as a function of
age, number of languages ìearned, learning situatjons, etc,? It makes

very good sense, ìndeed, to fjnd, upon careful empiricaì observation, all
these many paraììels across age groups and acquisitionai types. These

findjns indicate that the brain is equipped with a single mechanism for
learnìng ìanguages. It has two vital properties: it is, apparently,
flexìble enough to cope wìth varjous differences in the external settìng
of the learning situation; and the mechanìsm does not change, let alone
deteriorate (drastically) as a function of age, as ìmpìied in many

preconcieved views current not onìy among ìaymen. Lìnguistìc theoreticjans
wìll have to adjust their thinking accor"dingìy.

Moreover, it makes even better sense to find the sort of paralle'ls
between language learning and other areas of ìanguage structure and

language functìonìng, namely, to see them all constrained ìn highly sjmìlar
ways. What else woùld one expect, given the finite character of the human

brain?

The notion of markedness

Over the past years the orìginaì Pnague concept of markedness has

been developed in such a way that it ís becoming ìncreasingly useful .in

conjunction wìth typology and universals. As for the ìinguìstic aspects,
'it may stiìl be djfficult at the present state of affairs to identify, ìn
each given instance, which item is to be marked, unmarked or more/less
marked. It should be possible to resolve these difficulties in the long

run. After all, the ìearner data reviewed in Section 1 and other material
available elsewhere (for exampìe, Clark 1970 for L1; Hyltenstam 1981 for L2)

1 0th., types of observations from language learnìng can also be brought to

b;;; oi,iñe lssue of whether or not genãral cognìtìon-can be_equated with
I inouo_cocnition. An argument from the acquisition of L1 bj I rngua I lsm rs
åå;åi;p;ã';;-síäúin lst¡, for Ll monolinsualìsm (wode lezq, 1e76a)' A

ããtãiìãà review of the iésue of ìanguage:specif.ic cognìtion with.particu-
iãr r.tet.nc" to the inadequacy of Þialetian psychology to explaìn ìanguaç

iãu.ning and ìanguage struituräs ìn Feiix 1982. However, the whole debate

is focussed too much on cognìtive schemata, representations and cognitive
capacìtìes underìyìng them. More attention needs to be gìven to tne

actual processìng of sPeech.
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Contrastjve analysis and language teaching

Contrastive analysis has recently been o"iticized heavìly for beìng
unable to handle learner data (for exampìe, llJardaugh 1970, Richards 1971).
Some scholars have suggested disregard.ing contrast.ive anaìys.is.in our
dealìngs with L2 problems aìtogether (for example, Dulay and Burt 1973,
1974a-c). This view is certainiy unjustìfied. Contrastive analysis
bas.ically deals with comparing languages or language systems. It is thus
at the very heart of lìnguistic methodology. The major mìsunderstandìng,
it seems, relates to the implication that contrastive analysis should be

a language learning theory. This is exactly what .it is not.
Contrastive analysìs describes different l.inguistìc structures and,

if handled weì1, thìs methodology allows lingu.ists to relate different
ianguage systems to each other. As for language learning, such a comparìson
will not do. The data reviewed in Section 1 clear'ly show that clashes
between two linguistic systems are resolved by learners not ad hoc or in
completely random ways. Rather, different learners resolve such clashes
in much the sarne way. The ìmportant point is that contrastive analysis does
not allow for any kind of predictìon on how the learner will nesolve such
a clash. That is why contrastìve anaìysis is not a ìanguage ìearning
theory. However, this does not mean that contrastìve anaìysìs is useless
for L2 probìems. 0n the contrary,.it is an indispensibìe part of any
attempt to devise a theory of language acquìsition in general or of
naturalistic L2 acquìsìtion .in particular. contrastive anaìysis specìfies
the nature of the structural clash, It remains to add a language ìearning
component to determine and predìct how learners will resolve such clashes
and it ìs this kind of information that is needed by ìanguage teachers
(details in trode 1982b).

As for l inguìstìcs, contrastive anaìys.is ìs just as indispensible.
The psychoì inguistic approach basic to thìs paper might provide guìde-l.ines
as how to set up such a contrastjve analys.is. That is to say, in the
vanious approaches to contrastive analysis the problem of the tertium
comparationis is notoriously difficuìt to solve. l,lhy not ìet psychoì.in-
guìstic data decide such issues?

are extremely uniform: Consequently; there must be a psycholinguistìc

basis to markedness. However' in line with the poìnt of view adopted in

this paper, markedness also needs to be explained' l,.,lhy does ìt take the

form it does? What constrains it? Obviousìy' markedness is one aspect

of the universal restrictions governing natural languages' .l: 
O" -:::

precise, markedness seems to be a reflex of the linguo-cognitive processlng

constraints related not so much to the "upper bound" but to "lower-level"

;;; ;t organ.izatìon (in terms of the labels introduced in Section 0) '

Lìnguistic theories and language transfer

Anotherareainwhìchare-conceptua]izat.ionisurgentlyrequìred
ìs language transfer' One of the outstandìng characteristics of natural

languages is that they are quickly adaptabìe to changes in the world around

us. This requires a built-in synchronìc mechanism for'language change'

Itisthismechanismthatmakesìanguagessuchauseful.instrumentfor
communication. One extremely ìmportant component within this flexibility

mechanism relates to the ability to transfer from one language ìnto the

other. Consequentìy, any linguistic theory that does not adequately

provide for transfer or that.is not suitable for handlÍng transfer cannot

possible quaìify as an adequate description of a language or as a

theoretical framework for describing natural ìanguages' As far as can be

made out, no presently available ììnguistic theory comes anywhere near

to meeting this requirement' It seems' then' that lìnguists so far have

failed to incorporate, and to give proper consideration to' one of the

most important aspects of natural human languages'

Marginal 1anguages

Fur ther, ìt seems obvious that ì inguistics must gìve much more

attention to margìnaì languages' Such varieties no longer belong ìn a

linguistìc curiosity shop' Learnen ìanguages' pidgins' creoles'

bil.ingualism, and other marginal areas' are of central ìmportance to

ìinguistìcs and to theories provìded by this dìscìp1ìne' In fact' it is

these margìna.l areas of language functionìng and language manifestations

that provide the most challenging incentive for the kind of comprehensive

view adoPted here.
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l'1.4. Sharwood Smith

Universìty of Utrecht

LANGUAGE TRANSFER: THt STATI OF THE ART

TRANSFER AS A CONCEPT

The term'transfer' js taken from psychology and is used to refer to
the extension of know'ìedge or ability from one restricted area to a widen

area of activity. The term'ìanguage transfer'is used Ín a more limited
sense to mean the carryìng over of patterns from a prevíousìy learned

language (usualìy but not necessarììy the mother tongue) duning performance

in another language. This psychologìcaì, or more specifìcalìy
psvchol inquistic process shows up most clearìy when the transfer is
negatìve: that is to say, when there is a contrast between the first
ìanguage and the second language (Ll and L2 respectively). In this case,

people generaliy talk of interference. In the case of positive transfer,
when the carryìng oven of an Ll pattern into L2 by the ìearner results in

successful performance, people generalìy taìk of facilitation.
The precìse definition of transfer depends on the partìcu1ar

psychological theory used: behaviourist theories usuaì ly ìnvolve the word

'habit' in the definition; Ll habits facilitate or hinden performance in L2

and thereby speed up or slow down ìearnìng (the formatìon of L2 habits).
Cognitìvìst theorìes also involve the notion of'knowledge': new

knowledge ìs built up against the background of aìready establ ished

knowl edg e.

The whole topíc of ìanguage transfer has had a chequered history ìn
the field of second ìanguage acquisìtìon. The controversy may be said to
revolve round two major questions:
(l) l.ihere can ìanguage transfer be established as havìng defìniteìy

occurred?

(2) t,Ihat is its theoretical status?
Some scholars have sought to account for most deviance from L2 norms

as being due to transfer, other have tried to reìnterpret the evidence

so that transfer is shown to occur a great deal ìess often (Dulay, Burt,

Krashen etc.). The first group of scholars not surprisingìy cìaim

a major role for transfer in the learning process and the second group find
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.it theoreticaììy trìvial. There is a thìrd gnoup, who find that transfer

.is theoret.icalìy relevant but not ìn the sìmple sense outlined above. To

emphasize the d.ifference between the first and third group, both assigning

a non-trivial status to transfer, the thìrd aDproach will be characterised

as being concerned not with transfer per se but with cross-ìing uistic

nfluence (cLI). The implications of this will be discussed'in the final

part of thìs surveY.

THE CONTRASTIVE APPROACH

The first coherent approach to the problem of transfer was formulated

byRobertLado,followingCharlesFries(andnumerousotherscho]arswho
have made passing comments on the problems of second ìanguage learnìng)'

It has since come to be known as the contrastive Analysìs Hypothesis

aìthoughwhenitwasfirstelaboratedon(seeLadol975'1964)itlooked
muchmoreljkeanassumptionthanahypothesisputforwandtobetested.
Brìefly, Lado thought that if one did a systemat.ic comparìson between the

learner's target language (and culture) and the mother tongue (and native

cuìture) one would be abie to make a list of similarities and differences'

These then could be reformulated as predictìons about learner diffìculty:

what was simiìar would brìng about facilitation and what was different

wouìd bring about interference and hence would form an obstac.le to learnìng'

Theaimbehindth-isproposa]Wastobringlanguageteachingwithinthe
sphere of academic study, i.e. give it a scientific backing' by showing

that rigorous ìinguistic anaìysìs could have a very direct spin-off ìn

terms of improving teaching effìciency.
Themessagevlas,inshort,baseteachingstrategies(incìudìngmaterials

preparation) on prìor contrastive anaìysis (see Rusiecki 1976 for further

dìscussìon). Luckìly, there was some research designed to see how many

errors couìd be ascribed to Ll ìnfluence (cf. Arabski ì968, Du!ková ì969)

and the results showed that there was somethìng serìously wrong with the

assumption that systematic errors would always turn out to be mother

tongue patterns ìmposìng themselves on the attempted L2 utterances of the

secondìanguageìearner.Infact,rough,ìyhalfoftheerrors.inagiven
sampìe of writing couìd be ascrìbed to the Ll' The rest seem to be

overgeneraìisat.ìons of L2 rules, that js excluding those inevitable random

errors that could be attrìbuted to inattentíon, slips of the pen, so to

speak (cf. Corder '1967).
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Not nuch was done on spoken errors, aìthough it was assumed that Lr
'interfererice mìght be nore in evidence ìn a ì'inguìst.ic operatìon that
involved actual muscular actìvity. Even here there was some cause for doubt
ever since Briêre's experiment (Brìére ì968) where he showed that American
students asked io learn to pronounce a collection of speciaily chosen
'exotic'speech sounds would not necessar.ily succeed most where those sounds
were close to their Lì and Jeast where they were distant from the Ll.l The
contrastive Anaìysis Hypothesis eithen needed to be rejected or else
nefor¡nulated to take care of this awkward ev.ídence.

PRODUCT VERSUS PROCESS

The end of the'class.ic era'of transfer, that is, at the end of the
sixtìes,2 meant that a conflict had arisen between the apparenily
overwheìming inpression of interference that ìanguage teachers have when
listeninE to or reading their rearners'atterips at LZ and, on the other hand,
the r esults of error analyses. It is ímportant in this regard to consider
what is involved lvhen examining a ìearner's pr^oduction with a view to
dìagnosing er)ors. r^Jhat it ìn fact amounts to is examining a product in
order ro make inference about the process of processes (in the rearner's
mind) that led to that product.

Patterns found in the product may suggest certain processes but do not
in thei¡seives provide incontrovertible evidence. For exampìe, it may happen
that a learnen produces an utterance where the structure.is .identical to an
equivaìent structure3 in the Lr. If that utterance ìs acceptable, ì.e.
conforms to L2 norms, it is easy to assume that the learner has shown

Ian catford claifls that.some apparentìy exotic sounds may after all have
been familiar to these Americah subjecis vìa knowìedge oi Àmeiicãn ¿ìãlects(personaì communicatjon); however, jt is doubtful whéther lñã ,r¡j.ðti
would have been able to manage all these sounds for this reason uÁless thev
were all, coincidentaì1y, peopìe who by nature happen to be sensitive tà-"d.ialects of their own language.

The Georgetown Round rable papers (Aìatìs l96g) provìde a useful landmarksìgnalì ing the end of this ('mini') era.

The establishment of equìvaìence between-languages 'is actuaìly no easy
matter (cf. Krzeszowski .l976, 

Marton l968). -

2

3
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knowledge of the L2: on the other hand, it is quìte plausibìe to say that

he or she 'got jt ì^ìght by mistake'. If one believes that language transfer

was at work during the production of that utterance it should therefore

imply that the learner had not in fact shown L2 kncwledge but was sinply

I ucky.

In practice most attention inevitably centres on utterances that

violate L2 norms. In this case the emergence of an Ll-like pattern may

lead to two separate statements: the first, a product statement, which

asserts that the incorrect L2 utterance is linguìstical ly comparable to

some utterance in the Ll, and secondly, a process statement which asserts

that jt was in fact an Ll process that caused this Ll-like utterance to

occur.

The difference between the product and process statement becomes

obvjous ìf an argument deveìops over the second. Dulay and Burt poìnted

out that a number of Spanìsh-ìike errors cofimitted by Spanìsh learners

of Engììsh were in fact similar ìn kind to errors made by children

acquìr'ing tngììsh as theìr mother tongue (Duìay and Burt 1972) ' This

led them to assert that transfer was not as common an occurrence as it
first seerned to be and that the important processes in L2 acqujsition were

those shared with learners of mothen tongue. Hence, if the same product

can provoke two quite different interpnetations, it becomes clear that

choosing between the two wì.l1 depend on theol"eticaì preferences.

Appeals to ìogìc and, in addition, the use of carefully desìgned

tests, might jead to the demjse of one of the two ìnterpretat'ions; however,

one is also confronted with a third possibììity, that both ìnterpretations

are valid and that the 'error'is a product of a combinatjon of processes.

This dì.lemma aptly jlìustrates how ìlìusory the apparent sìmplìcity of the

task of derìving process from product realìy is. The product itself is
observable but the processes are hidden and have to be inferred ìndirect'ly;
this inevitabìy leads to controversy.

SOI.IE ,EVI 
DENCE 

.

It is hardly ever the case that peopìe make the clainl that an Ll does

not influence perforr'iance jn L2: in fact, if one looks at the ljterature'
the evidence for some k'ind of transfer is ìn great abuncìance: it exists in

many dìfferent s.ituations with many different kjnds of learners. It exists

ìn the performance of chìldren and adults, ìn peopìe acquìring and people

losìng'languages. It exists at all levels from phonetic aspects to
pragnatìc aspects of learner performance.

Its apþarent ubìquìty does not, of course. mean that ìt must be

regarded as a central process (cf. Seììnker 1972) in the bu.iìdìng up of new

L2 knowìedge: one can still adhere to the view expressed by Newnark and

Reìbel that interference was a sign of ìgnorance and that the onìy cure for
ìgnorance was ìearning (Newmark and Reibel l968). The learner may simpìy
be overambitious or put in a position where more is demanded of hjm or her
than is reasonable (given hìs or her current L2 resources): in this case

the learner simply falls back on Ll structures and uses them to maintain
or increase the effectiveness of messages beìng conveyed in the L2 (eìther
to or by the learner, that is).

Nevertheless Ít is useful to be reminded of the hìgh frequency of
structures 'in learner production which at "least suggest, sometimes very
strongìy suggest, the influence of Ll. The examples below should gìve an

ìmpression of the frequency or at ìeast ubìquity of language transfer.

(l) Il est trois ans (deviant use of est paiaìlels Ll Engììsh is).
(2) Le chien a mangeì ìes (devìant word order paralìeì to Ll English:

the dog has eaten TFem; in L2 French the pronoun les should be
tGposæ;--fsee-SO¡mar. Swain and Dumas ì975).

(3) The available to him ìnformät.ion (deviant premodìfìcation of noun
paraTGT*lõ-TTTõTi5h dos tepne mu i nf ormac j a ) .

(4) lvlentality of Engììshman is quìte ìncomprehens.ible to me (subject
noun noi preceded by determìner the possibìy refìectìng lack cf
deterninens in Ll Polìsh, that is, definite and indefinite artìcìes)

(5) Now she's puttìng hers clothes on (possibìe reflection of piural
marking of. pronoun-Tñ-LT--panìsh; (see Duìay and Burt 1972).

ey aìways r{qnt ttat I eat something (that complement possibìy
fìectìng paraTGT strLrcture in Lì DutõhJ.

6 ïh
re

(7) I play by my friend (possìbìe influence of Ll Dutch preposìtion
bjj; (see van Vìerken ì980).

(8) You can telì the figures up (possìbìe ì^eflection of Ll Dutch
telien meãnîng !g!nt).

(9) You show me djnnen of Hans (devìant use of per.iphrastic genìtive
possibly refìecting-þ-arãTIel construction jn L2 Dutch).

(10)The author's finst hint to the significance of the pìant (deviant
preposit"ion possjbly refTectìng the paraììeì preposition in Lì
Dutch: hint...naar).

These ten exampìes are taken from written and oral sampìes of data, from

children apparentìy losing their Ll (6,7) from children acquirìng an L2 in
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natural circumstances and roughly simultaneously with the theìr Ll (B'9),

from chjldren attending bil ingual immersion programmes (1,2), from students

at universìty ìearnìng Engìish as a foreign ìanguage in a formal context

(3,4,10), from adults apparentìy iosìng theìr Ll (8), and from immigrant

children acqu.ìrìng, their L2 as a second language (5). All these examples

abound in the data: they are typìcal.
Atthesamet.ime,although.itiscounter-intuitiVetoarguedogged.ly

in favour of non-transfer ìnterpretations, ìn every case it is ìn

prìnciple possible to do so. Example (2) was in fact cited by the authors

asacasebfovergenera.ì.isatìon,nottransfer.It,iSagoodinstanceof
the s.ituation discussed ìn the prevìous section, namely an utterance which

could be transfer (word order in Ll carried over to L2), overgeneralisation

(pronominal objects treated like L2 nominal obiects and placed after the

verb), or a combination of the two- The same goes for Example (5) which

the authors wished to reinterpret as overgeneral isation (hers clothes ììke

lvlary's cl othes ) .

TI^JO KINDS OF LANGUAGE TRANSFER

It is appropriate at thìs point to distinguish between two quite

differentk'indsofwayinwhichonelinguìst.icsystemmightinfluence
another within the mind of a given bìlìngual (using bìlinoual in the

relative sense of the word to include any ìeveì of proficìency).

Fìrst1y the underlyìng knowìedge or 'competence' (in the Chomskyan

sense)maybeaffected.Thatistosay,thenetworkofrelationshipsand
categories that make up the learner's current representation of the

'language: th.is knowledge may have been built up in part by using parts

of the Ll system'

However, there is another kìnd of abììity, that is' the set of

mechanisms for activating underìying competence millisecond by mììlisecond'

It may be for example that the learner already 'knows' in the first
(competence) sense that' in L2 French, pronominaì subiects must be piaced

infrontoftheverb.Howeverinthecourseofproducìngutterancesunder
conditions of stress, Lì processìng habits interfere with the pìacenent

of certain items. The learner uses hís or her more effìcient, automatised

Ll routines and the pronoun ìs placed after the verb' Usualìy in this case

the learner is able to correct the error ìf required hence showìng the

researcher that his or her production does not always reflect underlying

knowì edge.

1a

Ìn th.is way one may speak of competence transfer and performance

transfer (cf. Sharwood Smìth forthc. b). A failure to see this distinction
on appreciate that there may in fact be competence transfer as well as

performance has led pêopìe to regard transfer as a superfìcìal phenomenon

(interference caused by competing performance habits) and as having nothìngto do

with the buìlding up of l-2-based know'ledge. Stìll, what people believe
to be correct in the target ìanguage may not always be reflected in their
systematic performance: this is what is behind the kind of statement peopìe

make when they say 'I know it's wrong but I keep on saying it'. Usualìy it
takes some time before their underìying new knowìedge Ìs reflected jn their
fluent performance in the target language.

The Ll-based mechanism which pìaces aìì objects after the verb (for the
native speaker of Engìish) provìdes a ready-made way of buiìding sentences

at speed: the learner can always rely on it even under conditìons of stress
and may use it in the L2 until that time when the approprìate mechanism for
pìacing pronouns in front of the verb while still ìeaving nouns behind (ì.e.
after the verb) becomes part of that learner's skil.led behaviourin the 12.

At the same time, what the learner believes to be part of the L2 may

no¡ in fact accord with the knowìedge possessed by native speakers of that
L2. Given a sentence in the L2 that is (a) ìncorrect and (b) parallels an

Lì st.ructure, the learner may be quite ready to say that it Ís a correct L2

sentence. It is not simply a matter of the learner misreading some grammar

book or getting some textbook ruìe wrong, it may be that the learner
genuineìy 'feels' that sentence to be correct. This type of test of a

learner's intuitions provides the researcher (or teacher) with insights about

the learner's underìying ccmpetence and, in this case, about that part of
competence that appears to be affected by L'l competence. 0n the other hand,

getting learners to produce L2 utterances under conditions of stress wili
blur the picture, and it will not be possible without further testing to
establish whether Li-like structures produced by the ìearner are in fact
the result of underlying beliefs (competence)1or simply a lack of efficient
processing mechanìsms in the L2 (Sharwood Smith: ìn press).

The learner's beliefs about the L2, if they are reflected in his or her
systematic perTõrnrarrce may be described as a sort of knowìedge on
competence. It is irrelevant here that this 'knowledge'-does not totally
accord with the knowìedge a teacher might want the learner to have, nanely
native-speaker competence.
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CROSS-LINGUÌSTIC TNFLUENCE

Research either ìmpìicitìy of expl icitly focussed on competence

transfer may be termed studies into cross-lìnguist'ic infìuence (ìn ìanguage

acquìsìtìon). CLI is used here simply as a convenient way of disassociat.ing
iransfen research from the 'bad old days'when transfer was thought of jn
sìmpljstic terms.

There are a number of ways in whjch CLI research has looked at language
acquìsition and it is beyond the scope of thìs paper to go into detail.
0ne interesting approach was deveìoped by Keìlerman and Jordens (cf.
Jordens 1977, Kellerman l97l): this ìnvolved (paradoxìcally) ìookìng at
aspects of the Ll which were not generaliy transferred. A. distinction
was made between language-specific structures, j.e. parts of the Ll that
were typìcally feìt by learners to beìong only to the Ll, and language-
neutral structures that were felt to be suitable candidates for transfer.
For exampìe, leai ners seem to be reluctant to transfer inflectìonal
morphology (case endings, gender markers, etc.) or idioms (like kick the
bucket, cirink someone under the table ; thìs does not mean that these are
never transfemed (see, for example, exampìe 5 above, which might be

transfer). Rather it describes a tendency, even a quite marked tendency
to confine certaìn structures to the Ll while happììy using others in the
L2-

Again, there have been suggestìons that certajn structures in the L2

may be 'attractive' for reasons of semantic transparency (the structure
reveals the meaning cìearìy, as in 'sitting-rooni'versus the less
trânsparent lounge) 1 (see Keìl".run,in p..rr, ãr other possibìe factors,
see Sharwood Smith, forthc.a). Hence if L2 has a more transparent way of
saying somethìng than the Ll, the learner will be quickto pìck it up.
Alternatìve1y, if the learner has a better, more transparent equivaìent
in the Ll, he or she nray be more reluctant to pick up the L2 structure
and tend to transfer the L'l equivaìent.

Other CLI approaches include suggest.ions that l.ink linguistic
universaì.s and markedness to ease of learning. Ecknan, for exampìe, hasproposed that.if the L2 possesses a rule that is more typìcal of humanìanguages than its Ll equivaìent, transfer will be,.r.",rO"rr.i 

"ii, 
or an.other hand, the Ll has the more typìcal st¡^ucture, the learner will tendto-transfer it. An exampìe from phonorogy wiì.r serve to iilustrate this

IUed-

It may be claimed that final devo.icing of stops is more typicaì oflanguages than the maintenance of the voicing distinction (as occurs inFrench and Engìish, generaììy speaking). Thìs exprains why ìearners ofthe less typìcaì ìanguages (e.g. French and tngì.ish) are very ì.ikely topersistentìy devoice finaì stops: they transfer their- Lr rure, However, itis not such a pensistent probìem for rearners of French and Eng.rish to rearnthe devoicing rure 'and 'overcome' or avoid Lr transfer. simirarry, Engrishlearners have absoiuteìy no probìem with an initiar voiced sound that doesnot occur ìn Engì'ish, ie. 13l (as in French je). A simp.le contrastiveapproach wourd have pÌ"edicied difficuìty h"Ã eckman again expìaìns thisas a function of ìinguistic narkedness: this initiar sound is fairìy typicaì(ie' unmarked) and therefore is likeìy to be acquired easiìy. put anotherway, Ll transfer is less ììkeìy.
.ther approaches using universars in a different way incìude theappnoaches of schorars rike Gass, Hakuta, Liceras and Zobì, for exampìe,and wjil not be discussed further.

1 Lorng" is of course somewhat more transparent if the learner knows the
nreaning of the verb'to ìounge about'although this m.íght not convey
the meaning of the noun so effectively (transparentlyj as ,sìttìng ioom'

It may be concìuded that ìanguage transfer or ,cross_.linguìstìc
influence' is a much more cornprex matter than was first rearised. Despìteits apparent ubiqu.ity, it ìs almost aìways possìbìe in principle to(a) reìnterpret the phenomena as having nothing to do with the Lì (orother previousìy ìearñed language, cf. Ringbom 1976) or (b) reinterpretthe phenomenon as having tc do 'mereìy'with overstretching L2 resources
and faìlìng back on Ll, so to speak, in desperation, or (c) show that thereare many cases where transfer shourd in princÍpìe occur but actually tendsnot to occur because it is blocked.

CONCLUS ION

See tckman ì978 and discussion in Kellerman .l979
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it has been more or less suggested in this discussion that a more

sophisticaì framework is necessary to understand the phenomenon of cross-

ììnguistic ìnfluence in language acquìsìtìon' That is' at the very least'

onehastod.istìnguìshbetweencompetencetransferandtransferassociated
with processing the L2 in real time'1 Put another way' we have to locate

transfer either in those underìying beliefs2 that the learner has about the

L2 orin the learner's fìuent command of the ianguage'

It is appropriate to search for more sophistìcated accounts of

transfer which use findings and theories ìn sister dìsciplines 1ìke

l inguìstics and psycholìnguistics' 0nly then will the research be able to

come to the language teachet" wìth any degree of confidence and be able to

make useful statements about how research may be applied in practical

contexts.Untììthen,theonìythingonecansayinthelìghtofresearch
on transfer is that one should distrust both those who say that the main

problem in learning is overcoming Ll influence and those who say that one

shouìd pay no attention at all to the relationshìps pertaìnìng between the

languages that the learner already knows and the language he or she ìs

ìearnìng. Both extrerne stances appear to be naive' This at least is the

message that seems to be comìng over from work carried out by the third

-qroup of researchers. Teachers shóu.ld see transfer not sìmpìy as

interference but as 'bridgìng knowledge'which may weìl be vital for

furtherdevelopnentinthelearner'sprofìcìencyìnthetarget-language.
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TRANSFER AND TRANSLATION

This paper consists of two parts. The first deals with certain aspects

of the relation between transfer and translation, and the second with some

of the implications of that relation for the theory and practice of foreìgn
language teaching.

I. THE RELATION BETWETN 'TRANSFER' AND 'TRANSLATION'

1. The Issue. For obvious reasons, 'transfer' is one of the most

frequently used terms in applied linguistìcs today and 'translation' un-

doubtedly holds pride of place too. This is hardìy surprisìng, of course,

as both terms evidently stand for key notions. But although a great deal

has already been said and vritten about transfer and translation taken

separateìy, less attention has so far been given to some interestìng aspects
of their relationship. Thus, for example, one of the thìngs tvorth noting
about these two terms is their frequentìy overlapping usage, although this
is to be expected perhaps as a synchronic reflex of their one time rynonyry.l
Etynology apart, hovrever, some kind of a conceptual difference seems to be

taken impìicitly for granted by the majority of people working in the various
aneas of applied (and theoreticaì) linguistics nowadays. And yet the said
two terms are often used in sinilar contexts with reference to more or less

identical lexical and grammatical phenomena. The instances of syntagmatic
influence of one ìanguage upon another are particularly reveaììng.

Thus, sentences such as *I can't afford on mamiaqe in the English
ìnter'language of Polish learners are explained as beìng due to native

1'Since both transfer and translation come from different forms of the same
Latin verb (trañ5T-erre 'cãmy--ãnilits supine translatum), the original
meaning ìs given prominence in some dictionaries.--TñuÇ for example, in
the 1933 edition of ihe Shorter Engiish Dictionary we find that the first

ìn F. Eppert (ed.)'
Transfer Processes

ort
n
es

Adverbi a I ìacement in E

e

ca

ish: a s

s

uage

of first

n

Van r/ierken, 11' l9B0
lahquage I oss.
nnì versì ty

meaning of translation i
person, placel-õF?onðit

s 'transference, removal or conveyance
ion to another', that is, a definition

from one
that can

apply equally well to transfer. It is only in some more recent dictionaries
that the prevailing pr"esenT:lay 'l inguistic' rneaning of translation comes
first.
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language transfer (Arabski 1979:50), and, simìlarly, the phrase *by this

manner, produced by czech learners of Englìsh, is attributed to interference

(= ,negative transfer' in that paper) from the corresponding prepositionaì

phrase in czech (Du5kova 1969:18). The evjdence can easily be expanded to

include all possible languages, but suffice it to refer to L. Selinker's

generaiizing statements that transfer (of one kind or another) is one of

the major causes for the deve'lopment of interlanguages (Sefinker 1972).

0n the other hand Englìsh phrases such as at the re st of (whjch

must have been'incoffect'when first used) are expiained as due to the

influence of frequent translation from French into Middle Englìsh (Prìns

1948:35).(Thereverseprocess,fromEnglishintoCanadianFrench,eg.
in au-delà de notre contrôle from beyond our control, has been accounted

for as being due to interference' cf. Darbelnet '1980:35' ) To take angther

example, attendre sur quelqu'un in su¡iss French is described as a 'loan

translation' (calque) from German (Marouzeau 1951), and here too a wide

variety of cases ìllustrating the lasting effect of translation can be

adduced from many languages (cf. eg, the data and references in workrnan

1940, t^Jeinreich 1953, Haugen 1953, Zvegintsev 1962, Fehl ing 1980' Birnbaum

1 982, Danchev 1 982a) .

The questìon arises then: if simjlar and sometirnes even identjcal

examples can be attributed alternatìveìy to transfer and to translation'

v¡ould that mean that these two.terms (and the notjons behjnd them) often

boil down to the same thìng, after al1?

In fact, as ear.ly as 1954, Z. Harris wrote of an ''inherent connection

between transfer and translatjon" (Harris 1954:259), and L. Duskova admits

that her exampìes of syntact.ic interference (including the one just

mentioned above) are "word-for-vrord translations of the corresponding

czech expressions" (DuËkova 1969:18). V. Ivir too has remarked that "many

instances of interference in situations of natural and/or artificial ìanguage

contact can be viewed in terms of partial orcof¡plete translatjon" (Ivir

1979:91). The issue has also been touched upon briefìy in Danchev 1982a

but, despite the observations of the above mentioned and some other authors'

the connection between transfer and translation does not appear to have been

suff.Íciently explored yet. An examjnation of the similarities and differences

betweenthemeaningsandusageofthesetwotermscou]dhavesomeimportant
implicat.ions for applied linguistics ìn general and more specificaìly for

thetheoryandpract.iceofforeign.languageteaching.Understandably,

limitations of time and space do not permit a more extensive survey of the
problem here. Therefore onìy some of the more outstanding points will be

considered and attention will be dravrn to a number of facts which, though
generally well known, so far do not seem to have been reiated to each
other explicìtìy enough

To begìn with, let us take a quìck look at the meanìngs of'transfer,
and'translation', taken separately. As is the case with many terms nowa-
days, there has been a lot of loose, ìndeterrninate, and even contradìctory
usage in recent years.

2. Transfer. Referring to 'transfer' and 'interference', sorne authors
have spoken of'termjnologicaì confusion,(eg. Debyser 1970; cf. also
Rattunde 1974). It is therefore sor¡ewhat difficult to offer a sìngle de-
finition of interlingual transfer,l but many people will probably accept
that it is "... a process in foreign ìanguage ìearnìng whereby learners
caffy over what they aìready know about their first ìanguage to their per-
formance in their nevr ìanguage" (crystaì 19g0). 0thers rvili want to add the
proviso that transfer affects a person's first language too and that the
process is not confined to situations of foreign language'learning only (cf.
the brcader sense it is used with in the wrìtings of, say, u. weinreich and
E. Haugen). Although there have been quite a few reformulations of'transfer,
in recent years (eg. in Rattunde 1974, Kellerman 1971, Ahunzjanov i981), most
authors continue to speak of 'negative' and'positìve' transfer, the former
synonymous with 'interference'. 'Transference' is used occasìonaììy as an
alternative ierm to 'transfer' (cf. eg. Ler,randov¡ski 1976, Ahunzjanov 1981),
the term'transpositìon'can also be met with in a similar sense, and some

authors speak also of 'structuraì carryover, (eg. Neubert 19g.1).
There are obviously tv¡o main types of evidence ilìustrating ìnterlìngua1

transfer of one kinc or another: (1) learners'errors and (z) the results
of historical ìanguage. contacts.

Every language teacher can easily produce nur¡erous examples of first
ìanguage transfer in second language acquisition and use, although there will
often arise contradictory cìaims over the nature and extent of the process
(cf. eg. Richards 1974, Duìay and Burt 1924). But apart from a seemingly

As distinct from 'intra-lingual, and other types of transfer
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dìmìnishing number of people who still tend to minimize or even to jgnore

its existence ând effects, transfer ìs clear]y recognized today as one of
the basic factors that condition the process of second (third, etc,)
ìanguage acquisitjon and use.

Concerning the second type of evidence, the questìon as to the relatìon
between external and internal factors of language development and change
'is still controversial. Nevertheless there is a steadìiy ìncreasing body

of data illustrating and confirming A. l4ar"tinet's (1952) cla.im that ìanguage

contact may tunn out to be a major factor of (temporary or permanent)

ìanguage change. in a considerable number of cases there can hardly exìst
any doubt indeed that certain changes in some ìanguages are connected with
similar changes ìn neighbouring or otherwise contiguous ìanguages.

The not infrequent coincidence of learners' errors with historjcal
'ìanguage changes need hardìy be elaborated upon here, except to draw

addjtional attention to the fact that large-scale transfer nay also occur

from L2 to 11, this provìding even stronger evidence of the impact and

potential of interlìngua1 transfer as a whole.1 It may be recalled that
numerous instances of such influence have been quoted in publications by

H. Schuchardt, C. Bally,0. Jespersen and some other early scholars, and

have been further documented extensiveìy by U. l,Jeinreìch, E. Haugen,

B. Havranek, A. Rosetti, V. Rosentzweig and numerous other authors (for
additional references cf. Danchev 1982a), work aìong these lines continuing
in recent years too. L2 

-> L1 transfer in conditions of artificial bi-
lingual ism (second language acquisìt.ion) has been described too. A great

many instances of such transfer can be found in various transiations from

foreìgn into natjve ìanguages. Copious evidence of L2 
-> 

L1 transfer has

recently also been forthcoming from the numerous pubìications dealing with
the. influence of Engìish on various languages all over the world (eg.

Carstensen 1979, DarbeTnet .1980, Sajavaara and Lehtonen '1981, Filìipovió
1982, Danchev 1982b).

1In Drluy and Burt 1974 it is stated that this kind of evidence is invalid.
l^Jithin their framework there does not seem to be pìace for such evidence
indeed. It should be noted, hourever, that they tend to identify transfer
wìth the behaviouristic notion of transfer of habits, rvithout apparently
taking ìnto account the fact that there may also exist transfer of
(creative) rules from one ìanguage into another.
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A'ltogether there exists nowadays an enormous corpus of Lz 
-> L1 transfer

evidence, the full significance of which st.ill does not seem to have been
sufficìentìy appreciated by either historicar ringuìsts and/or 'ranguage

teachìng spe.úl.istt. Thus, aìthough nothing very new has been said here,
an added emphasis may be placed on the fact that transfer is a un.iversal
feature of language contact (cf. also Toury 1982). l,Jhat has been said so far
obviousìy ties in with H. l¡lode's statements that',we shall have to change our
thinking of transfer drastically" and "1ìnguistic theories w.ill have to be
revised to incorporate transfer" (l^lode '1982). The increasing amount of new
evidence that has been forthcoming wiìì natural'ly serve to reinforce the
above claims.

The brief survey of the literature shows that, alrow.ing for individuai
variations' there are two main types of transfer definitions, wh.ich may
convenientìy be desc.ibed as the 'na*ow' and the 'broad' ones. According
to the 'na*ow'definitions, transfer ìs mainly a negatìve phenomenon affect-
ìng the process of'language learning in situations of artif.icial b.ilingualism.
The broader definitions include any k'ind of transfer between any of the two
(or more) -languages of a person in conditions of both artif.icial and natural
bi l inguaì ìsm ( incl uding historìcaì language contacts).

3' Translation. It is an even more arduous task to offer a sìng1e de-
finition of translation. The range of approaches to the problem is rather
wide and a detailed review courd run into many pages (for surveys and bibrio-
graphies of recent work cf. eg. Mounen 1976, Rado,l977, Komisarov,lgg0,
Toury 1980, Newmark 1981). Despite the varìety of definitions there are
nevertheless certain.points that rxost of them have in common, for exampre
the consideration of translation in terms of interlingual transformations,
variously described as 'operations, (Vinay and Darbelnet 1959), ,trans_
formulation' (Bol.inger 1966),,restructuring, (Nida 1969), etc. All trans_
formations evìdently presuppose invariant preservation of the basic in-
formation content'1 the choice betv¡een the va.ious possibìe functional
equivaìents depending on both ìinguistic and extra-ringuistic factors.
A full specification of all the possible interlingual transformat.ions ìs
stilì lacking, but the four basic types - substitution, addition, de.letion

As is usually pointed out, there ìs naturally an inevitable loss ofmeaning, sometimes referred to as 'noises' oi ,entropy,.
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and rransposjtion -.often rnentìoned (sometimes with other names) ìn the

literature rvill most certainìy form the core of an,v more expanded de-

scri pti ons .

From the point of view of the.issue under consideration it is evidently

necessary to outl'ine at least tentatively the scope of the'translation'

notjon.Oneofthema.inpointshereconcernsthere.tat.ionbetween'conscious'
and 'unconscious' translation' l'lhat has been refered to as the 'standard'

theory of trans.latìon,1 deals w.ith conscious translation only and inter-

1ìngual jnterference js considered mereìy insofar as it is the cause for

poor transìation' And while translation as a conscious actìvity has been

envisaged in ìanguage change before, for exampìe in shov|ing the influence

of -Lhe classical and other languages on the written languages of Europe and

e.ìsewhere(cf.thereferencesinDanchevlg82a),theexjstenceandstudyof
unconsc.ious translation are still ìarge-ly neglected by rnost authors' And

yet it has been shown in recent years that in situations of artìficial

bilìngual ism there occurs what has been described as 'uncontrollable'

(Komisarov 1971), 'spontaneous' (Liudskanov 1973) ' 'hidden' and 'unconscious'

(Danchev197B,1980),'.internal.(MaslikoandPopovalgS0),etc.,trans]a-
tion, irrespective of whether translation has been part of the teaching

method or not. Adding to this the data of historical'language contacts'

there emerges strong evidence suggestìng that unconscious translatjon may be

a universal feature of most kinds of bìlinguaììsm'2 It must be admitted'

ofcourse,that'itissometjmesdifficulttodist.inguìshbetweenconscious
and unconscious translation. 0n the whole it appears that whjle lexical

and morphoìogical translatìon (calquing) are often a conscious activity'

the borrowing and translation of syntactic patterns is mostly unconscious

(Darbelnet 1980, Danchev l9B0) '
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Calquing, which figures prominently in this discussìon, is sometimes

referred to as a certain 'kind'of translation. In fact, ìt is literal
translation... Incidentalìy, its 'translational' nature comes out .in its
equivaìents in certain languages, eg. '1oan translation' in English and

'Übersetzunglehnvrort' ìn German. Although grammatìcaì calquing has been

consìdered too (eg. by U. l.leinreich), lexical and compound word calquing
seem to be more popuìar. Many authors associate caìquing mainly with
historìcal ìinguistics: thus, according to D. Crystaì, caìque .is a term

"used in comparative and historical ìinguistics to refer to a type of
borrowìng lvhere the rnorphemìc constituents of the borrowed v/ord or phrase

are translated ìtem by item into equivaìent morphemes in the new ìanguage"
(Crystal 1980). But as has been pointed out by C. lvlounen, the word-for-word
rencierìng of poor translations amounts to calquing too (llounen 1974), and

at this poini we may recaìl L. Duikova's adrnission that rnost of the instances
of syntactic ìnterference ìn hen corpus are due to ¡¡ord-for-word (cf.
Crysta'l's 'iter,r by ìtem') translation, that is, one may add here, to calquìng.
l,r¡e are faced thus v¡ith one of those differences in terr.r'inological usage which

conceal actuaf identity. if the term 'calque' should be used more frequently
jn the l iterâture on foreign language acquisition, addjtional similarities
between historical and applied ìinguistics wjll be thrown into reìief, and

a great deal of data re'ievant to both disciplines will become more readiìy
available.

The notìon of translatìon can thus be enìarged to include the varìous
types of unconscious translat.ion as well as lexical and grammatical calquing.

It is worth noting that some definjtions of trans'lation contain explìcìt
references to transfer. Thus, E. Nida's vrell-known paper 'science of Trans-
ìatìon'begins with the assertion that translation is "a complex procedure

invoìving ana'lysis, ,transfer (emphasìs provided), and restructuring" (Nida
'1969:483). As a matter.of fact, in several places in that paper'transfer'
and 'translatìon' are a bit difficult to distinguish. l

1'For example in the passage, "when event nouns (...) are transferred
(emphasis provided) from one language into another, theyìre-çnerally
back-transformed into verb expressie¡5" (Nida 1968:485). In this and some
other passages t-he verb transfer can be repìaced by transìate without any
apparent change of meaniñ9.--BïE on the whole in Nidã's usage transfer
erxerges as more or less equivalent to'literal translat.ion', iã:;-îõ-
caI qu i ng.

1Thi, t."* has been used in Danchev 1gg0 and 1g82a with reference to theories

of translarìon concern;d;.í;";i;À cãñi.ious translation from a svnchronic

point of view.

2The evidence show.ing that there.is pract.ica'l1y always some degree of inter-
linqual interference, iñ" åistìn.tion between'co-oidinative' and'sub-
å"äìläiirä;"fiiìróüãíiiä-i. ñ"i rãpi up here.. As has been pointed out bv

J.D. Deseriev and t.r.-Ëroi.änr.o'iãroiä¿ jn, Ahunzianov 1981) ' bil,ingualism

ìs a changing dvnamic .;;;õ;;v:- ì'iàturn tnus to H' Paul's broad concept

of biiinsualism, incluãiñõ'¡äir] ¡r¿ìriáual_and collective bilinguaìism in

conditions of both nat;;;Ì ã"ã u.titi.iiì ìanguage contact, irrespectÍve

;;";Ë tñ"k"ris fluencv in ejther of the two lansuages'
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AccordìngtoA.Neubert,'.translatjonamountstothetransferofmessages
(emphasìs provided) from one language to another" (Neubert 1981:130)' The

reference to ,message' is to be found in many definitions of translation' but

since any speech act by both monolingual and bi]ingua.l individuals, even when

erroneousinonewayoranother'isintendedtoconveysomek.indofamessage'
this is hardly to be regarded as specifìc to translation only'

The connection of transfer with translation is viewed from a somewhat

dìfferent angle in G. Toury's insightful observation that "there is something

jn the nature of translating itself vrhich encourages the occurrence of inter-

ference forms by realizing the potential language contact in the speaker's

braìn and trìggerìng the transfer mechanism" (Toury 1982)' Some of the

jmplicat.ions of the above statement will be discussed at some length a little
further on.

As with transfer, there emerge again two main types of definìtions'
,narrov¡,and,broader.ones.Thenarrowdef.initionsdealwìthconsc.ious

translationon]y,whereasthebroaderonesinc.ludealsovarioustypesof
unconscious translation-

On Some Differences and Simil arities between Transfer and Translation'

Itistimenowtotakeasomewhatc]oserlookatthedifferencesand
similarities between the two notions, some of which have aìready emerged in

the course of the foregoing discussion. The following possible distinctions

can be considered.
(a) A con scious vs. an unconscious ss. A quick surveY of the avail-

able literature seems to suggest the possibììity of regarding transfer as an

unconscious process and translation (in its narrow definition) as a conscious

actiVity.Indeed,inthemajor.ityofpublìcations,transferisdescribed
asanuncontrollableprocess,whereastranslatjonismostlycontrol]ed-How-
ever'anumberofauthorshavepointedoutthattransfercanbe,intentional
too, eg. as a communication strategy in various kinds of'foreigner talk'

(Ferguson 1975) and for other purposes as well (cf' eg' Kellerman 1977'

lleubert 1g81, Toury 1982). It mìght also be recalled that u. vleinreich has

mentionedthe'conversionformulas'ofb.ilìngualspeakersandthatthiskìnd
ofnatura]codeswitchinghasbeenexp.loited.inthe'transfergrammar'of
Z. Harris (1954), which may actually be viewed as an instruction of how to

translate certa.in utterances from one ianguage into another (Harris himself

speaks of a "proceduralized syitem of translat'ion")' 0n the other hand" as
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was just poìnted out, some authors have pointed to instances of,uncontror_
able', .'spontaneous', 'hìdden', ,unconscious', 'internaì, and other sim.ilar
types of partial and comprete transration, so on cìoser examination this
distinction turns out to be one of prevaiììng usage rather than of actuar
substance.

(b) A 'natural' vs. an ,unna tural ' This distinction is ciose 1y
connected with the preceding one, but it wili neverthe.less be considered
separately as this issue has turned out to be controversìar. rt has been
claimed, for example, that "transratìon is unnaturar in that it is not part
of the 'natura| performance of a competent speaker or writer of a ranguage,,
(Neubert 1981:142), that it is "a complex, artificiar and unnaturar process,,
(Ne¡mark 1981 97) and that "rearners hardry ever transrate of their own
initiative,, (Toury 1982: 14).

Empir"icaì observation has shown, however, that rearners tend to trans-
late even when asked not to do so. Actualry, it is a wen-known fact of
classroom rearity that regardless of the teaching method iearners resort topartial or complete translation in order to better understand difficult
passages in the target ìanguage text. In fact, learners do not seem to feel
reassured untìr they have transrated the foreign ìanguage text into their
own language, and if their teacher refuses to herp them, they wi'll do this
by themselves. It has been pointed out indeed that',If one is taught a
second ìanguage, (...) even by somethìng approaching the ,direct method,, one
usually sets up patterns of transration equìva1ence" (Hailiday et a1 1964:
125), and also that "it is difficult to deny an element of translation in
most forms of second ranguage rearning" (Lewis Ig74:75), etc. 

'ne 
feers

strongly tempted here to repeat once again L. Sderba's wer-known words that
translation can be banned from the ciassroom, but not from the heads of the
learners (öðerba 1.947).

The existence of.both artificiar and naturar transration in a somewhat
different setting has been desc.ibed in a recent pubrication on murti-
lingualism in Nigerìa (Alaba lggl), The view that trans.lation can be re_
garded as an "innate skiri in bilìnguaìs" (Harris and Sherwood 1977) thus
has certainly got something to recommend ,it. The reference to the ,,notorious
incapacìty or awkvrardness of certain biìinguais to translate from one to the
other of their languages" in Newnark 1981 (cf. a simirar br.ief statement in
Rosetti 1966), ho'lds true of conscious and conect transìation, which
certainly requires specìaì training and exper.ience. It may be added, of

4
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course, that the ei'fective use even of one's first ìanguage aìso requires

specìaì traìning and skill. An examination of the speech production of bì-

iìnguaìs who cannor translate proper]y is nevertheless likeìy to reveal many

jnstances of partìaì and/or compìete unconscious translatjon'

To sum up then, whereas transfer seems to be mostly'natural" translation

can be regarded as beìng both 'natural'and'unnatural', depending on the

scope of the translation notion one ìs operating with. Basicaì1y' however'

ihe. above distinctìon does not seem to be a fundamental one.

'(c) Scope. Transfer and translation could also be distinguished by

taking into consideration thejr scope. 0n the one hand it was seen that

iefìnitjons of translation often include the notion of transfer as practical-
'ly ìdentìcal with literal translatjon (ca1quìng), translatìon thus emergìng

as a broader notion than transfer. 0n the other hand, however, ìnterlingual

transfer affects all ìanguage levels, ìncìuding phonetics and phonology,

whereas translation ìs usualìy regarded as functioning on the sìgn levels

of language only (although some authors have spoken of'phonoìogical'trans-
latjon, cf. eg. catford 1965). One way or another, it is obvious that within

the framework of the broader notion of translation there does not exist any

basic distinctjon between transfer and translation. !,llhat regards 'intra-
l ingual' transfer ('overgeneralization'" 'analogy', etc.), this can be

compared to intralìngual transìation (pa raphrasing) and register-switch ing

(d) A written vs. an ora:l activi 1 It hu, been suggested that 'trans-

lation' is usuaìly taken to refer to the written process in a historical

context, whereas 'transfer' is used predomìnantly in connection wìth foreign

ìanguage acquisitìon. Though undoubtedìy true up to a poìnt' this is
obviously a distinction of usage and not of substance. Moreover, it is

common knowledge that ,transfer'has also been used in connectìon with

historical language contacts, whereas 'translating' (and'interpreting') is

naturally the subject of the essentìaiìy synchronicaììy orìented (ììke

language teaching) discìpline of translation theory. So here too the

distinction does not seem to go very deep.

1It r^iill be recalled that most languages do not have different words for
,riit"n ãñ¿ óral translation, as ãg.-'translation' and 'interpretìng'
in English.
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In summary, it can be said that.if transration is taken to consist
mainly of ìnter1ìngua1 transformation(s), transfer can then be regarded as
isornorphous translation, where the obligatory transformations have not been
carried out. l/hat is often caìled 'negative' transfer normally amounts to
partiaì translation onìy, distorting the structure of the second language
and ìeadìng to erroneous utterances. r,rhereas transfer is often equìvaìent
to caìquing, translation usuaìly involves more than one language revel and
requires a number of transformations. To put it otherwise, ìn the case of
negat'ive transfer the respective utterance has not been fully monitored.
The instances of positìve transfer are practically indist.inguishable from
translation, whìle negatìve transfelis more or less identical with poor
transiation. As a matter of fact, according to p. Newmark, "ìnterference,
however pìausìbìe, is always mistranslat.ion,' (Newrnark 1981:12).

Transfer nray thus be regarded as an incomprete transration process,
arnested mìdway, as it were, where oniy the substitutions with the ,dominant

functional equivalent'1 have been carried out on the same ìanguage leveì,
whereas a compìete translation wiì l require add.itional transformations which
will usually cut across more than one ìanguage ìeveì, Transfer amounts to
more or less ìiteral translation and if that happens to be suffic.ient, then
welì and good.

Both transfer and translation (in the broad sense) are conscious and
unconscious communication strategies on the part of biìingual speakers (ìn_
cìuding incìpìent biìinguars) in both naturaristic and tutored settings.
l'lhat has been said so far seems to warrant the foiiowing concìus.ions:

(1) Both transfer and translation are universaì features of any kind of
language contact.

(2) there is a certain difference between the narrow definitions of
transfer and translation, but there is no essential difference between their
broader definitions às discussed above.

The fact that the strong affinity between transfer and translation has
not received enough recognition is probably due partly to d.ifferences of
terninological usage in different l inguistic discìpì ines. The preference
for'transfer'may also be due to the somewhat dubious connotation that
'translation' has acquired over the years ìn the course of occasìonally

This term is used in Danchev 1979 and corresponds to'basic counterpart,in Arabskì 1979.



heated arguments over the role of translation in language teaching and

acquìsition. Moreover, 'transfer' seens to have a more terminological

and professional ring about it.
The failure to recognize more explicitly the connections between trans-

fer and translat.ion is very likely also due to the fact that no expììcit

theoretica] connectìon between the problems of bilingualism and inter-
linguaì interference, on the one hand, and translation theóry, on the other,

wou'ld seem to have been estabìished so far. This is probably due to the

circufrtstance that by the time that the main aspects of bÍìingualìsm and

interference had already been studied extensively, translation theory had

still not deveìoped sufficiently to attract wider attention. In fact, many
.lingu.ists and language teachìng special ists (actual'ly most teachers) still
do not seem to be aware of translation theory and its ìmplications for both

theoretical and appl ied I inguistics.
If the above inferences are correct, one might perhaps rush to the

conclusjon that it does not matter very much whìch of the two terms will
be used in the future. However, once we realjze that most instances of

transfer (excluding phonetics and phonology) can be identified with one kind

of translation or another, this will inevitably determine one's teaching

strategy. If we know that we are dealing wìth translation, we will look to

translat.ion theory to prov.ide us with the appropriate concepts, methodology

and terms. This will naturally imply a serious reconsideration of the role

of translation in foreìgn language teaching. It will also become apparent

that the relevance of translation theory (which has antedated some of the

recent developments in contrastive linguìstics, notabìy its widening of

scope so as to ìnclude pragmatícs, socioì inguistics, etc.) to foreign
'language teaching has still not been gìven suffìcìent attention- In the

next section I shall take a brief look at some of the more practical issues

arìsìng in this connecLion.

Ii. SOME II"IPLICATIONS FOR FORTTGN LANGUAGE TEACHING

The arguments for and against the use of translation ìn foreign ìanguage

teaching have been reviewed periodicaììy over a long period of tirne (for

references and details cf. eg. .Beljaev 1965, Dodson 1967, Muskat-Tabakowska

1973, Benediktov 1974, Pasov 1978, Danchev 1978). So instead of repeating
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alì the points again I shali sìngìe out for reconsideration onry two of them.
The fi¡st ís based on the consideration of transration as a universal feature
of bi1ìngualism, which can be subsumed under'they do ìt anyway,formula, and
the secönd concerns translation as an end in itserf. It has rong been re-
cognized, of course, that as well as being a means to the ìearn.ing of a
foreign language, transration may arso be the end towards which the study
of the foreign language is directed (cf. eg. Halliday et aì 1964, Beljaev
1965).

'nce 
it has been accepted that there does not exist any fundarnentar

difference between the broad notions of transfer and transration and, by
common consensus transfer being considered as an irnportant factor in second
ìanguage acguisition, the same wiil obviously appry to transration as ner.It turns out thus that the role of unconscious/hidden/internaì/spontaneous
translation in language learnÍng is much greater than is usuaìly assumed,
not to mention the fact that many authors and teachers are apparentry not
even aware of its existence. The fact that transration can be viewed as a
natural process stands out then as the centrar argument in favour of a
thorough reconsideration of its use. And if transTation is a process that
cannot be checked, the obvious thing to do is to try to capture, channe.r andexploìt it. it has been pointed out indeed that "teachers should devise
their teaching materiars and teaching methodology to accord with, and not
to go counter to, the iearner,s natural abi.lities,,(llode f9g2) and, more
specificarìy, that "the teacher's transiation is naturaì1y to be prefe*ed
to the pupìl,s (Taylor 1972:56). 0f the numerous similar statements on
transfer one can quote A. Leontiev,s, according to whom,,the phenornenon oftransfe*ing skilrs and habits of the mother-tongue onto a second language
takes place independently of our efforts to rimit it by a special method andthat this kind r¡f transfer is deepìy rooted in some generaì principres of
the transfer of knowledgen(Leontiev 1970:19). This view is shared by t^1.

Marton (1973) and others.
The second important argument in favour of transration stems from its

constantly increasing sociar and publìc importance: it has even been said
that ¡¡e live in the century of transration. In fact, the amount of trans.ra-tion from one languaEe into another is growing rapidly and an increasing
number of biringuar people are faced armost daiìy with the necessity to
translate various texts. statistics and the results of an officiar inquìry
heid in France in 1972 indìcate that "by the end of this century the demand
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for transìation will be three times (emphasis provided) as large as it is

today" and that,'the jack of translatìons - at the right time and place - will
be one of the three main obstacles to the progress of science and technology,

the other beìng the lack of raw materials and the shortage of specìalized

labour,'(Hendrickx 1975:103-4). Bear.ing in mind all this it is obvjous that

while learnjng a foreign language students wì]1 only gain if they have also

acquired some translation skills, as every bilìngual speaker is also a

potential translator.
it.is important to note the marked difference between the translation

needs of the speakers of what may be referred to as 'maior' and 'minor'

languages.l wh.il" the norma.l functioning of mjnor language societies is
jnconceivable today without a constant flow of translated information, this

applies relativeìy less so to the maior 'language countries' Thus' for

instance, the English-speaking countries are obviously much more self-

sufficient informationally,2 than smaller countries, vthose language ìs

spoken onìy by several mìllion people or so. This is why relatively less

public and scholar]y attention has been given to translation (and interpret-

ing) in Britain than in a number of smaller European countries. As could

well be expected, this is also reflected in the respectìve attìtude to

ianguage teaching. And under the influence of most Brìtish and Ame[ican

publ.icat.ions on foreign ìanguage teaching, in which translation is usualìy

touched upon fleetingly (often negatìveìy) and is sometimes not even mentioned

at aìì (one of the conspicuous exceptions here being Dodson 1967), transla-

tion has for a long time been neglected in some smaller countries too, where

there has been a considerable and steadìly mounting public demand foLit.
There are cases, of course, for example in English language courses in

Britain where the teacher does not know the natìve language(s) of the

learners, in which translation is ruled out for purely practical reasons.

Yet such a practice need not be transfeffed to situations where translation

can be performed. Be that as it may, the fact remains that in many quarters

there is still scant awareness of the social ìmportance of translation.
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In order to remedy this situation it is preferable that transìation should
be practiced both as a means and end of second (third, etc.) ìanguage study.

l'ltt'ile under the pressure of circumstances and with the waning popuìarìty
of the various direct methods fewer teachers nowadays are likely to reject
translation out of hand, most of them stilr do not seem to know exactry what
to do with it. There is stiir not sufficient clarity concerning some of
the temporal, quaìitative and quantitatìve parameters of translation. To
put it simply, it is still not quite clear UHAT, l^tHEN, HOl.l I4UCH and HOt,l to
translate. since it wourd obviousry be quite impossibre to answer aiì these
questions exhaustivery here, onry some of what wourd seem to be the more
relevant points wilr be discussed briefry berow, proceeding from some recent
experience. l

1. luHAT should be translated? Two types of texts, from and into the
second language, come under consideration here. The L2 _) L1 translation
is naturally easier and should therefore precede the Li _) L2 translation.
Hovrever, the ratter must not be deìayed too much, as two-v/ay transration
has corne to be regarded as rnore effective than uni-directionar transrat.ion
(Barhudarov 1966). The two types of translation are used for the forlowjng
pur"poses:

L2 
-> L1: for (1) comprehension contror after the introductory text

has been decoded ìn arì possibre ways - audio-visuary, through contextual
cues, etc. As has arready been poìnted out, the rat.ionale behind th.is.is
'they do it anyway, so jt had better be under the teacher,s control,.
(2) The second aim of translation at this stage.is the gradual acquìsition
and training of translation skills.

L1 
-> L2: By proceeding from a L,l text the rearner is induced to

generate all the new grammaticar and rexicar materiar he is supposed to
have internalized so far. By being confined to a specific text the rearner
is prevented from going into avoidance tactics of difficult constructions.
It has been claimed that this kind of translation amounts to setting traps

lThe distinction between 'major' and 'minor' languages ìs, of course'
puÈely in terms of statistics (numbers of speakers).

2Thi, i, probabìy one of the reasons why nan¡'British and espec
authors ôtten tá:l to quote pubì.ications from outside Britain
States and/or written in languages other than Englìsh.

lltly o*n observations on the use of transration are based on a six-termclassroom testing period of Arr Ef,gii;h-ò;u"rä ro. Buìqarians bv A-Danchev, E. Nach[ova- n. vorffir]'nlq"rouu,p. Benatova, E. Todeúa t"nàã" il,ð ,;p";;i;;;;-år'Å.''ffiiãtåil'ipltTl'ià..i,_
î9li!9' Sofia, 1eB3), which proved mòre etrãltive than thé á.ì;i;h'u;àAmerrcan courses used at the Foreign Language centre at tne tnitiluie-torForeign Students in Sofla.

'iaì ìy Amerìcan
or the United
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and that it only reinforces jnterference' 0bservation has shown, however,

that a learner is ìikely to fall into those 'traps'anyway and that, by

teachìng him how to switch languages/codes correctly, he can be shown how

to avoid the traps, consciousness raising heìping him to develop his inner

self-control (cf. also.Bouton 1974). Admittedly, L1 
-> 

L2 translation does

invìte interference indeed, but this is done in order to overcome it and

to create anti-interference immunity and resistance., so to speak (cf. Bogin

1970). Translation is used to neutralize the incorrect transfer virus, to

use figurative language.

l,Iithin each lesson or unit a TEXT to TEXT cycìe is thus completed. The

learner sets out from a L2 text which he graduaììy decodes and internalizes

through appropritate driiling and exercising, in the course of which he is

also able to use hjs first ianguage, and the final text is designed to make

him produce a second language text. Thus, whereas at the beginning of the

teaching cycle the learner starts with L2 text anaìysis, at the end of the

cycle he should be able to synthesize a similar target language text.
It goes without sayìng that the texts ought to be weil selected and

communicatively motivated from the very begjnning, so as to sustain interest

throughout the exerc.ise. This is irnportant, as it has been observed that

"translation passages are usualìy poorìy selected and graded" (Green 1970:

218). Learners must naturally translate only texts within their abiììty and

fiction should be given oniy to very advanced students. Rather than using

isolated sentences, jt is advisable that the passages for translation should

be commun icatively complete.

2. WHEN should'learners translate? 0pinions vary here- Thus, for

example, translation can and should be used durìng the initìal stages (Taylor

1972), after the initial stages (Muskat-Tabakowska 1973), and towards the

final stages (Bouton 1974). In fact, all possìble viev¡s are to be met with.

However, since transfer sets ìn with the very first instants of ìanguage

contact, translation shouìd begÍn at more or less the same time too' so as

to capture and channel the transfer process. This is, of course, not to be

taken to mean that a lesson should begin with translation. As has been

indicated above, the LZ 
-> 

Ll translation should come only after all the

other procedures for text decoding and explicitation have been exhausted-

Concernìng the L1 
-> 

L2 translation, the optìmal time seems to be at the

end of a learning cycle.

3. HOW MUCH time ould be given to translation? If the introductory
text has been well written and has also been competently presented by means
of both ostensive and contextual devices, its translation should not take
up more than a few minutes of ciassroom time.

The L1 
-) L2 translation can be assigned for homework, and then.its

coffection and discussion in class need not take up more than ten to f.ifteen
minutes. The time devoted to translation thus does not take up more than
five to ten percent of the overall teaching time.1 In special translation
classes the percentage will be much higher, of course.

4. HOW should learners transìate? Two problems emerge here. The first
consists of striking the right balance between literal (interlinear) and
functional (adequate) translation. For obvious reasons, learners (and some-
times teachers, too) tend to translate lìteraììy. lt is part of their
intuitive search for'one to one'identification, which leads to simpìifi-
cations in their interlanguages. By means of functional translat.ion, learners
are made more keenly aware of the fact that certain elements ìn one language
may have several equìvalents in another language, often formìng a whole
'fan' (Danchev 1979). The 'fan of correspondences,, as the paradigm of
translation equivalents may aìso be called, is headed by the dominant
functional equivalent. -lhis is usual'ly recognized correctly, but is then
overgeneralized as the sole equivalent of a given element ìn the language
from which one translates.

Aìthough l iteral translation is mostly rejected (cf. Green 1971:Z1B),
it may be used occasionally (cf. Mackey 1965, Rivers 196g, Rogova 1975)
as a temporary explicitation device for the clarification of constructions
specific to a certain ìanguage. For example, the English construction
What was the weather like? is somet.imes rendered by Buìgarian learners
through a semi-literal translation Kato kakvo beðe vremeto? where the ìnitial
element kato is used to make explicit the function of like. Learners usualiy
demonstrate their awareness that such a construction is stylìsticaily clumsy
'in Buìgarian and, after it has served its purpose, they discard it in favour
of the correct one (Kakvo befe vremeto? ). Similar translations have been
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îTh" uu".ug" lesson in the above mentioned English course for Bulqarians
takes up ten to twelve classroom periods (of-45 minutes each). -
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recorded of English constructions with the prop word one. Such meta-linguis

practices have a reassuring effect as they help'learners to internalize more

speedily the structure of the second language. A contrastive analysìs of the

literal and functional translations rnay prove a useful teaching device (cf.
also Mackey 1965), showing what further transformations must be performed.

This can obviously be used as a consciousness-raising exercise in self-
mon i tori ng.

The second question here is whether transiation theory should be given

to learners in any expìicit form. The answer to this question is usually
negative, but the opposite case could be argued as well. The introductìon
of certain of the concepts and terms of translation theory can be helpful.
To begin with, without using any terminology the process and result of
translation cannot be descrìbed and discussed adequately, nor can they be

related explicitly enough to v¡hat learners usually know about language in
generai. There is also the fact that as a whole peopìe nowadays are more

'terminologica'lly minded' than in the past and that this trend can be

expected to contjnue. Indeed, it has been found that learners react favour-
ably to the limited use of translation theory terrninoiogy as it enables them

to rationaljze about what they have been doing.

The following concepts and terms could be adopted for classroom use.

First of all it is useful to introduce the universal translatability
postu late, combined with the compensation principle, appl ied in the case of
lexical, granrnatical, stylìstic, pragmatic and other gaps. This makes

learners realize at an early stage that practically everything in their own
'language can be rendered into any other'language, provided they go about it
in the right way. Learners can also be nade familiar with the notion of
functional equìvalent, which hel ps them to distinguish more clearly between

literal and functional translation. The teacher may also describe and name

the basic translation transformat'ions, mentioned above. The fact that the

output text rnay sometimes be shorter or longer than the input text tends to
puzzle and disturb some learners. They can be told then that text
compression and decompression are frequent concomitants of the translation
process, etc.

The use of translation as outlined somewhat sketchily in this paper

differs sìgnificantly from the traditional grammar-translation method, where

translation is the basic teaching device. Translation should by no means be
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central in the overall approach, although it must constitute one of its
important ingredients. To administer translation is 'easy' (cf. Mackey

1965:153) at first sight only. The truth of the matter is that the
competent handling of translation requìres a sound knowìedge of both its
theory and practice.

The issues considered in this paper should not lead one to the conclusion
that transfer and translation are complete synonyms, although they have more

in common than is usually assumed. The closer identification of transfer
with translation offers some new insights into the scope and importance of
the latter. The obvious inference to be drawn from this is that translation
theory is reìevant not only to the study and teaching of translation as a

utilitarian pursuit, but that it can also be useful to language teaching
specialists. Every foreign ìanguage teacher will therefore be well advised
to familiarize himself at least with the rudiments of translatjon theory.
It is one of the disciplines that illustrate quite conspicuously the swing
towards macrolinguìstic as against microlìnguìstic models of language and

ìanguage teachìng.
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TRANSFTR AS A UNIVTRSAL OF VERBAL PERFORMANCE OF L2 LEARNERS IN SiTUATIONS

OF COMMUNICATION TN TRANSLATED UTTERANCESX

l. Transfer has long been recognìzed as a universal concomitant of language
contact ìn bììinguaì individuals, in the sense that biìingualism entails
a high probabììity of the non-deliberate emergence of primary (that is,
non-habitual ized, not to say: non-institutìonaì ìzed) interference forms.
Thìs potentìaì, inherent ìn the bilinguaì speaker's brain, can obviousìy be
put to more or less deliberate use as well, namely, ìn various forms of
'imitated "interfered speech" and for various purposes, which entails lending
the universal a strategìc status.l A yet stronger suggestion, which has
been put forr,rard recently, even calls to examjne the possibiì.ity of
regarding "reliance on Ll", which I take to include the speaker's capacity
to produce both deliberate and non-deliberate interference forms without
being actually reducible to that capacity, "as an integraì part of man,s
natural ability to acquire L2,'in the first pìace (l,lode 

.l98ì:5ì). 
Such

a claìm may of course ìmpìy that (ìnd.ividuaì) ¡nabiìity to produce forms
of this type - spontaneousiy, or at wiil - is to be regarded pathoìog.icar.

As is welì known, interference forms do not occur in any single act of
the performance of biììnguaìs, not even of L2 learners. Therefore, ìt

* The.preparation of the paper has been furthered by a generous researchlel lowshìp from the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung iñ Bonn. I hereby
express my gratìtude to the.foundation, as well as-to my host professörat the University of Mannheìm, Roìf Kìoepfer.
Cornpare, for instance, the example of ',a French language teacher who
addresses his Icanadian J anglcphone pupìrs, reproacñin! them for theìr
:gllly.lfo"]:dge of grammar and poor articulatìon habiis" cited by Neufeld
( 198/: lb): "To demonstrate the notabìe differences between his spéech andtheir's, he begins by speakìng impeccabìe French with attention io iiyf"
and artjculation. He then underscores his point about their grcssìy'inadequate command of the grammatical rules of French by mappíng hìi
knowìedge of Engììsh syntai into his otherwise standard frehbir." Ue
concludes wìth speech which, whììe lexical ly French, resembles Engìish in
every other way". This is, no doubt, not onìy a deliberate use fð an
innate mechanism, but also a strategy devìsed to soTveã-õ-efinite
communicat'ive problem in an eõõnõñîðãì and (supposedly) effect.ive way.
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seems reasonabìe, ìndeed almost necessary, to hypothesize that there are

factors which trigger off, and factors which bìock, the activity of the

transfer mechanìsm inherent in normal brlìngua1s. However, since we have

no dìrect access to rnental processes, there is very little way of findìng

out just how this mechanism actually functions. For us, the mental

processes involved ìn ìanguage transfer are a kjnd cf a "black box" whose

'internal structure can only be specuìated upon on the basis of its end

products, and with the aid of a set of anticipatory hypotheses like the

ones.we have just introduced. It means, in other words, that we should

take the overt pnesence of interference forms in the verbal productìon of

bilinguals as tentatìve evìdence for the actual occurrence of ìanguage

contact within their brains, accompanied by (or yielding) transfer
processes which have not (or, at least, not completeìy) been blocked.

However, even this does not go wìthout ìts compìications. For'

obviousìy, not all the forms, whose emergence in the verbaì performance

of a bilingual can be attributed to transfer, necessarjly present themselves

as interference forms in that they deviate from L2 rules (that ìs' those

cases which have often been referred to - mainly for practical reasons

and appìied purposes - as entailing "negative transfer"). Interference

forms may well totally resembìe native L2 forms, to the extent that Ll

and LZ are structuralìy simiìar, hence arouse no suspicion as to their
reliance on the forms of another language (entaìiìng, as it were, "positive
transfer"). Sometjmes ìt ìs only the hìgher frequency of theìr occuruence

beyond the average in L2 which may serve as a clue to their being the

product of transfer processes (that is, deviation ìn terms of norms of

usage); sometimes it is the presence of the parallel Ll forms in the

immediate neighbourhood, but often no such clue exists.

Conversely, phenomena which do look like interference forms - that is'
utterances which do not merely deviate from the ruìes (and/or norms) of

one language, but also reflect, on one level or another, forms or uses of
another, which is also stored in the same speaker's brain - may also be

(and, in fact, have often been) attributed to other mechanisms and/or

strategìes, in addition to, or even instead of those of language transfer
(e.g. Duìay and Burt 1974 vs. Abbott l9B0:122-123).

i^Ihile acknowledging the possibil ity of assigning several - aìternative

or compìementary - explanations to one and the same set of phenomena (cf.

Abbott l9B0:122), it should also be adrnitted that, as yet' we have too
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littìe knowredge cf the mechanisms whìch may be invorved in their productìon,
hence.no fooìproof means of preferring one type of expìanation to another.For the exproratory purposes of the present paper i have therefore chosento appìy the rãber of "interfenence form" tentatively, hence necessarìry ina sontewhat ìoose manner, to any feature of the verbaì performance oi ubììingual of any type and degree, in any of his ranguages, 

"r,'i.i-.un n.attributed to transfer from his other .ìanguage, ,f,.t¡". Oorrrrr." o""negative" with regard to its effects on the,,affected,,ìanguage, andwhether the interference hypothesìs is the onìy possibìe, the most ìikery,0r just one of severa'l equaìly possibìe descrìptive_expìanatory hypotheses.(cf' Færch's simirar but independent "boost,, to the transfer hypothesìs;
Færch ì982. )

2' lt ìs armost a commonp'race that ranguage is there for use, that it is
used in communicative situations (which those who wish to regard the
functions of ìanguage as transcending the.immed.iate transmission of
information shourd take as broader and more incìusive than the îatter), and
that these situations have an important rore to pìay in the very formation
of verbai utterances, as bundres of inter-dependent and mutuarìy conditìoning
constraints. The ìmportant thing, however, is that L2 learners using theirjimited 12, or interranguage, ane no exception to this ruìe, notwìthstanding
the existence of certain types of communicative situation whjch may be
specifìc to them. Moreover, ìanguages are also learnt and acquired not
only for, but usuaìry arso in conmunicative situations, whether naturar or
fabricated, wh.ich may well act as habit_forming, especiaÌly if not
sufficientìy balanced by sìtuations of other types.

It folrows that the immediate communicatìve situation in which the
learner finds himserf or in which he is put (not rast, by researchers ìnto
foreign language acquìsìtion), before and during the product.ion of his
intended L2 utterance, shourd arso be taken as a cruciar factor in any
description' analysis and evaruation of his verbar performance, and at reast
as a substantiaì modifying factor for any generaììzation as to his
competence in 12.

First observations have indeed reveared significant correrations
between the frequency of the occurrence of interference forms and some of
these cornmunicative situations. Thus, for instance, ìt is easy to see the
difference in that respect between spontaneous and ericited utterances of
L2 learners. Compare, for exampie, one of many of Henning Wode,s
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Indeed, in terms of this gross dìstinction thene is hardìy anything new

to the,,communicative s.ituatìon constraints" hypothesìs. However, ìts

explanatony powen well exceeds it, and ìs lìkeìy to explain as wel'ì' fot

instance, the difference in rates, if not in form, of interference forms

in L2 utterances which have alI been elicited, but in difierent techn.iques'

whììe assignìng oìfferent tasks to lhe learners' Thus, for exampìe'

researchers who appìied the Bììinguaì Syntax l'leasure to L2 leanners

tended to report that their subjects had produced rernarkabiy little

evidenceofìanguagetransfer(e.g'DuìayandBurtlgT4'notwithstanding
their reluctance to turn to the transfer hypothesis unless as a last

r esort), whereas those who (1 ike l'lode l98l ) assigned translatìng

iasks to their subjects were compeìled to admit the relative promìnence

of jnterference foìms in their corpora.

l.Jhat we tend to hypothesìze is, then, that there are types of

communicative sjtuatjon whìch are, in thenselves, more and less prone

to set the transfer mechanism in motìon, probably in direct proportìon

to the type and extent of language contact which can be claimed to be

ìnherentìy involved in them' In other words, that certain types of

co¡¡rnunication that a bil ingual speaker, including an L2 learner' can

engage ìn tend to bring hÍs two linguistìc systems (or parts thereof)'

wherever they may be stored, in close contact, hence - other things being

equal - increase the probabilìty of the occurrence of interference forms

in his overt verbaì Performance.

3. Translating may scrve as a partjcuiarìy iìluminatìng case in poìnt'

0n the one hand, its boundaries and features as a type of cross-lingual

activity are relatively easy to discern and capture, and' on the other

hand, it probabìy provides that type of discourse where - agaìn' other

thingsbeingequaì-thegreatestratesandVar.ietyof.interferenceforms
can be traced, not lastly with the aid of the correspondìng source

utterances, whìch, by way of comparison' may shed ìigh+' on the identìty
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and function of the resulting target forms. I Indeed, a translated
utterance may be regarded as an "inter-utterance" by definition (Toury .ì979),

name1y,. with respect to that level where translational adequacy ìs most

fuììy real'ized, that ìs, with the smallest number of allowances for the
constraints oi the recipient system.

0f course, .it would come to nobody as too much of a surprise to find
Ll ->12 translated utterances of second language learners imbued with
jnterference forms, at (aìmost) all levels.2 The learner's very insecurity
ìn 12, superìmposed on his factual lack of sufficient resources in that
ìanguage, is usualìy quite enough to explain his resort to reliance on

Lì, if onìy as a communicatìon strategy (cf. e.g. Færch and Kasper ì980);
especialìy as, in thìs case, Ll is directìy suppììed to him in encoded

chunks, far beyond the abstract system which is stored in his brain and

available for activation and use anyway, so that he can lean heav.ily on

his ìmmedjate ììnguistic input, whereas avoidance behavìour may be regardeC

undesirabìe, especially with subjects who have already been exposed to
transìating activities and have as a result acquired some translational
habi ts.

However, even with learners, ìncìuding the very beginners among them,

non-deliberate language transfen occurs also in L2 -> Lì transìating.
Compare, for instance, the foliowing account of the exposed to English

fon a relatively short period of time:

i asked Lars once whether he knew the meaning of Heiko didn't catch

cbservations in his recent book:

l"lyexperimenta]ciataarenotisomonphicWiththespontaneoUsmarer.ial
i...l lfne d'ifferencel is at .ieast in part very ììkeiy due ic the

àppìicatìon of non-age dependent universai strategies' iheir 
^

aþþt ication of non-aþpì ìcation seems .to .be favored by varìous factors
inherent ìn the situation or task' (l^lode i9Bl:lBì)

a fi sh.
frêifo ha

His repìy:
t keinen Fis

a on

Heiko hat nicht einen Fisch
c wou

a

at Lars' nicht einen refl

ns
i ate

article a of the L2 utterance to be tranîlãÏèãl-J-liode ì98ì:88)3

This type of evidence should be taken to reinforce the simpìest of

This "paradìgmatic" status of translating was probably aìso one of the main
reasons while scholars such as Di Pietro (ì97ì) made the far-reaching,
pnobabìy also far-fetching assumption that ìn foreìgn ìanguage production,
tnanslation is as good as inevitable. However, in what follows, only
conscious transìating will be considered,

For the lexical level cf. Ringbom ì978.

Ms. Christiane von Stutterhejm from the Max-Planck-Institut für Psycho-
ìinguistìk'in Nijmegen has also been abje to establish clear traces of
transfer from L2 in Ll utterances in the verbal performance of Turkish
immigrant workers in lnlest Berlin when asked to translate their highìy
defective German utterances into their mother tongue. (Personal conmunication.)

2
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the possible explanatory hypotheses for the abundance of interference

phenomena in cases of the first category' namely that which'is capable of

accountingforbothLl->L2andL2->LltranslatìngbyL2learners'and
in the same terms. This is, namely' that there is somethìng jn the nature

of translati itself which encourages the emergence of interference

forms by realizing the potential ìanguage contact in t he speaker's brain

and triggering off the transfer mechanism, and that' therefore' these

forms tend to refìect above aìl the activity of a psychoìinguistic

universal rather than a strategy devised to overcome certain definable

communi cationaì Problems.

Thisexplanationisfurthersupportedbythetrans.lat.ionalperformance
of near-bilìnguaìs, that ìs, those who are no ìonger to be consìdered
.ìearners. These ajso have been found to produce interference forms' and

ìn no small quantities, not oniy when translatìng into their secondary'

but aìso when translatìng into theìr primary language' Here I have in

mind,forìnstance,Katr-iMeriö'saccountofthetransiationalperforrnance
ofFinnish-Swed.ishnear.b.iì.ingualsintheirschool-leavingexam.ination
( 1978, esp. P. 43).

The assertion that there is something in the nature of translating

itself which encourages ìanguage transfer finds further and more weìghty

verjficationinthefindìngsofthosestudentsoftranslationand
translatìng practìces whose orìentation ìs basicalìy descriptive and

explanatory as to the output of so-called professional translators' These

scholars (e.9. Denison ì98ì; Toury 1979, 1980) have showed that these

transìations also abound in interference forms' not only on the macro-'

buta]soonthemicro-(thatìs,''lower,'granr.maticaland]exical)ìevels'
even when these professionals translate into their mother tongues

c'ite one typical exampie, quoted by Denison (1981:261) from H'T'

Englìsh translation cf Thomas llann's "Tristan":

G.: Sie kommt an seinem Arme da
an seìne Schulter und blick

her, lehnt vielleicht sogar ihren KoPf

t dabei verschìagen I ächelnd um sich
her, als wollte sie sagen über

diese Erscheinung: - Und wl
I ooks

To

Lowe-Porter's

E.: l.,lalks about his arm'
round with an ìmPish

,'la- nun zerbrecht euch dìe KöPfe
r zerbrechen sle uns'
eañs--h-er Te-ãð¡n -hi s shou I der and

say: 'Look on this, if You
. And we break them.

even
smile as if to

ìike, and break your hea ds over it'

ItmightbeaddedthatLowe-Porterproducedthis,andsimilarinterference
forms in a cultural-linguìstic context which did not favour them, and with
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no seemìng purpose in mind, that is to say: completeìy non-deliberateìy.

(For sìmi1ar exampìes from Hebrew translations of English and German prose

f.ictión, cf. T6ury 1977. A detailed anaìysìs of one instance is found in

Toury 1979, Section E.)

My claim is that it is unwarranted, ìf only on economical grounds, to

look for different expìanations for Ll->12 and L2->Ll translations, and

for the production of amateur vs. professional translators, especially as

one type of explanatìon, which is in a posìtion to account for aìl these

cases, suggests itself so readily.
To be sure,.it is not even the case that professìonal translations into

L2 necessariìy contain a smaller number and/or more strìking cases of

interference forms (that is, those which reflect "negative transfer") than

comparabìe translations into Ll. Rather, the opposite often turns out to

be the case, probably, among other things, due to the very consc.iousness of

translators of the f.irst category of their lack of complete command of L2'

whìch may make them resort to avoidance strategies, especially in contexts

where such a behaviour is favoured.

1n addition, under certain "translational norms" (Toury ì977'1978)

thene is a strong'possibility that interference forms will not onìy be

present in professionaììy transìated utterances, as a mere evìdence of the

non-ìnterrupted actìvity of language transfer, nor even simpìy tolerated'

as unavoidable evil, but actually preferred to "pure" target-language

forms; in other words, adopted as a cultural-linguistic strategy'

An interesting, if extreme case in point js presented by iiterary
translation from Russian and German - the two main culture-ìanguages of

Western Jews of the period - into Hebrew around the beginning of the

twent.ieth century. Actualìy, these translations were prepared first of all

for an audience which couìd have read the originals as well, but' for

ìdeoìogical reasons, preferred reading them in Hebrew transìation' This led

to a marked preference for calques to the respective source language, which

made it possible for the bìlinguaì reader to "see" the translational

probiem through jts solution (for a dìscussion of this pair as descrìptive

noiions, cf. Toury 1982, Section 5), and, as a result, hìs enjoyrent from

the ,,muscle demonstration', of the tlebrew target -language was increased

enormously. As this technique then crystalìzed as one of the leading

translational norms in the newly emerging Hebrew culture, ìrrespective of

the source language and of the prospective audience, even translations from'
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ìet us say, tnglìsh began to show traces of the Russian and (to a much

lesser extent) German ìanguages, as a sort of "second-order ìnterference"

(Toury i979, Section F).

This very sirategy can then be extended to non-translational types of

ìanguage use as welì, with an implied recognition and acknowledgefient of

the universal activ.ity of the non-delìberate mechanism. And, sure enough,

our assertjons as to the posìtion of interference in translated utterances

f.ind further corroboration .in the formulation of pseudotranslations.

Utterances of this type are deìiberately desìgned so as to pass for genuine

tì^anslations, and therefore the ways jn which they are formulated are

highìy indicative of the notjons shared by the members of the target-
ìanguage community as to the most conspicuous characteristics of
translations (cr, rather, of translations from certain source ìanguages)

into their'language, even íf they do so in a sìmpìified or exaggerated

manner. And, ìndeed - as i have argued elsewhere (Toury 1980:45-46,48;

19Bl:.20,22-23) - deliberate interference forms, especialìy at the ìowest

1ìnguistic ìevels, turn out to be among the most prominent characteristics
of these pseudotransìations.

4. So far we have treated translatìng - as customany - as a category of
cross-iinguaì activities. However, a partìcuìar type of communicative

situatìon ìs also to be associated with the products of this process,

which, like every other type of situatjon of that kìnd, may have a lot to
do with the very shapìng of these products as verbal utterances, anci, by

extension, wjth the entire realizatjon of the process jtself.
To be sure, the implied opposìtìon between "translatjonal" and

"non-translationaì" types of discourse can hardly be pìaced on the same

pìane with establ ished classìficatory categorìes and princìples such as the

"mode" and "field" of discourse (e.9. Spencer and Gregory ì964) and

directly equated with them. Rather, 'it should be seen as intersectinq
these, and other similar dist'Ínctions, so as to gìve nise to "compound"

types of discourse such as "written translated", "written non-translated",
"spoken translated", "spoken non-translated", "transìated (and non-translaled)

technical", and so forth. And if we take this opposition as our frame of
reference, there seems to be ample justifìcation for adoptìng the notion

of COMMUNICATI0N IN TRANSLATED UTTTRANCES as a cover-term for all those

types of discourse that ut.ilize utterances ìn one ìanguage which are the

outcome of the submission of utterances in another language to
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transl ating procedures.
' Obvìousìy, this involves a shift of focus, which seems crucial not onìy

for translation studies as a scholarly branch (Toury 1980a), but also for
various areas where translating may be appììed or translations used,

incìuding foreign language teaching and testìng as fieìds of appiìcation and

foreign ìanguage studies as a scientific dìscìpline. This shift is from the
traditìonal focusìng on the transference of an invariant over and across

a ììnguìstic border to focusing on the use of the resuitant entity within
the recipìent linguìstic-cultural context. After all, translated utterances,
no matter what the exact process which yieìded then, form facts of one

system only: the target's. Even if they, as "inter-textual" facts, are
found to constitute systems of their own, these systems will of necessity
turn out to be more of the nature of subsystems of the target system than

of the nature of autonomous systemic entities.l (For a more detailed
justification of this cìaim, cf. Toury 1982, Sectìon 2.)

Moreover, the prospective function(s) of the translated utterance in
the communicative act in L2 also contribute to, ìf not govern its mode of
production (that is, the actual process of translating), incìuding its
ìinguìstic shape. Under this observation, interference in translated
utterances is the expression of a reduction of the L2-like functions of
the utterance in favour of the retention, or reconstruction, of greater
parts of its Ll-like functions (which is one way of defining translation
adequacy).

0f course, in spite of the seeming paradox, it is the Ll-like rather
than the L2-like functions which are characterìstic of transiated
utterances, because.they serve to distinguìsh - from the point of view of
the target system - between translations and non-translations. That is to
say, translated utterances differ from non-translated ones in their
ontoìogical status, even when their surface realizations converge, in
either direction, This is why, eventually, the more characteristic an

I In-an anaìogical manner, the series of consecutive interìanguages of
a foreign language learner represents a movgnent from Ll and tó 12,
that is, a process of approximation to L2 (Nemser-TT/l), whicÏ-rnakes
thenì more and more part of this language.
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utterance of communication in translated utterances, the more it may be

expected to show interference. And conversely: the smalìer the rates of

interference, the less characterìstjcally transiational the utterance.

5.What,then,isthestatusoftransferasaun.iversa]oftrans]ation'
if.it is not the case that every single act of comrnunicatjon in translated

utterances, not even by L2 ìea.rners, exhibits overt interference forms,

at least not on the micro-lìnguistìc levels?

There seems to be no escape from the assumption that this type of

communicatjve situatìon, with the processes associated with it' are rnereìy

strong enough to considerably increase the probabiìity of the occurrence

of interference forms, above and beyond any other type of communication

of biììngual speakers, and that, on the other hand' the presence of more

and/or stronger counter-factors ìs required in order to re-reduce thìs

increased probabil itY. I

In other words, .it should be assumed that there are several factors

wh.ich act to "further" or "hinder" the activity of the transfer mechanism

in translating s.ituations. A tentative first Iist of these factors may

include the folìoling:
- structural sirnilarities (vs. dìfferences) between the two langua-qes

'i nvol ved;

- the existence (vs. non-existence) of differences in the relat'ive

status of the two languages (prìrnary vs. secondary)' in the

speaker-transjator and/or in the adressee;

- the translating proceeding from the pririary to the secondary

'ìanguage (or vice versa),

- the actual rate of the speaker-translator's command of TL (and/or

SL) on every Possible level;

- the rnode of the translated discourse (spoken vs. rvritten)¡
- the difference between the original and translated utterances in' terms of their mode (spoken -) spoken, spoken -) nrritten,

wnitten -) written, written -) spoken);
- the interval between the production of the two utterances, esoeciaì1y

'in spoken -> spoken translating, which may be so short as to force
the L2 speaker to start producing the translated utterance vrhen the
original one has not yet come to its end. (It seems that it is mainly
this factor that brings about the speaker's osc.illation between the
two codes, rvhich tends to increase the rates of overt interference
[Toury 1932a].)

- time pressure (that ìs, pressure exerted on the speaker-translator
to finish the production of his translated utterance within a short
and/or fixed period of time);

- other types of mental stress and faticue;
- cultural-lìnguistic contexts which accept (vs. reject), if not prefer,

interference to "pure" TL forms (cf. Section 3);
- previous exoerience in translating (in generaì, or of the type at

hand), includìng prevìous reactions to translational output which
included (or failed to incìude) interference forms.

The length and/or rate of complexity of the original utterance may aìso
tunn out to be contributing factors.

0f course, this list is far from exhaustive, not to say, s,vstenatically
organized. l4oreover, many of the factors listed have not really been
studied yet. Therefore it would be premature to attempt the most important
but nost difficu'lt thinr¡ of all: to state the hierarchical order of the
various factors and their inter-dependencies. These will certainìy have to
trtait until more research into trans]ated utterances has been done, directed
by these descriptive-explanatory objects. However, .it is clear that the
presence of any "furthering" factor requires qreater efforts on the part of
the soeaker-transìator, if the emergence of .interference forms is to.be
prevented; that the Dresence of "hjnderinq,'factors may act as counter_
factors and balanie up to compìete denial the effects of the "furtherinq',
ones; and, finaìly, that a syncretic presence of the latter is almost
ìmpossible to overcome.

I And.o*pur", in this connection, a recent account of an ideal (and, to
Oà tr"., idéalized as well) process of translatinq: "The-translator.
Uãgìnr Éir search for translàtion equivaìence from formal correspondence,
ãnã it Ir only when the identical-meaning formal correspondent is either
not ava.ilable or not able to ensure equivalence that he resorts to formal
correspondents with not-quite-identical meanings or to structural and

semantic shifts which destnoy formal correspondence altogether. But even
.in the latter case he makes use of formal correspondence as a check on

meaning - to know what he is doing, so to speak" (lvir l9B1:58)'
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The last two sections, which dealt with communication in translated

utterances as a specific type of communicative situation and with its
poss.ible effects on the formation and formulation of those utterances'

can be tentatively summed up in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Communication in translated utterances-
For explanations, see the text.

6.Obvious1y, a second language learner finds himself in an inferior
position with regard to any'intended performance in L2' which, many

scholars cìa1m, may already lèad him to draw on his 11. His introduction

to situations which require communication in translated utterances into

L2 adds one or more "furthering" factors, usuaily without a coffespondingìy

sufficient number of counter-factors, which surely results in the abundance

of overt interference forms in his intended translated production, far

beyond the average in translation.
Let us conclude with a few remarks on some peculiarities of

translatìng as performed by language learners.

a. Although, semiotìca1ly speaking, translation should be conceived

of as injtiated in and by the recip'ient pole (Toury 1980:16), learners

hard]y ever translate (consciously, that is) of their own initiative' As

a rule, it is somebody else representing the receptor system - an inter-

locutor, or, more often, a teacher, an examiner or a researcher - who

leads, even obliges them to ìndulge in this actìvity. The "translate!"
instruction thus serves as a signaì for a soecific type of ìinguistic
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manipu'lation. However, at the same time - along with the respectìve
"task item" (as Wode 1981 has termed it) - it also sets up the framework

for an instance of our type of communicative situation, This fact opens

up a field of study, which, as far as I know, has never been touched

upon, namely, the relationships between the translated performance and

that signal. It is my hunch that at least the rate of explìcitness and

directness of the "translate!" instruction (e.g. "translate the following
into..." vs, "hornr wouìd you say X in..." vs. "what would your friend Y

la native speaken of L2l have said, had he wanted to...") may have ìts
effects on the translated response, even to one and the same "task item".
(Cf. further ìn Toury 1982a, Section 9.) The location of this instruction
in the speech-chain, in relation to more inclusive contexts and communicative

sìtuations whene the communication in translated utterances in question is
embedded, and especially in relation to the "task item" (before, after, or
within), may also prove significant.

b. One pecirì iarity of the communicative situation. jn translated
utterances of L2 jearners is that the translated utterance does not totally
replace the "task item". In other words: that both are present within the
boundaries of one and the same communicative situation and form parts of
it. This may well be taken into account by the speaker-translator, who,
as a resuìt, may renounce the need for "total" and settle for "restricted"
trailslation (ín the sense that this pair of terms was ìntroduced by

Catford 1965). 0bviously, any renouncement of "total " transiation results
in an increase of interference rates, namely, on the level(s) which have

been exempt from the "adequacy" postulate. Such a case is even more

extreme than the one described in Section 3, where the source utterance
was made part of the communicative framework only by those who were in
a position to reconstruct jt from the target utterance by appìying certain
TL-SL formal relationships to the translated utterance in a reverse
fashion.

c. Translation by L2 learners is usually restrìcted in yet another,
and more peculiar respect, especialìy rvhen it is used as a technìque for
the ejicitation of certain L2 forms or structures rather than any L2 data.
Fon here, the restrictedness is not limited to the TL (which has; after alì"
been acquired only in part), but may involve SL as well: very often, L1

underìying the "task iterns" is cut to the measures of the subjects,
proficiency (actua1, or - more likeiy - assumed) ìn 12, and is far from
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representing the entire range of their competence in 11. (This is, of

course, a cleai^ indication of transiation beìng governed by target system

considerations even in cases of this typel)

Although, in this case" there is, in a sense' a pre-defined relation-

shìp between the underlying codes, the process which is performed by the

learners can still be regarded as translating, since this relationship

does not function as a necessary condition for their performance, and" in

fact, does not even fuìly, not to say, automatically, deter:mine its output

(cf. Toury 1980:13), which may well deviate from the expected one, as has

recently been shown by l,Jode, who incjuded translatìng among hìs elicitation

representative of a certain type of communjcation, and not of others.
Thenefore translating shouìd not necessarily be abandoned, either as a

means of practicing or testing L2 or even as a techn.ique for data

eljcitation. They simply have to be taken for what they are, and to the
extent that they differ from spontaneous utterances jn 12, or from
elicitations jn other techniques, these differences should be tentativeìy
attributed to the differences in task and in communicatìve purpose. True

enough, the postponement, or total canceljation of translation exercises
(as suggested e.g. by Voge'1982) may weìl result in a reduction of the
total number of interference forms in the verbal performance of the
'iearners, but: (a) this reduction is, in a sense, artificial, and (b) it
has its price: a corresponding reduction of the communicative range that
the learners are exposed to, which goes contrary to the main justification
for those suggestions.
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CROSS-CULTURAL PRAGMATIC FAILURE*

INTRODUCT iON

In this paper I discuss the nature of pragmatic failure and ways in
which students may be helped to acquìre pragmatic competence. I refer
frequently to "cross-cultural" pragnatic failure, which may give the

unfortunate ìmpression that pragmatic failure is restricted primarì1y to
'interactions between native and non-native speakers, and which further
implìes that there exists in (for example) British society a sìng1e system

of pragmatic values. This is by no means the case. Regional, ethnic,
polìtical and class djfferences are undoubtedly reflected as much by a

dìversity of pragmatic norms as they are by linguistic variations. I have

made no attempt to make this variety explicìt, since I am concerned here to
make only the most general points. [,Ihilst acknowledging that the norms I
describe are by no rneans the norms of British society, but rather, those of
the culturaìly domjnant strata, I feel with Scollon and Scollon (1981:13)

that :

... the patterns we are describing hold true in a general way and are
the patterns on which people have deveìoped ethnic stereotypes.

I use the term "cross-cultural", then, as a shorthand way of
describing not just.native - non-native interactions, but any communication

between two people who, in any particular domaìn, do not share a common

f inguistic or cult.ural background. Thìs might include workers and

management, menbers of ethnic minorities and the poììce or (when the domain

of discourse is academìc writing) Universìty lectures and new undergraduate

studênts -

This paper will also be published in Applied Linguistics (0xford
University Press) 4 (2), Summer 1983.-Tñe seconilhã'lTõf this article
contajns material presented in part fulfilment of the M.A. degree in
Appì ied Linguistics for English Language Teachìng at the Universìty of
Lancaster and was carried out under the supervision of Professors C.N.
Candlin and G.N. Leech, to whom I should ìike to express my gratitude.
My thanks to them and to Norman Fairclough for reading and commenting
on earlier drafts of thìs paper.
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I do not use the term "pragmatic competence" as a synonym for
"communicative competencet' as candlin (1976:246) and Schmìdt and Richards

(1980:150) appear to do. I use ìt to refer to one of several levels of

knowìedge (cf. Hymes 197?:281) which mìght also include grammatìcaì,

psychoìinguistic and what Bell (1976) calls "social" competences:

... communicative competence might be thought of as a kind of'mixer'
which performed the function of balancìng avaiìable linguistic forms
chosen by drawìng on the linguistic competence of the user, against
available social functions housed in some kind of social competence.

(Bell 1976:210-?11)

A speaker's "linguistìc competence" would be made up of grammatical

competence ("abstract" or decontextualised knowledge of intonatìon,
phonoìogy, syntax, semantìcs" etc.) and pragmatìc competence (the ability
to use language effectìvely in order to achieve a specifìc purpose and to

under stand language in context). This paraì1eìs Leech's (forthcoming)

division of ììnguìstìcs into "grammar" (by which he means the decontex-

lualised formal system of ìanguage) and "pragmatics" ["the use of ìanguage

in a goaìoriented speech situation jn whìch S (the speaker) is using
'language in order to produce a particular effect in the mind of H (the

hearer)1. Leech (forthcoming) suggests that the semantics/pragmatics

distìnction can be equated, at least in part, with the distinction between

"sentence meaning" and "speaker meaning" - a useful definition which

unfortunateìy obscures the fact that there are several levejs of "speaker

meaning". Thìs point has been well made and extensively discussed by, for
example, Bach and Harnish (lglS), l,lilson and Sperber (1979 and 1981) and

Akmaijìan et al (1980), who al1 argue, rightly in my view, that whilst the

iange of possibìe senses and references of an utterance ìs expììcitly
provided by semantìc ru1es, pragmatic prìnciples are needed in order to:

(a) assign sense and reference to tne speaker's words (this I call
"level 1 speaken meaning");

(b) assign force or va'lue to the speaker's words ("level 2 speaker

meanì ng" ) .

As Corder (tSgl:¡S) has pointed out, almost all sentences are

ambiguous when taken out of context and examples of surface ambìguìty

("biting flies can be troublesome", etc.) are legion and greatly beloved

of linguists. However, ìnstances of sentences being genuineiy ambiguous ìn

context are, I would angue, rather rare. Aìthough one frl'end of mine insists

that when told to write an essay on "euthanasìa" she produced four sides on
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the Red Guard, most storjes of this kind are apocryphal. The unfortunate
cricket commentator, for example, who is supposed to have enlivened an

otherwise unremarkable Test match by announcing "the bowler's Ho'ldìng, the

batsman's l,iìl1ey"'is likely to have amused rather than bemused the

cricketing fraternìty - partìcularìy sìnce the match was being televised.
It ìs one's grammatical (particuìar ìy semantíc) knowìedge which

provides the range of possibìe meanings of muìtiply ambiguous sentences

such as:

(t ) sfre mi ssed i t
ìn which the verb miss has at least three senses and she and it an

ìndefinjte number of possible referents.
At level 1, pragmatìc princìples, par ticuìarly the Gricean maxim of

relevance, allow one to assign sense and reference to the utterance in
context. For example, if (1) were uttered in reply to:

(2) why didn't Elsie come on the earl ier train?
pragmatic inferencing would allow one to determine that:

she referred to El s j e;
it referred to the earlier train;

and mjssed had the sense failed to catch;
*h.r.* in ..p1y to:

(:) How did Grandma manage without the car?

she would refer to Grandma;

it would refer to the car;
and missed would have the sense felt the lack of

At level 2, pragmatìc princìpìes would ailow one to ass.ign force to
the utterance, e.g. "crìticism" or "dìsapproval" or "commiseration", or
perhaps a combination of all three for, as Leech (1977) and Brown and

Levìnson (1978:216) point out, the pr"agmatic force of an utterance is
frequently ambivalent, even in context, and often intentìonaììy so. For

reasons of poìiteness or expediency, both speaker and hearer may

del iberateìy exploit ambivalence:

... the rhetoric of speech acts often encourages ambivalence:

'Wouìd you like to come in and sit down?'

... depending on the situation could be an invitation, a request, or
a directive. 0r more important, it could be deliberately poised on
the uncertain boundary between all three. It is often in the speaker's
interest, and in the interests of poiìteness, to allow the precise
force of a speech act to remain unclear."

(Leech 1977:99)
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it follows, therefore, that H would fail to perceive S's communjcative

'ìntent i f :

(at level 1) from the range of possìbìe senses and references the

hearer chose thai:/those which the speaker had not intended; and/or:

(atlevel2)thehearerfaì]edtoperce.ivetheintendedil.locutionary
force of the speaker's utterance. The fo'llowing (authentic) exan'ìples may

serve to illustrate mY Poìnt:

Exampl e 1

iulisunderstandin at Level 1 (Failure to understand which proposition S

has expressed)

A (to fellow passenger on a long-distance coach): Ask the driver
- what time we get to Bìrmìngham'

B (to driver): Couìd you tell me when we get to Birmingham' pìease?

Driver: Don't worry, love, ìt's a big place - I don't think it's
Possible to miss it!

In lhis case, the driver understood that B's utterance was a request

for informalion, but misunderstood the intended sense of when'

Êxamp'l e 2

Misunderstandinq at Level 2 (Failure to understand the ìntended

pragmatic force of S's utterance)

A Is this coffee sugared?

B I don't think so. Does it taste as if it is?

In thìs case, B interprets A's utterance as a genuìne request for

informat.ion rather than, as A intended, a complaint IGloss: As usua],

you,Veforgottentosugar.itl],theintendedeffectofwhìchwastoelìcit
an epology and an offer to fetch the sugar'

The two levels are, of course, closeìy linked and H's failure at

level 1 to understand which proposìtìon has been expressed may make it
ìmpossible for h.im/her to understand the intended illocutìonary force:

Exampl e 3

Lecturer (addressìng me): Have you seen Leo?

I was not able' even in context, to decide whether he was using seen

ìn the sense of:
(a) set eyes on' in.which case the force of the utterance would

ÔJ

probabìy have been a request for information [Gloss: Whìch way dìd Leo go?/

l,'ihere is Leo?l;
'(b) seen in the sense fo spoken to, in which case the force would

have been somethìng between criticism and a reproach requiring an

explanation or an apology [Gloss: Have you spoken to Leo as I told you to
do, and ìf not, why not?J.

Strictìy speaking, ìt wouìd be logical to apply the term "pragmatic
failure" to misunderstandings which occur at either level one or level two,

since both levels jnvolve H in pragmatic inferencìng, but I reserve the

term exclusìve1y for misunderstandings which arise, not from any inabiìity
on the part of H to understand the intended sense/reference of the speaker's

words in the context in which they are uttered, but from an ìnabiìity to
recognise the force of the speaker's utterance when the speaker,intended

that this particular hearer should recognìse ìt.
l,le can say, then, that pragmatìc failure has occurred on any occasion

on which H perceives the force of S's utterance as other than S intended

s/he perceive it. For exampìe, if:
H perceives the force of S's utterance as stronger or weaker than S

'intended s/he perceive it;
H perceives as an order an utterance which S intended s/he should

perceive as a request;
H perceives S's utterances as ambivalent where S intended no

ambival ence;

S expects H to be able to infer the force of his/her utterance, but
ìs relyìng on a system of knowledge or beliefs which S and H do not, in
fact, share. For instance, S says "Pigs might flyl" to an H unaware that
they do not, or S says, "He's madder than Keith Joseph," to an H who

belìeves Joseph to be perfectly sane.

I use the term "pragmatic failure" rather than "pnagmatic enror"
advisedìy Icf. House and Kasper (lSet :tSe), Rintell (1979:101 )]. It is
legìtimate, in my vìew, to speak of grammatical error, since grammaticality
can be judged according to prescriptive rules (prescrìptìve for language-
teachìng purposes, at least), wheneas pragmatic competence, as Candlin
(1976:238) has observed, "entails probabìe rather than categorial rules".
The nature of pragmatic ambivalence is such that it is not possible to say

that the pragmatìc force of an utterance is "wrong". All we can say is
that it failed to achieve the speaker's goal. My interest lies in
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reveal i ng why j t mj ght fa i I .

Veryoften,ofcourse,.itisnotpragmaticfailurewh.ichcausesnon-
native speakers to misinterpret of have misinterpreted the intended

pragmaticfonceofanutterance,butan.imperfectcommandof]ower-]evel
grammar. For the purposes of this paper' however, I am excìuding frorn

consideration ,,grammat.ical ernor" and "covert grammatical error" (but for

a detailed discussjon of these see Thomas 1981:16-20). I do not in any

way underestimate the importance of these factors, but they have already

been dealt with extensively in the literature of error analys'is, of

contrastive analysìs and of language 'teachìng generaì ly' Nor do I bel ieve

that "grammaticai " processing or "leveì 1 pragmatìc" process ing of
,ìnformat.ionarenecessarilypriortotheinterpretationofpragmaticforce'

Indeed, research into information-processìns (e.s. Adams and coll ins 1979),

suqgests that aìthough (pragmatic) comprehensìon does depend on successful

mastery of lower-level skills (fnom the ability to recognise sounds/letters

to the assìgnment of meanìng in context), different levels of processing

are carried on sìmultaneously, constantìy feedìng into and reinforcìng

each other. It may often happen that one or more levels is bypassed

completely. separatìng the levels in this rather artìficìal manner'

however, enables me to focus more sharp'ly on pragmatic failure, a very

ìmportant area of cross-cultural communication breakdown which has received

very little attentjon.
Forìanguage-teachìngpurposeslalsoexcludefromthebailiw'ickof

pragmatic failure "blurts", "flouts" and "lects"'
]-he,'blurt,'is the pragmatic equivalent of the grammatìcaì slip of the

tongue or pen, which Boomer and Laver (1973:123) define as:

... an involuntary deviation ìn perforrnance from the student's current
phonoìogica1, grammatica'l or lexical competence'

A blurt, like a slìp of the tongue' represents a temporany'lapse by a

normally pragmatically competent person. Often it manifests itself in

unfortunate intonation, when, fon example, an utterance intended as a

request comes out as an orden. Often, as with slips of the tongue' a blurt

is occasìoned by strong emotìon, such as fear, excitement or angen' which

causes the speaker to be more direct than s/heintended. At other times it
represents an inopportune ìapse into truthfulness (the Freudian blurt).

Blurts, lìke slips of the tongue/pen, are by no means the preserve of the

non-natiVespeakerandalthoughtheymayhaveunwelcomeconseqUencesthey

OE

do not reflect the pragmatìc competence of the speaker and should not,
therefore, concern the ìanguage teacher. Indeed, in view of the number of
bìurts produced by apparently ccmpetent native speakers, one should be

extremeìy cautious about ascribing pragmatìc ìncompetence to non-native
speakers on the basis of a few utterances produced under conditions
egreg.iously unlìke any they encounter outside the classroom (cf. Rintell '1979)

Pra gna I ects

Lakoff ( 1 974:26 ) has poi nted out that:

There may well be different idiolects of pol iteness: what js
courteous behaviour to me might well be boorish to you, because we
have slìghtìy differently formuìated rules, or because our hierarchy
of acceptabìl ìty ìs dìfferent.

There is something of the Humpty Dumpty ìn alj of us and within a given

ìanguage variety the individual does seem to be aiiowed a certain amount of
latitude before beìng labelled as "blunt" or "impolite" (just how much

latitude one allows a particular S probably depends on how much one likes
him/her). Certaìnìy, as peopìe become better acquainted, they seem to
become increasingly toìerant of each other's "pragmaìects", just as they
become more tolerant of other forms of idiosyno^atic behaviour .

Nevertheless, I think that in onder to be considered pragmatical ìy
competent, one must be able to behave ììnguistìcaìly ìn such a manner as

to avoid being unìntentionaliy offensìve, for most of the time, to
strangers who speak the same ìanguage or variety of ìanguage as oneself.

Fl outs

Pragmatìc prìnciples are normative rather than prescrìptive. l^lhereas

a grammatìcal enror puts one outside the grammatica"l system of tnglish, one

can, as Leech (1980:10) poìnts out, flout pragmatic prìncipìes and yet
remain within the pragmatic system of Englìsh. It ìs possibìe, in other
words, to be extremely impoììte, untruthful and uninformatìve and at the

same time "speak perfect English". All too often, however, language

teachers and ììnguìsts fail to admit the possìbìlity of a foreign student's
flouting conventions, ìn the same !,/ay as they faiI to allow her/him to
'innovate ì inguìstìca1 ìy. ln fact, the foneign learner is usual ly expected

to be "hypercorrect", both grammatìca11y and pragmaticaììy. Schmidt and
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McCreary (1977:429) have pìeaded the cause of the foreign learner,

obì iged to speak a "superstandard English" which native speakers rarely

use:

Superstandard Eng-l ish, however admired and perhaps admirable, is
simply not functional in all situations.

In none of the articles on "pragmatic competence" whjch I have

read has the possibiììty of a flout been considered - all deviations from

the expected norm are attributed to pragmatic failure (see, for example,

Rintell 1979, Scarcella 1979, House and Kasper 1981 and Fraser et al. 1981),

The non-native speaker who says anything other than what "is expected

often finds.it difficult to get her/his views taken seriously. It is
easier to explain away what s/he says as stemming from a lack of

linguistic competence than to consider the possibìììty of her/his

expressìng divergent opinions

Harder (1980:268) has discussed this severaìy circumscribed role

which is assigned to "the foreigner":

Since peopìe, through speaking wìth foreignens, have more or less
the experìence of them outlined above, according to a well-known
psychoiogicaì mechanism they adjust their own behaviour and their
inter"pretation of the foreigner's contributjons accordingìy, so
that even if you do succeed in fìnding words for your clever remarks,
you are ìikely to be politely overheard (sic.) A foreigner is not
permìtted to go beyond a certain limited repertoire; if he starts
swearing fìuently, folinstance, he js uniikely to achieve the
conventional communicative. effect, ie. underl ining the serious
objections he has against the situation in question.

My own observations concur with those of Harder, that learners are

rareìy permitted the iuxury of a flout (of being either "overpclite" of

"impoìite"), but are condemned to the "reduced personaìity" outlìsed

above, allowed oniy banal and conventionaì opinions. As one foreìgn

colleague put it:
l,lhen I speak Eng'lish, I feet I always have to occupy the middle ground.

It is notthe responsibility of the ìanguage teacher qua linguist to

enforce Anglo-Saxon standards of behaviour, linguìstic or otherwise.

Rather, it is the teacher's job to equip the student to express her/him-

self in exactly the way s/he chooses to do so - rudeìy, tactfully or in
an elaborately polite manner. What we want to prevent is her/his beìng

unintentionaliy rude or subservient. It may, of course, behove the

teacher to point out the ìikely consequences of certain types of

I inguiàtic behaviour.

B]

Having argued in favour of allowìng foreign students of English the

right to'flout, it may seem perverse of mé to confuse the issue by poìnting

out that it is probably more often the case, partìcu1ar'ly outside the

cìassroom, that what is perceíved as a flout is in neality pragmatic fa.ilure.
Grammatical errors may be ìrrìtating and impede communicatjon, but at leàst,
as a nule, they are apparent in the surface structure, so that H js aware

that an emor has occurred. Once alerted to the fact that S is not fully
grammatically competent, natìve speakers seem to have l ittle dìfficulty in

making allowances for it. Pragmatìc failure, on the othei hand, is rareìy
recognised as such by non-ììnguìsts. if a non-native speaker appears lo
speak fluently (ie. is grammatìcally competent), a native speaker ìs
ììkely to attribute his/her apparent impoìiteness or unfriendlìness, not

to any lìnguistìc defiency, but to boorishness or ill-rvill. Whilsl
grammatical error may reveal a speaker to be a less than proficient
ìanguage-user, pragmatic failure relects badìy on him/her as a person.

it4isunderstandìngs of this nature are almost certaìnly at the root of
unhelpfuì and offensive national stereotypìng: "the abrasive Russian/German",

"the obsequious Indian/Japanese", "the insincere American" and "the
standoffish Briton".

Pragmatic failure, then, is an important source of cross-cu'ltural
communication breakdown, but in spìte of this, teachers and textbook writers
alike have aìmost compìetely ìgnored ìt. It is not difficult to understand

why this should be so, and why they should prefer to remajn on the more

sol íd ground of grammar, Fìrstly, as l^liddowson (1979:13) has poìnted out,
pnagmatìc description has not yet reached the level of pnecisìon which

grammar has attained in descrìbìng I ìngu.istic competence. Secondìy,

pragmatics - ìanguage in use - is a delicate area and it is not ìmmediately

obvious how it can be "taught". It is on these two probìems that i shall
concentrate.

IHI TEACHING OF PRAGMATIC APPROPRIATENESS

Aìthough I welcome the fact that pedagogicaì grammars such as the

Communicative Grammar .of Engì ish are beginnin g to spiil over ìnto
pragmatìcs and to address themselves to questìons of use as v'lell as to
probìems of well-formedness, I do not think that judgements of
appropriateness can ever be spelt out sufficiently to be incorporated in
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grammars or textbooks as other than fair^ìy crude rules of lhumb'

Attempts have been made by, for example, l'Jalters (1979a and 1979b)

andbyFraser(1977,1978)todeterminethepragmat.icforceofanutterance
relying so1e1y on its surface grammatìcal form. trialters (1979a:289) defines

his interest as beìng "to investìgate how much polìteness could be

squeezed out of speech act strategies alone", and agaìn (1979b)' in a

methodologically very rìgorous experiment to investigate the perception of

polìteness by native and non-native speakers of English and Spanish' uses

a,,standardlexica]conteXt'..inordertoestablìsha.,hierarchyof
politeness", ìnstructìng his informants to.ignore context as much as

possìble. In a somewhat s.imilai experiment cìted by Rintell, Fraser (1977)

asked informants to rate for deference forms of request (would you "'?'
could you ...?, can you .'.?, do- "'?, etc') for which no context whatever

was suPPl i eri .

Theresul'"sofsuchexperìments,vlirìlstofgreatinterestin'for
exampìe, writìng a probabiì istic grammar, have, in my cpìnìon' neither

validity non relevance in the essessment of pragmatìc fa.ilure'

Suchhjerarchiesmayind,icateprobabil.istjcallywhichgrammaticaì
form is "more polite" all other faclors being equal' but in rratural

"language other factors rareìy are equa1, and-it would be fatuous to

Supposethatthoneisanyabso.Ìuie.,poì'jlenessquot.ient''whjchcanbe
assìgned unambivalently and out of context to a partìcuìar ì ìnguistic

structure. it would be very easy to find a counterexample where an

e.laboratelypoììteforrnofrequestisused'butwherethepropos.itiona.l
content remains unaìterably impo l ite (I wonder if I mì res tful l

request You to sto p pickinq your nose?) and vice versa ( Do have another

drink).
A further problem with hierarchies of the type developed by riaìters'

is that as one moVes from ',forma]'. to ..informal,, s.ituations, cne rna;y, need

to invert the "politeness ranking"' Thus, between wife and husbanc an

utterance beg inning I wonder i t ask

perceived as sarcastic or hostile rather than polite' The imperaiive

form, rated by l,laìters's judges as extremely impol ite (1979a:295) '
accounted for more than a third of my corpus of spontaneously-occurr1ng

requestswithinapeergroup(Thomasig8l:61)'Itwouldnotbeactur'âte
to say that withìn peer groups people are "less poììte"' Rather' they are

appealing to different forms of poìiteness Icf' Brown and Levinson 1978'

Leech (forthcoming: 174-176) l.

Imi ou ...? would be I ikel:r to ba

Scalesofpol.ìtenessandind.icatorsofusesuchas''vulgar'',''forma]''
or "rare" are all relatjve and can serve as only the most general gujde

to appropriateness. It would be of far greater benefit to the learner if
teachers attempted to make explicit the types of choices whìch underlie

pragmatic decìsìon-makìng. It is at thìs poìnt that we must turn for heìp

to pragmatic theory.
Van Dijk (19776:199) sees the goaì of pragmatic theony as beìng to:

... formulate the generai and partìcular conditions determìnìng the
full Intention-successfulness of ilìocutionary acts'

For an jllocutìonary act to succeed, the speaker must judge his/her

position relative to his/her inter'locutor by assessing:

B9

(

(i
(ii
(ì

i) posjtions (e.g. ro1es, status, gtc.)
'i) propertìes (e.g. sex, age, etc.)
i) relations (e.g. dominance, authorìty)
u) functions (e.õ. 'rath"'', ''.t.ii:; 

¿.,¡i'13?i;,ååîl)

Brown and Levinson (1978:81-87) suggest that in order to compute the

weìght.iness of an FTA ( a face-threatening act), one must assess the social

distance between S and H, the relative power of H over S and the degree to

which X is rated an imposition in that culture. Leech (1977:24) proposes

almost identical criteria for gaugìng the amount of tact requìred ìn a

gìven situation:

(i) the more power H holds over S,
(ii) the more socìaì1y distant H is from S,

(i'i i) the more costly X is to H,

the more tact is required by the sìtuation.

Pragmatìc failure, as i have already remarked, is not immedìately

apparent ìn the surface structure of utterances and can only be revealed by

discussing with students what force they intended to convey. But first
they must be given the tools to make such discussions possìb1e. What I am

proposing, then, is that teachers should develop a student's metapragmatìc

abìlity - the ability to analyse language use'in a conscious manner - a

process which Sharwood Smìth (1981:162-163) terms "consciousness-raising".

Thìs might be achìeved by discussìng ìanguage use jn the light of the

pragmatic parameters outlined above, or by doing as Candlin (1976:251)

has suggested and takìng a leaf from the ethnomethodoìogists'book and

usìng "glossìng" as a teachìng/learning procedure. Short (1981:200)

proposes the discussion of drama to make pragmatic analysìs explicit:
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The discussìon of what ìs meant, ìmplieC, etc' by characters ìn

¿iã*áti. dialogues can also be used in class to make students

å-piì.ìilv åwaÉe or the communicatjve nature of discourse. Mastery

ð1-t¡'. eri..un maxims would seem to be essential if the foreign
i"urn." is going to be able to understand English well and fit in
socialìy whðn uðing English himself. This fðctor is extremely
ì*pottui,t ás witnoút ii the conf.idence so important for good

lìnguistìc performance is likely to be undermined'

For the language teacher, however, the descriptìons offered by

theoretical pragmaticists are ìnadequate. It is not enough simply to

make explicit the parameters wìthin which pragmatic choices are made.

House ând Kasper (1981:184) have indicated the need for teachers to aìert

their stuclents tc possìb1e cross-cultural pragmatìc differences:

It seems also to be advisable for the teacher to explicitìy poìnt out

to the learner that poìiteness markers are an integral part of the
i;;i õn cul turai tytt"t, and shoul d nei ther be useci nor'inter"preted
by reierence to thä learner's native system' More effective
låu.ñìng oi ¿he befravioural component may mìnimìze native cultural
inierteience and prevent impolìte' 'ineffective, or otherwise
'inappropriate behaviour on the part of the learner'

Inthesecondhalfofthispaper,Isha]]arguethatforthoseengaged
in the teaching of Engìish to people from other cultures, pragmatic failure

raises issues which make it essential to distìnguìsh two types of

pragmatic failure:

(a) li istic failure, whìch occurs when the oragmatìc force

mapped by S.onto a given utterance ìs systematìcaìiy different frcm the

force most frequently assìgned to it by native speakers of the target

languageorwhenspeechactstrategjesareìnappropriate]ytransferred
from L'l to 12, and

tic failure a term I have appropr'ìated frorn Leech(b) Socì a

(forthcoming:13), wh.ich I use to refer to the social condjtions pìaced on

ìanguage in use.

Isha]]argUethatwhilstpr^agma.Iingu.isticfaìlureìsbasicalÌ¡la
I inguistic problem, caused by differences in the I inguistic encccìng cf

pragmat.ic force, socìopragmat ic fa jI ure stems from cross-cu1tura l iy

different perceptions of what constjtutes approprìate lìnguistic beravicur

THE NEED TO DiSTINGUISH PRAGMALINGUISTiC FROM SOCIOPRAGMATIC FA]LURT

As most ì inguists are at pains to point out, it ìs no part of thÊir

job to pass moral judgements on the way language is used' but simply ic

record what they observe as objectively as possible:

Hopeiully I will not get the advocates of human freedom and
theological free-wìlì upset. lrle're not, as everyone should know
by now, setting up prescriptive rules for the way people are
supposed to behave, any more than the rules in S¡rntactic Structures
toìd people how to form nice sentences. l^le are descrìbing v,/hat we
see" reducing the apparent chaos of human interaction, linguìstìc
and otherwise, to predictability ... l^le gracìously leave you
your autonomy.

(Lakort 1974:15-16)

The language teacher, however, is in the less fortunate position of
having to be prescriptìve, at ìeast to a degree, whether s/he likes it or
not. Correcting errors of any sort - grammatical or pragmatic - demands

care and tact on the part of the teacher, but some areas are partìcularly
sensitive. Pragmatics, "language in use", is the place where a speaker's
knowledge of grammar comes into contact with his/her knowledge of the world
But both systems of knowledge are filtered through systems of belìefs -
beliefs about language and beliefs about the world (see Figure 1).

In order to interpret the force of an utterance in the way ìn which
the speaker intended, the hearer must take into account both contextual and

lìnguìstìc cues. Often, context alone will determine what force is
assigned to an utterance. That Good luck! is ìnterpreted as "I wish you

well", whiìst Bad luckl is assigned the force of "commiseration" rather
than "malediction" has nothing to do with the linguistìc form, but with
what force is conventionally assigned to it and with what is a plausìbìe
ìnterpretatìon in context. We'live in a wor'ld in which it is unusual to
ill-wish someone, or, at least, to do so openly. Consequentìy, ìf we want

to curse someone in English we must make the ìììocutionary force more

explicit: I hope you have bad luckl Though I would not wish to make more

than a weak claim for this, it seems to me that the ability to determine
what is "likely" in cantext is to some degree "universal", just as the
"poììteness principle" Isee Leech (forthcoming:98)] is universal. It does

not, on the who1e, require explicit formalisation and need not concern the
language teacher unduìy.

The poìnt at which the student does need help is in inter.pretìng the

linguistic pragmatjcs. The types of information conveyed by pragmatic

i ncl ude :

At level 1, the attitude of the speaker towards the information (relative
newness of information, topicalisation and focussìng of informatìon,
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connotation and presuppositjon) ;

At 'level.2, (a) the speech act or communicative intent of the utterance;

(b) the attitude of the speaker lowards the hearer (the degree

of deference intended, perceptions of relative power, rìghts and duties,

social distance, etc., existing between speaker and hearer).

As one moves from 2(a) to 2(b), one is movìng from the pragmalìnguìstìc

to the sociopragmatic end of the continuum and at the same time from what

ìs language-spec ific to what is cul ture-specìfjc.

PRAGMAL INGUISTI C FATLURE

Pragmal ìnguìstìc faiìure, as i have ajready stated, occut s when the

pragmatic force mapped on to a ììnguistic token or structure is

systematical ly different from that normaì1y assigned to it by native

speakers. Pragmalìnguìstic failure may arìse from t\do identìfjable
sources: "teaching-induced enrors" and "pragmaì inguìstic transfer" - the

ìnapproprìate transfer of speech act strategíes fnom one language to

another, or the transferring from the mother tongue to the target language

of utterances which are semantìcaì-ly/syntactically equivalent, but which,

because of different "ìnterpretive bias", tend to convey a different
pragmatìc force in the target language.

Psychoì inguistic reseanch (see, for example, Kess and Hoppe 1981)

has shown that in interpreting grammatical ambiguìty there is almost

always "bias" (by which they mean that one meaning ìs usually seen first
by most people), and it seems to me that this is equalìy true in
processing pragmatic ambiguìty. It can be shown, for example, that
natìve speakers faìr'ly predìctably assign certain pragmatìc force to
certain utterances. Thus can you X? is a highly conventional ised

politeness form in British Engìish, ìike1y to be ìnterpreted by native

speakers as a request to do X, rather than a questìon as to one's abilìty
to do X. In other languages, French and Russian, for example, the opposìte
.is true. Similar'ìy, the utterance X, would you ììke to read?, which in
an English classroom would be a highìy conventionalised polite request/

directive to do so, in a Russian classroom often elicited the response

no, I wouldn't (from students who had no jntention of being cheeky, but

who genuìne1y thought that their prèferences were being consulted). Notice

that theirs was not an impossible interpretation, but simpìy a less likely
one.
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Exampìes of the pragmatìcalìy ìnapproprìate transfer of semanticalìy/

syntactìcal ly equ.ivaìent structures would be:

(i) In Russian koneíno (of course) ís often used ìnstead of da (yes) to

convey an enthusiastic affirmative (cf. yes, indeed, yes, certainly,
in Englìsh). 0f course can be used in this way ìn English:

A Are you comìng to mY PartY?

B 0f course. IGloss: Yes, indeed/it goes without saying/I wouldn't

miss it for the world!l

0îten, however, of course implies that the speaker has askeci about

something that is self-evident, so that koneðno, transferred from Russian

to English in answer to a "genuine" questìon, can sound at best peremptory

and at worst insuìtìng:

4
q

is it a good restaurant?

0f course. IGloss (for Russian S)

(fcr Engl ish H)

A Is it open on Sundays?

B 0f course. IG]oss (for Russian S)

(for Engl ish H)

Yes, (indeed) it is.
l^lhat a stupid questionll

Yes, (indeed) it is.
0n1y an ìdiotic foreigner
would askl)l

(ii) Po moemu (in my opìnion) and kaletsja (it seems to me) are often used

in Russian much as we use l think in English.

Normally, these expressions are used to del iver considered

judgements ("St Sophia's is, in my op.inion, the finest exampìe of

Byzantìne architecture in the Soviet Union!"; "It seems to me you have

misunderstood the situation"). Russian speakers of Engiish tencj to use

them for rather less weìghty opìnions ("It seems to me there's sorneone at

the door"; "ln my opìnion the film begins at eight").
The inappropriate transference of speech act strategìes from L1 to L2

ìs a frequent cause of pragma'linguìstìc failure Ie.g' using a direct speech

act where a native speaker would use an indirect speech act or "otf-record"
poìiteness strategy (cf. Brown and Levjnson, 1978:216)). Thus, pol ite
usage in Russian permits many more direct ìmperatives than does Englì:h'

The usuai way to ask directions, for example, ìs simpìy to say (in Russìanj),

Tel me I ease how to to ..., and to use a more elaborate strategy,

such as Eicuse me, please, couìd you teìi me...?, ìs completely
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counterproductive, as it often means that your.interlocutor is haìf way

down the street before you fìnish speaking' Transferned into En91 ish, such

dìrect ìmperatives seem brusque and discourteous.

Some teaching technìques may actualìy ìncrease the l ikel ihood of

pragmaììnguìstic failure. Kasper (1981), in a most interestìng and

comprehensive survey, has identifjed many examples of what she terms

"teachìng-induced errors", some of whjch fall ìnto my category of
pragmaì ìnguistic failure. Some she attributes to teaching materials

(inapproprìate use of modals), others to classroom discourse (lack of

markìng for modal ity, complete sentence responses and inappropriate

propositional explicitness). Complete sentence responses violate the

textual pragmatic "princìple of economy" (see Leech, forthcoming:3.3.3)

and it is easy to see how they can create an unfortunate impressìon. To

answer the question Haveyou brought your coat? with Yes, I have brought my

coat!, sounds petulant or positively testyl The same is true of
'inapproprìate propositional expì ìc itness. To say:

I was sorry to hear about your Grandma,

sounds suitably sympathetic, whereas:

I was sorry to hear that your Grandma killed herself,
'is rather less tactfu-l , and:

I was very somy to hear your Grandma tripped over the cat,
cartwheeled down the stairs and brajned herself on the eìectricity
meter;

seems downright unfeeling.
Another source of teaching-ìnduced pragmalinguistic failure has been

indicated by many linguists. Candlin (1979), Rutherford (1980:14), Cìyne

(1981) and Sharwood Smith (1981:163), have aìl pointed out that it is a

mistake to place too much emphasis on metal inguistic knowìedge. Ït
frequently leads the student to assume that there exists an isomorphìsm

between the grammatical category "the ìmperative" and the speech act

"ordeling". As Ervin-Trip (1976) and Brown and Levinson (1978) have pointed

out, imperatìves are scarcely ever used to command or request in formal

spoken Engl ish.

There are doubtlessìy other sources of pragmalìnguìstic failure which

T have not mentioned, and certainìy there is a great deal of overlap

between the categories I have defined. It is not possibìe, for example,

to say whether "pragmatic overgeneraljzation" (Schmidt and Richards 1980:148)
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stems from "teachìng-ìnduced error" or pragma.linguìstìc transfer.
Pragmatic overgeneralization is particuìar ly likeìy to occur where a

narrow range of structures in the mother tongue has a wider range o:f

possible "translations" in the target language'

A good example of this is the Russian moyete or molet byt', which are

invariably expressed in Englìsh by the semantically equivaìent perhaps

coui d when often it would be more appropri ate to use Do you think
you could ...? or Could you possibty ...? In English, the expressions are

not aìways pragmaticaì1y interchangeabìe. Thus, whilst ìt mìght be

acceptable to say to one's students Perhaps you could read this
for Friday, it mìght be more politic to say to one's supervisor Could you

ssibl read th thi s Fri Natìve speakers seem to interpret
perhaps you could as an impositive rather than a request and as either
somewhat authoritarian or else sarcastic.

Similarly, foreign learners, bewìldered by the large number of

possìbie ways of expressìng obìigation in English (must, ought, should'

have to, etc.), often select one which they then use in all contexts. For

no very obvious reason, Russian speakers seem to favour to be to (you are

to be here by eìght), an unfortunate oveìîgeneralization, sìnce

pragmatically to be to is largely restricted to very unequal power relation-

shìps, such as mìlitary commands, dìrect.ives from parents to sma'll children'

etc. Computer corpora of Engìish readily reveal these pragmatìc

restrictìons, and should enable teachers and textbook writers to heìp

students make more informed generalìzations.

I do not think it is important to draw any cìear distinctìons
between the categories of pragmaiinguistìc failure. I am more concerned to

indicate possible sources of such failure. In any case, as Beniak and

Mougeon (1981) have poìnted out, it is difficult to attribute error to

any one particular source and have shown that "where errors reflect Ll

interference and L2 overgeneralìzation, they reinforce one another and are

more difficult to overcome." In general, I would suggest that the foreign

learner is not notìceabìy more sensitive about having pragmaìinguistìc

failure pointed out to him/her, than about having grammatical errors

comected, Insofar as s/he is prepared to learn the language at all,
s/he is usuaìly wìlling, if not able, to try to conform to the

pragmalinguistic norms of the target language.
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SOCIOPRAGMATIC FAILURE

For an utterance to be pragrnatica'liy successful, I have suggested,

involves two types of judgement. The basically grammaticaì
("pragmaìinguistìc") assessment of the pragmatic force of a ììnguìstic
token, and "sociopragmatic" judgements concerning the size of ìmposì tion,.
cost/benefit, social distance and relative rights and obl igatìons.

Candlin (1981) reproaches Leech for being culturally biased and

operating "within a specific cultural and ethnographic frame: his ,general

prìnciples of human cooperative behaviour' seem l,Iestern turopean, even

Anglo-Saxon in their" orientation." I would say that whjlst .it seems

pìausìble to assume that Leech's axes are "universal,, .in that they do seem

to capture the type of considerations ìikeìy to govern pragmatic choices
ìn any ìanguage, the way ìn which they ane appììed varies considerabìy from
culture to culture.

If pragmatic expectations and assessments are indeed cuìture-specifìc,
it is likeìy that a foreign s will assess size of imposìtion, socìaì-distance,
etc. differently from a native-speaker. This js what leads me to suggest
that correcting pragmatic failure stemming from socìopragmatìc
miscalculation is a far more delicate matter for the lanouage teachen than
correcting pragmal inguìstic fail ure. socìopragmatic decisions ane social
before they are lìnguistic, and whiìst foreign learners are fair'ly
amenable to corrections they regard as linguistjc, they are justìfiably
sensitive about having their social (or even political, relìgious or moral)
judgement called into question.

At this point I must interpolate a brjef discussion as to whether
Iìnguistical1y inapproprìate behaviour in an unfamiliar situat.ion
constitutes pragmatic failure (thereby bringìng .it within the pur'lieu of
the linguist) or whethelit is a manifestation of lack of "soc.ial
competence". Fraser, Rintejl and l/Jalters (lggl:lg) have suggested that:

... although the inventory of speech acts and performìng strategies
may be basicaìly.the same across languages, two languagès (.ie. language-
culture pairings) may differ sìgnifiðanlìy in terms of what you do,
when and to whom.

For them, "what you do" when and to lvhom" is part of a speaker's
pragmatìc competence. For van Dijk (1977a.2,]6) it is equally clearly not
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In other words, v¡hether the necessary condìtions for the
approprìateness of speech acts are actually satisfied.must be

¿ääi¿ä¿ by our knowledge of the world and its frame-like mental
organ ì zat ì on .

For the purposes of this paper, I shail take an intermediate posìtìon

and argue that whilst the ability to make judgements accordìng to the

social scales of value is part of the speaker's "social competence", the

abilìty to apply these judgements to linguistic utterances - knowìng how'

when and why to speak - comes within the field of pragmatics. It is cross-

cultural mismatches in the assessment of social distance, of what

constitutes an imposition, when an attempt at a "face-threatening act"

should be abandoned and in evaluating relative power, rights and

obìigations, etc., whìch cause sociopragmatìc failure.
Illustrations of sociopragmatic failure stemmìng from such cross-

cuìturalìy different assessments are legìon, and rather than multipìy

examples need-lessly, let three suffice:

(i) Size of Imposition

Goffman's (1967) notion of "free" and "non-free" goods, provides

a useful framework within which to discuss one cause of socìopragmatìc

failure. "Free.goods" are those which, in a given situation' anyone can

use without seeking permìssion, for exampie, salt in a restaurant

(providing, of course, that you are having a meal in that restaurant and

have not simpìy wandered in from the street with a bag of fish and chips).

Generally speaking, what an jndividual regards as "free goods" varìes

accordìng to relationships and situation. In one's own family ot" home,

most things (food, drink, books, baths) are free goods. In a stranger's

house they are not. Cross-culturaì1y, too" perceptìons of what

constitutes "free" or "nearly free" goods differ. In Britain, matches

are "nearly free", and so one would not use a particular'ly elaborate

politeness strategy to request one, even of a total stranger. In the

soviet union cigarettes are also vìrtualiy ''free" and a request for thenì

demands an equally minimal degnee of po I iteness, such as Daite sigaretu

give (me) a c rette A Russìan requesting a cigarette in this country

... when I cóngratulate somebody I should assume that somethìng .--
pleasant occuried to him, but our more general world knowledge will
have to tell us what is pleasant, for whom in what circumstànces.
Þragmatìcs itsell-will nôt make éxpìicîfThe latter-coñð-ílìõìs -
whiðh beìong to a representation of our cognitive semantics.
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and using a similar strategy would either have wrongly encodeci the amount

of poì iteness s/he intended (covert grammatical or pr agmaì ìnguistìc failure)
or serìously mìsjudged the sìze of impositìon (sociopragmatic failure).

Lakoff (1974:27) has pointed out that "free" and "non-free" goods are

not necessariìy materìal - the concept can be extended to information:

Clear'ly there are some topics that one may ask about freeìy and
othens that are "none of your business" - that is, non-free goods.

Again, cultures differ greatly as to what is consìdered "freely
available". The Br itish bourgeoìs(e) considers it intrusive to ìnquìre

dìrectìy about a stranger's income, poìitics, religìon, marital status, etc

whereas in other countries such information may be sought freely and

wìthout ci rcuml ocution.

(ii) Tabus

Closeìy related to the concept of "free" and "non-free" information

are tabu topìcs. Typìcaì1y sexual or religìous, tabus are by no means

universal, and a second source of senious sociopragmatìc failune ìs makÌng

reference in L2 to somethìng which is tabu in that culture, aìthough ìt
may be capable of being discussed perfectly poìitely ìn 11.

Consìder, for example, the funore accompanying the recent royal

weddìng. It was noticeable that the onìy detaìls the British press spared

us were the time, place and manner of the actual consummatjon. It was

not a question of the deìicacy or otherwise of the ìanguage used (itself
a pragmat.ic decision) - it would have been consìdered prurient and

distasteful , a sociopragmatic miscalculation of gìgantìc proportions, t0

have alluded to it at all. Other cultures, ìn contrast, consider lhe

ceremonial rupturing of the royaì hymen a legitìmate topìc for publìc

comment, providinq, of course, that it is done ìn suìtably reverential,
deferentìal and pragmatical ly appropriate tones.

(iiì) Cross-Culturall Different Assessments of Relative Power or

Social Distance

One fìnal illustratìon of sociopragmatic failure may be provided by the

not infrequent phenonenon of a foreign speaken's judging relative power or

social distance differently from a native speaker. In a student's own

culture, for examp'le, teachers may have a rather highen status than they

do here (a social judgement), leading the student to behave more

deferentialìy than would normally be expected (sociopragmatic failure).
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It is important to remember, however' that:

Demeanor ìmages ... pertain more "' to the way in which

ìnäiuiår"l hãndles trii position than to the rank and pìace of that
position relat'ive to those possessed UV oth""leottman,. 

1967:82-83)

As Gl ahn ( 1 981 ) poi nted out , an asymmetrì cal power reì atì onshì p

exists between native and non-native speakers (whether the native speaker

ìS conscious of it or not). Non-native speakers may sometimes appear to

be behaúìng in a pragmaticalìy inappropriate manner (eg' by being

unexpecteà1y deferential) because they (rightly) perceive themselves to be

at a disadvantage.

SOCIOPRAGMATIC FAILURE AND VALUE JUDGEI'{ENTS

tllìthout doubt, the most difficult type of pratmatic failure the

languageteacherhastodea]withoccurswhenpragmaticprÍncip.les,suchas
polìteness,conflictwithother,deepìyheldvalues,suchastruthfulness
or sìnceritY.

But one thìng that cannot be denied. is that (pragmatic) prìncìples
ìntroduce coñmun.icaiìve values, such as truthfulness, ìnto the study

;f-l;;ô;;gá. Traditional ly' ììnguists have avoided referrìng to
ircf,-vãìués, feel.ini that tÉey uñdermine one's claim for objectivity.
ili,;-i;é'.s the íalues we äonsider are cnes we observe directly
rather thañ ones we impose on soc.iety, then there ìs no reason to
exclude. them from our enquìry. 

(Leech, forthcomìng)
(my brackets)

i would go further than Leech and say, not onìy is there no reason to

exciude values, but in language-teaching ìn partìcu1ar' there ìs also'

unfortunately, no possibìlity of doìng so. Even the descriptive pragrâticist

cannot, in my opinìon' obiectiveiy observe the values which operate in any

gìven society; the language teacher is in lhe still less happy posìtion of

imposing, or appearing to ìmpose, those of his/her own'

It is important to remember that ìn speaking of "values" vle are not

inanywaydeaììngwithmora]abSolutessuchas''Truth,.or.'Justìce.'.
Presumabìy no-one would claim that any one nation or culture has a

monopoly of such virtues or even that they are observed to a greater

degree in one society than in another' I think it is equally fatuous to

suggest that an entìre people, the Japanese, for example' is actual'ly

"morepolite"thananother,say,theBri'uish,simpìybecausetheyusemore
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elaborate linguìstic formulae. l^le are not deaììng with moral or spìritual

quaì.ities, only with the linguistìc encodìng of certain attitudes and

values. what I want to suggest is that cross-culturally tllJo thìngs may

occur which appear to involve a fundamental conflict of values, but ìn

fact stem from sociopragmatic mìsmatches:

(i) In d.ifferent cultures, different pragmatic "ground ruìes" may be

i nvoked ;

(ii) Relative values such as "politeness", "perspicuousness"' may be

ranked in a different order by different cultures.

A third possibiììty is that the conflict of values is real, ìn which

case it is a probìem for the moraì phìlosopher, not the linguist.

(i) Cross-CulturallY Dìfferent "Pragmatic Ground Rules"

Every competent natjve speaker knows that there are times when what is

said cannot be taken at face value but must be ìnterpreted according to

different "ground rules". Thus, when S says, "Have you heard the one about

...?", H knows that what follows must be interpreted as a ioke. Just as

children have to learn not to ìnterpret everything as the literal truth, so

people need to be taught that pnagmatic ground rules do not necessarily

operate in the same way in other ìanguages.

Over the centurìes, the Brjtish traveller or coloniser, tired of

being told that the vilìage was just over the hìll, when it was really ten

miles distant, or that work would be done mañana, when there was really

no possibility of its being compìeted before the followìng week, has

inveighed against the "untruthfui", "unreliable" native. Yet it was

surely not the case that the native people had any ìess regard for the

truth, but rather that they were operating accordìng to slìghtly
dìfferently formulated pragmatic principles; they no more expected to be

taken literalìy than I, when I inquire solicitously how you are, want to

hear about your hammer toes and haemorrhoids. l^lhilst, however, a speaker

r,/ho is not operating according to the standard grammatical code ìs at

worst condemned as "speaking badly", the person who operates accordìng to

dìfferently formulated pragmatic prìncìpìes may weìl be censured as

behaving badly; as being an untruthful, deceitful or jnsincere person.

It is not always easy to dìstinguish between moral principles and

pragmatic principìes. l,'lhat (for me) was a painful illustration of thìs

fact came when I was teachìng in Russia. At the end of each semester,
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the Rector of the University calìed a meetìng of each department to

discuss how well thè teaching staff had fulfilled its plan. This

particuìar semester - my fìrst - had started six weeks late because the

students had been despatched to the state fanms to help brìng ín the

potato harvest. Nevertheless, the Rector criticìsed each teacher

indìvìduaì1y for having underfulfilled his/her norm and, ludìcrous as the

situation seemed to me, each teacher solemnly stood up, said that s/he

accepted the criticism and would do betten next time. i felt particular-ly

aggrieved, since not only had I taught every class I had been scheduled

to teach, but a number of others besides. I mìght, perhaps, have accepted

in silence what I saw as totally unfair criticism, but to say I accepted

it was more than I could bear. The anger I aroused, by sayìng quìte
polìtely that I did not think I was to biame, was quite appalling and the

reverberations lasted many months. What offended my Soviet colìeagues so

deepìy was that they felt I was being ìntolerably sanctimonious in taking

seriousìy something which everyone involved knew to be pureìy a matter of
form; behavìnq ìike the sort of po-faced prig who spojls a good story by

pointing out that it js not strictly true. I, for my part, had felt
obliged to sacrifice poìiteness ìn the greater cause of (overt)

truthful ness I

This type of situation arose frequently, and all the British and

Americans I knew in the Soviet Union reacted as I had, bristììng wìth

moraì indìgnation. Yet, if it is inconceivable that an entire people is
actually less truthfuì than another, we must look for dìfferent pragmatìc

principles in operation. in my view, every instance of national or ethnic

stereotyping should be seen as a reason for calling in the pragmatìcist

and discourse analyst!
Candl'in (1gAt) has poìnted out that a surface level lack of

cooperation may conceal a deeper level cooperation, and that is certainly
what was happening in this case. However, even when we realised that we

were simply witnessing another versìon of what Morris (1977:107) terms

"the Cooperative Lie" (the "white lje" which plays such a major role in
many social situations), a sort of Anglo-Saxon scrupulosity made us feel

very uncomfortable about uttering a direct lie. The falseness of our

position was, however, revealed by the consummate skill with which we

executed the "indirect" or "oblique" lie (Carrell,1979:229). A topicaì

example: ìast year, asked directly the date by which my dìssertatìon had

1C3

to be submitted, I replied, knowìng perfectly well that it was the lst
September, that my supervisor was comìng back on the 17th. llhilst I woujd

have hesitated to have saìd dìrectly that the deadline was the 17th, I had

no qualms at all about implìcating it. l'4y iustification would have been

that my interlocutor knew the "rules of the game" as well as I did' and was

quite capable of deducing that I was prevaricating'

That Anglo-Saxons seem, on the whole, to fìnd indirect ljes less

scandalous, ìs a curious social fact and pragmaticaìly inteìesting' but ìt
does not indícate any moraì superiority over those people who favoun the

direct varìety!
One task of the pragmaticist, then, should be to make expììcit the

"deep ìeve1 rules of the game". ',,Jolfson (1979 and 1981) showed how this

mìght be done when she ident'ified "insjncerity" on the part of Americans as

a source of consìderable ìrrìtation and frustrations to non-Americans'

She gives examples of Amerjcans us'ing expre ssìons such as l,ie really must

qet toqether sometime. For an Amenican, these are sìmp1y "polite'
meaningless words", but the non-American often interprets them as genuine

'invitations ans is hurt to find later that they were not intended as such.

0f the hundreds of instances l,./olfson recorded, less than a third were

"genuine" invitations, but those which were were cìearìy marked by some

mention of time, place or activìty. 0nce the non-natìve speaker

understands the "pr"agmatic ground rules", somethìng whìch at first appeared

to be a cross-cultural conflict of values, may be shown not to be so.

Different Assessments of the Relative Im ortance

ofP tic Princi les

Pragmatic principles, as Leech (1980:4) has observed' "can conflict
with other co-existing principles". Thìs is as much a reflection of the

human condition as of language: just as we must sometimes make moral

choices between iustice and mercy, so we must navigate ììnguistically
between the Scylla of tactiessness and the Charybdis of dishonesty. In
general, when two maxims or pr incipìes confl ict, circumstances (such as

urgency, the vulnerabilìty of H) and the personality of the speaker'

dictate which prìnciple prevails.
It rnay be, however, that in some cultures certain relative values

("relative" in the sense of how polite is "polite"? how prolìx is "prolixity"?)

may systematical ly prevail over others. Thus, in culture X "generosity"

may be systematicaiiy valued above "succinctness"; in culture Y

(ii) Cross-Culturall
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"approbation" may outweigh "truthfulness".
Agaìn, I would stress that we are not concerned here with sþìrìtual

or moral values, but with communicative values, When we speak of one

socìety's observing the "generosity" prìnciple to a greater degree than

another, we are not suggesting that its members are necessar.ily ìn fact
more open-handed than those of another. Thus, ìn the Ukraìne, ìt may

happen that a guest is pressed as many as seven or eight times to take

more food, whereas in the U.K. it would be unusual to do so more than twice.
For a Ukrrainian, the "generosìty" maxim systematicaìly ovemides the

"quantìty" maxim; for a British person ìt does not. Indeed, Britjsh
recipients of such hospitality sometìmes feel that their host is behavìng
'impolitely by forcìng them into a bind, sìnce they run out of polite refusal
strategìes long before the Ukrainian host has exhausted his/her repertoire
of poììte insistence strategìes.

SUMMARY

I have argued that in language teaching we have concentrated on "what
'is saìd" to the detriment of "what js meant". I have suggested that it is

necessary for ìanguage teaching purposes to distìnguish two sorts of
pragmatìc failure. Descrìptìve f inguìsts have not found it necessary to

make the dìstinction I am making, because, as they are at pains to point

out, they are only interested in describing phenomena. Language teachers,

however, cahnot afford to be satisfied with sìnrpìy recording the fact of
pragmatic failure. Rather, they must con.ern themselves with investìgating
its cause and doìng somethìng about it. It is at this poìnt that the

pragmal inguistic/sociopragmatic distinction becomes necessary.

I would not, of course, wish to cjaim that any absoìute distinctìon
can be drawn between pragmal inguistìc and sociopragmatic failure. They

form a continuum and there is certainly a.grey area in the middle where it
ìs not possible to separate the two with any degree of certainty. Schachter

and Celce-Murcta (1977:443-445) have pointed out that.it is unwise to try
to attribute grammatical error to any one cause, and this applies equally

to pragmatìcs. 0nly by discussìng the matter with the student would it be

possibìe to establìsh, for example, whether an English speaker's overuse of

spasibo (thank you) in Russian stems from:

(a) Ingrained habit - part of a "highly automatized system"

inappropriateìy transferred from L1 to 12, and perhaps an example
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of covert grammatica-l error.
(b) S's not knowìng the pragmat'ic force of spasibo in Russian, which

might be an example of pragmaì ìnguistìc failure.
(c) Cross-culturalìy dìfferent perceptions of when or for what goods

or services it js appropriate to thank, which would be an exampìe

of socìopragmatic failure.

I would maintain, however, that at the extremes of the pragmatic

failure continuum, there is a very ciear difference between, for exampìe,

faìlìng to understand that can close the window? usually carries the

pragmatic force of a request ìn Engìish, and having a different opinion

from most British people as to what questìons it is proper to ask. The

first stems from uncertainty as to the pragmatic force attached to a

partìcular utterance (ie. it is basical 1y a f inguistic problem) , whiì st
the second stems more from uncertainty as to what is socìa'ììy appropriate
'linguistic behaviour (ie. it is as much a cultural as a 1ìnguistic problem).

For the observer, the effect of the two types of pragmatìc failure
may be the same and their causes difficult to distinguish. But for the

language teacher the distinction is essential, since the foreign learner

may we1ì equate socìopnagmatic decisions with value judgements, and the

ìanguage teacher needs to tread softly in this potentially expìosìve area.

Pragrnaì ìnguìstic and socìopragmatic fa ilure reflect two fundamental ly
different types of pragmatìc decision-making. The first ìs language-

specifìc and it should be possible for the teacher to correct it quìte

straìght-forwardìy. The second is in part culture-specific, a refìection
of the student's system of values and bejìefs, and should not be "corrected",
but only pointed out and discussed.

CONCLUSI ON

In conclusion, I would suggest that we do a grave disservice, even to
those who are studying in the country of the target language, ìf we expect

students simpìy to "absorb" pragmatic norms without expl icit formalization.
Nor can we afford to regard the teaching of pragmatic appropriateness as

the icing on the gingerbread - something best left untiì complete grammatical

competence has been attained. Rintell (1979:104) has observed, and I

would agree, that once a student ìs exposed to the target culture s/he

rapidly begins to acquìre pragmatìc competence. However, I use the word
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"begins" advisedly. My observatìons of adults who have come to Britain

already speaking very fluent Englìsh, but who never attain a hìgh degree

of pragmatic competence even though they would like to, makes me think

that pragmatìc competence can never simply be "grafted" on to grammaticaì

competence and leads me to wonder whether there is not a poìnt beyond

whjch it is very difficult to acquìre different pragmatic norms

( "pragmatìc fossiI ization"?) .

Much effort is expended in writìng nugatory texts explaining ìow-level

rules of grammar, such as third person singular -s (which, since it is

readily ohservable in the surface structure, requires littie expììcit
for"mal ization). Pragmatìc fail ure, meanwhile, I ike covert grammatical

error, often passes unchecked by the teacher or, worse, ìt is attributed
to some other cause, such as rudeness and the student is criticised
accordingly. I have argued that this pr"oblem can only be overcome by

gìvìng the student the tools to make the processes of pragmatjc decision-

making expl icit.
Sensitisìng learners to expect ct oss-cultural differences in the

ììnguistic realisations of poìiteness, truthfuìness, etc., takes the

teachìng of language beyond the realms of mere traìning and makes it truly
educational. Helpìng students to understand the way pragnatic prìncipìes

operate in other cultures, encouraging them to look for the different
pragmatìc or discoursal norms whjch may underlìe natjonal anrj ethnic

steneotyping, is to go some way towards eliminating sìmp1ìstic and

ungenerous interpretations of people whose linguìstic behaviour ìs

superficialìy dìfferent from their own. Such techniques, I wouìd suggest'

are desirable both pedagogicaliy and poljtically. To gìve the learner the

knowledge to make an informed choice and allowing her/h.im the freedom to

fìout pragmatic conventions, is to acknowìedge her/his individualìty and

freedom of choice and to respect her/his system of values and beliefs'
Students who feel that their view of the world is being dismìssed out of

hand or who feel unable to express themsejves as they wish are scarceìy

l ikely to develop posìtive attjtudes towards learning a foreign ìanguage'

Forcing white, middle-class Br itain down students' throats ìs probabìy not

the most effective way of gettjng English out of their mouths!

Recognì s ing the pragmaì ìngui stìc/sociopragmatic d i stinction means

aìlowing the foreìgn student the rìght to flout in exactly the same way as

the native-speaker does, and acknowledgìng that "speakìng good Engì ish"
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does not necessarily mean conforming to the norrns of the culturalìy
hegemonic strata. Our onìy concern as language teachers is to ensure that
the learner knows what s/he ìs doing. f bel ieve that makìng the
distinction between pragmaì inguìstìc and sociopragmatic faìiure removes

much that non-l,Jestern learners" ìn particular, fìnd objectìonabìe ìn
contemporary "communicative" approaches to language teachìng. Makìng EFL

teachers and text-book writers sensitive to the distinction may prevent
people who rightly wish to operate according to theìr own system of values
from throwing out the English language baby with the Brìtìsh colonìal
bathwater !
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COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES: RELATING THEORY AND PRACTICE

iNTRODUCTION

In recent research on communication strategies l ittie inportance has

been attached to the interaction between the L2 learner and his interlocutor,
Emphasis has been laid on the learner's performance, and communìcation

strategies have been defined as his attempts (conscjous or unconscious) to
express or decode meaning in the target language in sìtuations where the
appropriate target language rules have not been formed. Thus a study of
communication stragegies has been restricted to a preoccupation vvith the
learner. The interactional function of communication and the part played by

the interlocutor, often a native speaker of the target language, to sustain
communication have most often been neglected. The strategies he may use and

their eventual contribution to shared meanìngs have not been given due

attenti on.

Tarone (1981) points out that it is unfortunate that the interactionai
function of communication strategies has been overlooked to date in her own

research and that of others. She stresses that language is a vital part of
communication and therefore she regards language as "a living organìsm creat-
ed by both speaker and hearer". In this connection Tarone mentions an ex-
change in whìch she communicated with a learner. She says:

Whereas before this point in our interpretatjon I had attempted
to restrict my own responses to M.S.'s utterances, in this exchange
I allowed myself to respond. The conversation which then occurred
can be described as a negotiation of an agreement on meaning ...
(Tarone 1981 :288. )

PREVIOUS STUDIES

In most of the previous studies data derive maìnly from elicited speech,

eg. retelling of a story, interviews, or from studies where a communication
gap has been created artificialìy by means of some material designed for
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the purpose. I/agner (forthcoming) has this to say about the research to
da te

The 'investigations to date have analyzed marginal, if not deficient
cases of communication. Description exercises and translations
which are not addressed to a specific recipient constitute text
types whÍch are fundamentally different from oral communication.
The transferabì1ìty of the results seem questionabìe. One of the
first demands to be made on research into communication strategies
must be to investigate genuine verbal interaction. (l^lagner,
forthcoming: 2)

That is not to say that I find studies like these unimportant; their aim

has been to show how the learner is able to stretch his communicative

potential in a sìtuat'ion where aspects of the target ìanguage have not yet
been mastered. Still, I agree with Wagner that many of the situations in

which the learner's use of communications strategìes have been tested to
date are very unlike those of actual communication. In wnitten exercises,
translations etc., there is of course no possibility of interaction with
an interlocutor to reach communicative goals, but also in orai tasks,
description of pictures, reports of storìes, films etc., very little inter-
action may be going on. Take, for example, the picture reconstruction

task camied out by Bialystok and Fröhlich (1980). In this study the

subjects were asked to describe a picture so that a natìve speaker of French

could reconstruct it accurately on a flannel board, and the reconstructor
was instructed "to refrain from speakìng as much as possìble, and to neglect

appeals from the learner". Feedback was provided by the items being put on

a flannel board.

Thus many studies deal with the learner's performance exclusively, but
in order to assess the communicative effect of a learner's utterances more

precìse1y, they must be placed in an interactional perspective.

In order to repair the situation in questìon, Wagner (forthcoming)

introduces two tasks: building a house of Lego blocks and making a clay pot.

Two learners have to cooperate verbalìy to complete the task. In devìsing

this method, Wagner managed to provide i.nteractionai data in order to obtain
'insight into the strategic devices used by the learners in their management

of interlanguage communication, although his choìce of situation can hardly

be said to be typical of everyday communication.

The interview situation cornes somewhat near to a natural cornmunication

situation, although there are differences. Phiìipsen (1980) in an analysis

of the PIF (Projekt i fremmedsprogspæciagogik) 'spoken corpus states that +-.

native speaker had more briefìng and rnore experience in the interview
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situation than the learners, and in many cases it was the interviewer who

conducted the conversation. He had the responsibility for topic change,
asked most of the questions, and thus kept the conversat.ion going. There
were few learners who voluntariìy asked questions or did more than respond
to leads from the natives. As a result the most frequent discourse structure
of the interviews was one in which the interviewer elicits, the learner
responds, mostly with an informing statement, whereafter intenviewer follows
up, and moves on to elicit more. (philipsen 19g0:3.)

Another factor to be considered is the aim of the discourse. If
'learning'takes piace in a formal situation, a foreign ìanguage classroom,
for example, there may be few chances to be in a situation in which.the
main goal is communication. The communication which ìs ììkely to take
place is often a kind of pseudo-communication in which the listener already
possesses the information being transmitted by the speaker. The sìtuation,
therefore, is more like a test situation than a real communication sìtuation.
The teacher, or the intervìewer/experimenter in a research situation, mjght
refrain from participation. He may not cooperate, because the emphasis is
on what the learner can produce on his own account. H.is use of communication
strategies is analysed as an attempt to find out how and to what extent he

is able to stretch his competence to solve communicative problems.
It is not unlìkely, though, that the learn.ing situation.itself may

influence the type and variety of cornmunication strategy used. situations
'in which interaction is not encouraged may lead to an underestimation of
the importance of cooperative strategies, and formal classroom situations
may encourage learning strategies but fail to encourage corilnunication
strategies. Furthermore, it is difficult to isolate a single utterance
in the interaction without examining its reìation to other utterances.
Therefore, the research method suggested here is one that enables the
researcher to examine both the input to the learner, his performance, and
the response to what he says. Research designs which allow us to.identify
the second-language learner's intended meaning in a variety of discourse
settings, in particular in situations in which the goal is commun.icat.ion,
and which are as near to natural conversation as possible, are of great
i nteres t.
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THE NOTION OF COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

Over the last decade a growing body of material deaìing with the
learner's interlanguage and his use of communicatìon strategies has

accumulated. Speciaì attention has been paid to the notion. of communication

strategy, and various definitions have been offered in an attempt to arrive
at a clarifìcation of this notion. l,,lhen presenting an overvìew of past
theories, Tarone (1981:287) points to two definitions:
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of them ìs responsible for his use of strategy as an individual. Thus,

though attempts to solve communicatìon problems may be performed on a

cooperative basis, strategies as such are best seen as products of the
'individual performer.

Another problem js how to ìdentify a communication strategy. Use of'
a communication strategy does not necessarìly warrant a breakdown in inter-
action. Paraphrase, message adjustment and even foreignization may pass

unnoticed. Thus there may be instances of the use of a "successful"

strategy which never come to the awareness of either the interlocutor or

the analyst. The best way to discover underlying mental processes in an

attempt to identify and characterize communicatìon strategìes may therefore
be to analyse deviant utterances, ìnc1udìng hesitation phenomena and other
signals of uncertainty. A satisfactory interpretation of these indicators
often requires some jntrospective comments made by the learner on his own

performance (see eg. Glahn .l980). Stìll, we shall onìy be concerned with

what is observable fnom performance data, in that we acknowledge the danger

of "trustìng" such corffnents. For one thing, they may not always be reìiabìe,
for another, the learner's way of expressing himself, his points of view

etc. may be based on presupposìtions and ways of thinking entìrely different
from those of the inter"preter. l.,Jhat has been of concern here has been the

learner's pattern of use when he tries to communicate with a speaker of the

target language. Our investigation is thus in agreement wìth the point of
view taken by Sascha Feììx (reported by Tarone 1981:287) when he argues

that "the real issue with communication strategies is to determine how the

learner utilìzes his limited knowledge to cope with various comrnunìcation

situations".
For a distinction between communication strategies and production

strategies as wejl as a distinction between communicative competence and

socìolìnguistic competence, we refer to Tarone (1980).

THE EXPERII'{ENT

Subjects, Aím and Procedzre. - The data for the present study derive from

spontaneous interaction between two adults, an Englishman learning Danìsh

as a foreign ìanguage conversing with a Dane of intermediate knowledge of
Eng'lish. The conversation took pìace alternately ìn tngl ish and Danish.

First definition: "a systematic
express-õFïe{ode meaning in the

attempt by the learner to
target ìan guage (TL), in

TL rules havetic
and Sel inker 1 976 ;

si tuat i
not bee
Tarone,

ons where the appropriate systema
n formed" (Tarone, Frauenfeìder,
Cohen, and Dumas 1976),

Second definition.: "a conscious at tempt to communjcate the
learner's thought when the interia
inadequate to convey that thought"
1 978, Gal ván and Campbel I I 979) .

The notions "systematic" and "conscious" have been subject to discussion.
The former because it is not at all clear what "a systematic attempt,, is,
nor is the distinctjon heìpful when differentiating between a product.ion

strategy and a communication strategy. !,lhether a strateEy has been used

consciously or unconsciousìy can be diffjcult to decide and if:onscioltsness
is a matter of degree rather than an eitherTor, it is no ìonger a usefui
distinction. In any case, it is a distinction that is hard to verìfy, ancì

ìt is probably better to leave the question open, as is dcne by Færch and

Kasþer (ìn press) when they propose their definition:
Communication strategies are potentially conscious pìans for
solv'ing what to an individual presents itself as a problem ìn
reaching a partìcuìar communìcative goal.

In order to make clear that the interactional aspect of communication is of
considerable signìficance for a discussion of communication strategies,
Tarone (1981:2BB) broadens her defin.ition of this notjon:

... the term relates to a mutual attempt of two interlocutors
to agree on a meaning in situatìons where requisite meanìng
structures do not seen to be shared.

In my opinion, the emphasis on the interactional component of inter-
action is of great ìmportance but, as shall appear from the analysis of my

data below, strategies are not mutual in the sense that they can onìy be

performed concomitantly. !^lhat is of importânce ìs that both interlccutors
often contribute to the solution of a communicative problem, though each

nguage
( Várad

structunes are
i 1973, Tarone
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Data have been collected reguiarìy over six months in sessions of half an

hour's duration. The subiects spent each session talking half the time in
English, and half the time in Danish.

The aim of the study is
( 1 ) to study foreign Ianguage acquisition by an adult;
(2) to study communication strategies in natural conversations

between native speaker and non-native speaker; and

(3) to analyse the performance of the same speakerin two

. different situations :

(a) as a learner speaking a foreign language

(b) as an interlocutor communicatìng in his native
language with a learner of that language.

The task is one in which real communication takes place ìn that the

hearer does not already know the informatjon beìng transmitted by the speaker.

Furthermore, it is supposed that both inter'locutors have a personal interest
in the communication. As pointed out by Aono and Hiìlis (1979) the learner's
perception of the ljstener - how symphathetic, relaxed, or interested the

listener is in what the learner is trying to say - is a factor fikeiy to
influence performance. The two subjects had the possibì1ìty of ìnteracting
as they pleased in order to share ideas and ìnientions. No instructions were

given, apart from instructions about the duration and language cf
communication; not even a topic for discussion was proposed.

The sessions were audiotaped, and the utterances of both interlocutors
were transcribed and analysed. As no videotapes were avajlable, extra-
lìnguistìc behaviour could not be accounted for.

The focus in thís paper wiìl be on the use of communication strategies
in order to solve problems in communìcation, and the emphasis is on joint
ìnteraction in order to negotjate an agreement of meaning. Thus the

emphasìs is not only on the learner's inter'language, but also on the language

used as input to the jearner. Strategies used by the native speaker are

also taken into consideration acknowledging the ìmportant part he plays in
the interaction. Siecial attention ìs given to the parts of the interactìon

in which the conversation is about to break down, and the interest centres

on how an agreement of meaning is.reached in instances where communication

becomes possible through the joint interaction of the two particìpants.
A communication disruption is said to occur when the learner (or the

native speaker) is manìfestly in trouble ìn putting across what he wants to

say, and the learner will mark this difficulty by hesìtation, non-verbal or
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verbal sìgna1s. A disruptìon may also occur when mutuai ccmprehensìon is
impaìred by one of the speakers ¡-nisunderstanding the other, and the learner
or the native speakerindicates the presence of a linguistic code problem.

In both cases the speaker wilì generaììy have recourse to a communication

strategy.
Breakdowns in understanding also occur frequently in conversations

between native speakers of the same language. Anything that is said may

be a potential troubìe source. As second language learners are faced with
an addìtional burden to interaction, ie. the imoerfect command of the

language of communicatìon, disruptions can be expected to be of greater
frequency in conversations in which a Iearner takes part.

DISCOURSE STRUCTURE

The corpus consisted of spontaneous interactional data near to natural
conversation. No one participant directed the conversation, they both had

the'ir share in introducing topics for discussion, asking questions, provid-
ing information, etc. No jnstances were found of "global interaction",
a type of discourse in which the interactional strategy of "handing over

the verbalizatjon to the lìnguistìcaì1y more competent participant" (see

Wagner, forthcomìng) is used. Yet instances were observed in which the
learner even interrupted the native speaker, when he had already guessed

his intended meaning (see Ext(ract) 4 in the Appendjx).

DATA OBSERVATIONS

Two aspects have been selected for consideration, namely the function
of repetìtion or restatement and the cooperative strategy of "appeaì ing".
l,Je want to show how one formal device (repetition) can serve a number of
different functions, while, on the other hand, a wide range of strategies,
including communication strategies, may serve the same functìon (as appeals).

Repetiiions. - Generally, it has been found that communication disrup-
t.ions are not very often caused by pronunciatìon or grammar, but the origin
of these breakdowns lies almost entirely in the learner's lexical limitation
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both in reception and production (eg. Haastrup and Phillipsen, forthcorning).
My data provides further evjdence to support this finding, although instances

of mispronunciation leading to disruptions were in fact found. In the

following extract (see Ext. l), which'is a translation of a conversation in
Danish, a slight mispronunciation caused trouble:

L So, have you a good Christnas?

NS A what?

L A good Christmas

NS Chri stmas?

L Chri strnas?

NS Ah, Christmas, yes

L Christmas, oh, sorry
The strategy the learner uses to repaìr his utterances seems to be a simple

repetition. Notice that repetition also occurs on the part of the native
speaker as a "request for clarification". We may vtonder how the number of
repetitions in which no change in pronunciation occurs lead to the native

speaker's final understanding of the lexical item in question. Unlike

natìve speakeri, second language learners often have comprehensìon problems

(Schwartz 1980). If the second ìanguage has been Iearned ìn a "foreìgn"
setting, it is sometimes difficult for the learner to recognize words he

"knows" at fìrst "hearìng" when these occur in ordìnary conversation. He

has to become familiarìzed, so to speak, with what is within his competence.

In the example above, it is the natiye speaker who faìls to "recognize" a

famil iar item.
l,Je have seen how a simple repetition was used as a renewed attempt to

communicate. Instances of "repetìtion with expansion" were also obtained.

In Ext.3 the discussion is about the game of handbal'ì, but the communication

is dìsrupted, when the learner does not understand what is meant by the word

advantages used in the native speaker's question:

Yea. Are there any other advantages?

to playing other people

tJhat?

Are there any other advantages erm to, to changing . the people?

Yes, er, er, if the peopìe and u,ho's playing is tired,
Yes

you can change them
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In an attempt to make himself understood, the native speaker expands his
utterance, and in vary'ing his expansion he achieves success.

Restatements for the purpose of checking for understand.ing occurred on

the part of the native speaker when he wanted to check the learner,s
intended meaning (see the exampìe above) but they aìso occurred in cases in
which the native speaker felt the need to make sure that the listener had

understood his message. Specìaì emphasis was given to a potentìal trouble
source by means of rising intonation followed by a pause in instances in
which the native speaker appealed to the'learner to sìgnaì understandìng
before he completed his statement, Frequent were also instances in which
the learner rnade use of the same device when he was uncertain of how to
'interpret a word or phrase, or he v¡as unsure of the use/pronounciation, etc.
of an item he had planned to use.

The followìng extract is an example of an utterance produced by the L2

learner of Danìsh, which has been translated into English. The conversation
is about how to celebrate Christmas and the learner expìains why he thinks
that the Danes are more preoccupied with eating on that occasion than the
English. The learner is uncertain about his use of the lexjcai item meal

and repeats it in the form of a question. The rìsìng.intonat.ion has the
effect of asking the native speaker for confirmation:

L Yes, because we have only one large er meal, meal?

NS Yes

L er at Christmas, it's er on Christmas Day.

Furthermore, it was a favoured response by..both participants to repeat the
finaì part of an utterance which was not immedìately understood as a kind
of time-saving device.

Thus, there are clearly many occasions occurring in spontaneous conver-
sation where repetitions, or restatements are made use of in order to secure
successful comrnunication of an intended message. In addition, repetitìon
serving a number of pragmatìc functions in discourse may occur. l,Ie can take
the case of an utterance beìng carried out successfuìly in the fìrst place,
after whjch it is repeated by the other interlocutor to dispìay, for example,
understanding, agreement, surprise, disbelief, appreciatìon, enjoyment, etc.
Instances conveying such intentions vJere found in the corpus, but they are
not the subject of this paper.

Repetition can serve as a comection alone, but can also serve a duaì
function, partly corrective, and partìy pragmatic. In fact, correction is

NS

L

NS

L

NS

L

NS

L
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often modulated so that it has another function, as for example one of the
pragmatic functions mentioned above.

However, instances of corrections were observed in which the emphasis

!^/as almost exclusively on either instruction or 'learning. Mispronunciations,
incomect use of grammar, etc., were repeated by the native speaker with a

clear aim to teach. Simiìarìy, the learner imitated the native speaker's
corrections, and he also repeated "new" itents provicìed by the natìve speaker.
In Ext. 3 the learner is searching for the word equipment. After a negoti-
ation between the two speakers, the native speaker eventualìy manages to
infer the learner's intentìon and suppìies the desired word. Then the
learner repeats it, apparently in an attempt to remember ìt, before he uses

it to complete his intended message. Hence we are concerned with an example

of repetition used as a "ìearning strategy".
in contrast to conununication stragies, the basic motivating force be-

hind ìearnìng strategies is not the desire to comrnunicate, but lhe desire
to learn the target ianguage. The present data point to the ìmportance of
distinguishìng between these two different types of strategy, aìihough in
many instances they over'lap.

AppeaLs. - l,lhen experiencing a communicative problem the ìearner may

either try to solve his probìem on his own accouni, or he may ask his inter-
locutor for help. If he decides to signaì to his interlocutor that he has

a problem, and that he needs assistance, he nrakes use of the cooperative
strategy of "appeaììn9",

In our discussion of the function of repetition we observed instances
'in which this device was used in order to appeal to the interlocutor to
check undei standing. The strategy of appeaìing was also frequently used

when the learner was faced with a gap ìn his vocabulary. Appeals may be

direct, as in the example below ('What do you call it?'), or they may be

indirect and even unintentional on.the pant of the learner. A pause, use

of an unsuccessful communication strategy, in fact any admission of ignorance

or indicator of a trouble source, may function as an indirect appeal. Thus

the use of an unsuccessful non-cooperative strategy may function as a

problem indicator and consequently as an appeal, though this may be un-

intentional on the part of the learner.
In Ext.3 the learner does not know the v¡ord court and stops jn mid-

sentence, thus havìng made use of the strategy referred to as "message
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abandonment", whìch functions as an indirect appeal to ihe native speaker

for aSsistance:

L No. At any time there is fourteen people playing ... one in
each goaì and six people by the -

NS on the, on the, on the court
in this case the native speaker was able to supply the missìng word and

thus fill in the blank in response to the learner's message abandonrnent.

At the same time he corrects the learner's use of the preposition by to on.

We may also notice that the natìve speaker has io restruci.ure his utterance,
before he is able to provide hìs response.

in the followìng extract (see txt. 3), the learner signals in a number of
ways that he has a communication probìem. First he pauses, then he attempts
a restructuring ('maybe the, the') and ends up v/ith a direct appeal to his
interlocutor ('what do you call it?'). Despite this direct appeaì, he keeps

his turn and switches to his native ìanguage, probably in an attempt to re-
trieve the missing item from memory, rather than as an attempt to communicate,

At ìeast, he rejects this solution and goes on to negotiate with himself ìn
Danish, and the rest of his utterance signals his use of a retrjeval strategy
('er wh, what is it now, er'). Notice that the direct appeai ìs not followed
up by the interlocutor, probabìy because the learner does not gìve up his
turn. Instead, he responds to the learner's attempt to retrieve the mìssing
item. He makes the wrong guess, though, but is able to supply the missing
'item in response to the learner's paraphrase ('err, the thing you, thing you

are playing with, er'):
NS Tennis, uhuh. Isn't that erm, isn't that an upper-class sport?
L No, I don't think so, because er maybe the, the, what do you calì it?

Ketcher, nej Øh hvad er det nu? lh
NS The pìayer?

L No, er, the thing you, thing you are pìaying with, er
NS The racket?

L The racket, yes, that's rìght.
A similar case of cooperation takes place in Ext. 3, where the learner is
searching for the word equipment. After a number of restructurìngs, the
learner gives up trying to solve the problem himself. Instead he appeals to
the natìve speaker for assistance, this time in Danish, which does not solve
the problem. The learner is more successful in hìs use of the strategy of
circumlocution. Atthough his first attempt fails to elicit the desired
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response, his expanded circumlocution enabìes the native speaker to make
the cornect inference and supply the desired lexjcal item.

Word searches near'ly aìways lead to the productìon of the desired
lexical item. However, we observed one instance in which this was not the
case, namely when the native speaker of Engiìsh wanted to find a Danish
equivalent of the English word 'custard', Despite negotiation between the
two participants, in which the interactors made use of à wide range of
strategies, incìuding appeal for assistance, request for clarification,
description and reformu.lation mutual under"standing was not reached, The

native speaker even initiated searches of his own, in that he asked for in-
formation relating eg. to coìour, consistence and ingredìents, and the
learner ventured an instruction on how to cook custard. After z'l turn-
takings the participants abandoned their search agreeìng that maybe the
prob'ìem could not be solved after all, as it was ìike]y that'custard'was
an item cuìturally specific to English which could not be found in Danish.

Finally, we shall present an example in v¡hich "message abandonment',

on the part of the learner functioned as an appeaì to the native speaker
(see txt. 4):

L No, i don't kno-. they havn't found it er
NS Necessary

L necessary to make more . ..
Notice that the learner stops in mid-sentence unable to compìete his
utterance. The native speaker, vrho has evìdeniìy been able to infer the
learner's intention from the context in which the unfinished utterance is
embedded, helps out, and when the missìng link has been provìded, the
learner can proceed with his argunent. A similar example of message

abandonment followed by the native speaker's completion of the sentence
occurs in the extract presented on p.1Zl ('s.ix peopìe by the - on the, on

the, on the court').
From the examples mentioned above it can be seen that appeals to the

'interlocutor may be both direct and indirect. A similar observation has

been made by Raupach (forthcoming), and in a consideration of this finding
he claims that the distinction between ìmplìcit sìgnais like hesitations,
intonation contours, non-verbal signs, etc. , and expì icitly verbal ìzed
sìgnals or appeals loses its ìmportance in that it depends on theìnter-
locutor's reactìon, whether the learner's commun.icative behaviour has

functioned as an appeal or not. It ìs claimed here that there is a
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difference between the two, although thjs difference may sometimes be of
'I i ttl e practi ca l importance,

The difference between direct and indirect appeaìs seems to be that

in the case of the former, the interlocutor may feel obliged to respond,

while in the case of an indirect appeal, the learner's uncertainty is

signaìled in such a way that the interlocutor may or may not feel the

obligatìon of responding to it. Only ìn the ìatter case, then, does ìt
depend on the interlocutor's reaction, whether the learner's communicative

behaviour has functioned as an appeaì or not.

Another factor to which we want to draw attention is our finding that
not only the phenomena mentioned above (pauses, use of intonation, etc.,
as well as explicitìy verbalized appeals), but also communication strategies,
otherwise defined as strategies in their own rìght, functioned as appeaìs to
the native speaker. Strategìes as different as language switch, message

abandonment,.restructuring and circumlocution occurred in interactional
patterns in which the two interlocutors attempted to solve a communication

problem through joint efforts.

THE NATIVE SPEAKER

The method employed provided for an opportunity to anaìyse not only the

L2 learner's performance, but also that of the native speaker. A comparìson

of the two revealed that many of the characteristics of the L2 learner's
performance, such as false starts, seìf-corrections, use of questìon

intonations and pauses, all indicative of underlying hypothesjs testing
and utterance piannìng strategies, were present in L1 speech performance.

A number of communicatìon strategies thought to describe the learner's
interlanguage, ìn partìcular, are also used by native speakers. Frequent

occurrences of achievement strategies vlere found, as were also occurrence

of message abandonment, whereas L1 based strategies were few.

Appeals occurred in the function of "checks for understanding", as

when the native speaker wanted to make sure he was beìng understood. He

would make use of utterances with rising intonation, just as the Iearner did
when he was unsure of a word or of its pronunciation.

A number of restructurìngs on the part of the native speaker have

already been mentioned, and we would like to add the following two extracts:
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NS Yes, and what - w-how ìong - what league is your team?

NS Is - is that - are you talkìng - I seem to remember -
I didn't do a- any economics, but for a short period of tìme -
taìking about "supply and demand", is that what you're talking
a bou t?

Just as the native speaker has performance problems which could hardly be

ascribed to a limited 1ìnguistic capacity, so can the L2 jearner for his
part be faced with problems which do not stem from lack of lìnguìstìc
competence. In this connection, Raupach (forthcoming) reports that when a

group of learners were asked to retelì a story, a number of their diffi-
culties were caused by dìfficulties in recalling the plot of the story and

in trying tr meet certain stylistic standards. When deal ing wìth learners
we are likely to attribute the "flaws" in their performance to Cefìcient
competence, forgetting that free spontaneous conversationaì Engìish is
anything but fluent, if by fluency we mean "ideaì speech cieìivery". How-

ever, learners have all the probìems of speech planning, eùc., that target
language speakers are confronted with in addition to the burden of a

I imìted ì inguìstìc capacìty.
Stiìì, if the data produced by the L2 learner are not in accordance

with the natìve speaker's competence, there is a tendency to ascrìbe this
phenomenon to lack of competence on the L2 learner', whìle in the case of
the native speaker, similar performance data may be attrìbuted to "sìips
of the tongue". l,Jithin the competence-performance distìnctiorr the phenomena

which are considered performance errors in the case of L1 are often
considered tö be competence errors ìn the speech cf.the L2 learner.

Thus, ìn the case of the learner v,re must be wary not to ascribe all
his problems to lack of ììngu.istic competence; he has all the problems of
speech plannìng a native speaker is generally faced with. Similarìy, we

should not overlook the fact that the native speaker may make use of
strategies. Comnlunication strategjes are not confined to learners, native

speakers also make use of these strategies in order to communjcate more

successfuìly. In partìcu1ar, when a natìve speaker wants to make himself
understood to someone with a lìmited knowledge of hìs language, he can make

use of communication strategies jn order to facilitate understanding on

behalf of the learner.
It has also been pointed out b.v Bialystok (forthcoming) that the more

advanced students used more advanced strategies in communication. She found

that the best strategy users were those who had adequate formal profìciency
ìn the target language and were ablê to modify lheir strategy selection to
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account for the nature of the specìfìc concept to be conveyeci. it is
possìbìe ihat the native speaken's use of strategy foilow the same pattern.
Hìs experience may be critical in assuring effective use of strategies ììkely
to pass unnoticed in perfornance.

EVALUATION OF STRATIGY

A number of researchers group communication strategies ìnto major

categories. Thus Færch and Kasper (forthcoming) make an important dis-
tinction between "achievement strategies" and "reduction sirategies". They

describe the former as attempts by the ìearner "to solve probìems in
communication by expandìng his communicative resources..., rather than by

reducìng his communicative goals". 0n the other hand, if the jearner's

comirunicative goaì is reduced, they hold that we are concerned with a de-

duction strategy. Their overview of communication strategies is presented

in Table 1, As the narnes of the two major categorjes jmply, one category ìs

thought more useful for solving problems in communication than the other.
Thus the djstinction suggests a quaìitatìve division into strategies which

are likely/unl ikely to lead to communicative success.
Haastrup and Philipsen (forthcoming) make a distinction between "11

based strategies", ìnvoìvìng the strategies of "bomowing", "angìicizing"
and "literai translation", and "interlanguage based strategies", ìnvoìving
the strategies of "generaì ization", "paraphrase", "word-coinage" and

"restructuring" (see Table 2 for examples). Both categories in question are

within the major category of achievement strategies, but a further qualita-
tive classification is suggested in that interlanguage strategies are
thought to be most effective, whiìe strategies based on L1 are generaily

less effective.
It is suggested here that it is not always a straightforward matter to

make these distinctjons. Even when classìfying strategies as interlanguage
based or L1 based one must be careful.

In the analysis of the speech of Zoiìa, a Guatemalan woman acquirìng
English as a second language as an adult, Shapira (1978) classìfies a number

of instances as transfer from the learner's native language, Spanish. In
an anaìysìs of the learner's use of negation, the use of the negating word

19, eg. no + verb instead of'do'-support, is regarded as a lexical borrowing
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Tabl ê 1 Overview of communication strategies (from Færch and

Kasper, in press).
Table 2. Achievement strategies (from Haastrup and ph.ilipsen, in press)

Achievement straie g1 es Exampìe from the corpus
Formal reduction strateqies Subtypes:

phonol og ical
morphol ogical

syntact i c

lexical

Learner communicates by means

of a "reduced" system, in order

to avoid producing non-fluent or
incorrect utterances by

reaì izing insufficiently automa-

tized or hypothetical rules/items

L1 based strategies
(11 = first language)

borrowì ngl

angl ic izin
)

s

"fagforening" (= trade union)
in the marine (= navy)

meanìngs (= opinions)I iteraì translation

IL based strategies
(IL = interlanguage)

Functional reduction strategies Subtypes:

actional and/or modal re-Learner reduces his communica-

tive goal in order to avoid

a problem

general .i zati on

paraphrase

vrord-coi nage

res tructuri ng

Cooperati ve strategi es

appeal s

Non-verbal strategies (NV)3

peo ple from a1'l country
alì parts of the rvor'ld)

ducti on we have - when we talk
( = ora'l exam)

a funny (= fancy) dress ball
if something is er doesn't work

reduction of the propo-

sitional content

topic avoidance

message abandonment

meaning replacement

Achi evement strategies Subtypes:

compensatory strategies

what do you call it?

gesture

en now I have to think

Learner attempts to solve

communicative problem by

expanding his communicative

resources

(a) code switching
(b) interiinguai transfer
(c) inter-/intralinguaì transfer
(d) iL based strategies:

(i) generalization
(ii) paraphrase

(iii) word-coinage
(iv) restructuring

(e) cooperative strategies
(f) non-l inguistic strategies

Strategies aimed at solving
retrieval probìems

from spanish. However, this use of no is also found in an.initial stage of
the language development of children acquiring English as theìr mother
tongue as well as in the speech of L2 learners with different L1 backgrounds
(eg. Schumann 1978, t^Iode 1980) as a result of the appìication of a general
rule. It is quite likeìy, therefore, that such instances are part of the
learner's interlanguage, in that the L2 learner, as weìl as the L1 child
learner, makes use of approxìmative systems in the acquisition of the target
ì anguage .

retrieval strateqies
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!,le are faced with a similar problem in an exampìe presented by Haastrup
and Philipsen. They classify the use of the English word bring in the con-
text'I bring petrol'as an instance of borrowìng, Bring is meant to convey
the meaning of the tngìish word deliver, and.it is suggested that the use of
this lexical ìtem, ìnstead of the correct word deliver, is due to a trans-
portation of the Danish vrord bring jnto an English context. Thjs solution
is indeed possible, but we might just as well be confronted with an instance
of "overuse" or generalization of the English word brir.¡g. It would be easy

to imagìne a ianguage which does not have a lexical item which ìs phonetically
similar to the Engiish bring, and, in this eventuality, natìve speakers of
that language might stiìl be confused as to the distinctions to be made in
English between bring, take and deliver. In that case we would be con-
fronted with an interìanguage error and not an L1 based emor.

Aìso many Danish jearners of English who are well aware that both bning
and take are lexical items of tngìish do not always make the correct choice
between these deitic terms (bring being used when the direction is iowards
the speaker, take when the direction ìs away from the speaker).

Interference from Danish may resuìt in an incorrect use ôf the English
bring, in that Danish learners of Englìsh inay faultily believe that the
extension of the Engìish word is equivalent to that of the Danish worci. This

interpretatìon is different from claimjng that brìng is a Dan'ish lexical item.

Whether a given strategy is successful or not may depend on a number of
factors. A strategy, as for exampìe language switch, may lead to success in
interaction ìn whìch cooperatjon in order to agree on an intended meanìng

is possible, whereas in written commuriicaticn where the possibility of
negotiation'is excluded, this strategy would be more ìike1y to fail.

One decisive factolis the distance/siniìarity between the speaker's
native language and his target language, Another factor of importance is the

degree to which the "foreìgn" element is embedded in context. Some instances
of borowing (see extract 4) as, eg., the use of the Danish word komma

instead of the English word point, and the use of the Danish stipendium

instead of the Englìsh grant gave no communicative problems, as these

words were sufficiently embedded in context to be understood.

In addition, a certain linguistic device may serve ä number of functions,
as we pointed out in our discussjon of varjous uses of repetìtìon. Sìmilarly,
language switch may occur for various reasons" Apart from borrowing -
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a term which might well be reserved for the attempt to communjcate by means

of one's native tongue - language slvitch may also occur in instances where

the learner makes recourse to his own ìanguage.in order to establish his
problern. He may even talk to himself about his own output or his probìems

in speech planning. In this respect his action is similar to that of the.
child who engages ìn a monologue (cf. Piaget's (i959) not.ion of',egocentric
speech"), when he is confronted with a problem he finds difficult to solve.
Fìnaìly' code switching has also been mentìoned as an explicit indicator of
a trouble source, likely to function as an appeal to the native speaker for
assistance.

Perhaps we should not dìscourage learners from making principled guesses

on the basis of their L1. In the case of ìanguages as close as Danish and
Engìish, borrowìng may sometimes be a useful communication strategy, although
it is based on the learner's native language. Furthermore, as ìanguage
switches are.explicit indicators of the existence of a trouble source, they
are likeìy to provoke the native speaker's assistance. In many instances
in which mutual understanding is eventually reached, the negotiation of
meaning was initiated by the learner making recourse to his 11, often as a

means of establishing his problem.

This would further emphasize the importance of evaluating communication
strategìes in interaction and as part of discourse. Seen in isolation or
in settings with no interlocutor, some strategìes, such as message abandon-
ment and maybe language switch, are lìkely to fail, but when v.iewed in
interactional patterns, we find that these strategies often occur towards
the beginnìng of a succession of strategies whose final result is communica-

ti ve success .

The distinction between achievement strategies and reduction strategies
is no doubt useful, as it has important pedagogìcal ìmpl ications. Naturally,
it is more valid to expand one's communicative resources than it ìs to
reduce one's communicative goal, Still, .it is not always possible to draw
a precise distinction. If we consider the strategy of paraphrase, it is
categorized as an achievement strategy (Færch and Kasper, forthcoming), and
it is often reported as a very usefuì communìcation strategy (eg. Haastrup
Phiìipsen, forthcoming); but it is also an instance of lexical reduction, in
accordance with which it has indeed been classified by Tarone, Cohen and
Dumas (1976) as an "avoidance strategy" (see Table 3).
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C
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nrunication strategies (from
 T

arone, C
ohen and D

um
as, '1976).

P
h onol og i ca ì

M
orphol og.ical

S
yntactÍc

Lexical

sa
s

"Je connaìs Jean"
in F

rench-12

T
R

A
N

S
F

T
R

 F
R
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N
L

P
A

T
T

E
 

R
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O
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E
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S
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a) T
O

P
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 A
V

O
ID

A
N

C
T

1 . C
hange top i c

2. N
o verbal

res
5e

A
V

O
 I D

A
N

C
 T

s

"I don't know
 w

hat is it"
U

navrare of the sem
antic

'l im
i tations

do that"
pan

peop
e

0
B

U
, that's m

y foot
are rather indigent"

're standin
on"

ng
a

hypothetical nature 
&

condjtional clauses.)

qu
eren

os
pajaros que haga 1a
m

am
á ? "

R
. : "Q

uieren com
er. ''

i sh-12

ng
one's w

ork due to
lack of technical
vocabul ary. )

boi re9a
re"

vau
he

to avoid t

Q
.: E

l quiere...
R

. : que te vayas
(S

panish-12)

"J'aì trois 
pom

m
es

"J'en ai trois"
(T

o avoid "en" in

w
ord for "cupboard" in

"ll 
ouvre I'arm

oire"

"H
ow

 do you say "staple"
in F

rench?"

H
igh coverage w

ord:
"tool" for "w

rench"
Low

 frequency w
ord:

"labor" for "w
ork"

l.lord coinage: "aj rbal I "
C

i rcum
l ocution: "a thìng

hands on"

"lf 
only I had aos

e
1e prêtre" (E

ngT
isì-Lz)

c

for

F
rench -

L2)

A
U

T
H

O
R

 I T
Y

'l . A
sk for form

2. A
sk if 

cornect
3. Look it 

up

d) 
P

A
R

A
P

H
R

A
S

T

e) M
E

S
S

A
G

E

A
B

A
N

D
O

N
M

E
N

T

"I w
ant a couteau"

e
vre

( F
rench-12 

)

o

F
rench-

"l.lhat you.,,?"
"Ll querja que y0..."
("fuera a la tienda" w

as
intended in S

panish-12)

"Les ol seaux 9a . . . "
("gazouiìIont dans Ies
arbres" w

as intended in
F

rench-12 )

"Il 
nous faut partjr"

for "Il faut que nous
partìons" (T

o avoid
subjunctive ìn F

rench-12)

"Les garçons et, 1es
fi l l es" for "Les
enfants" 

(T
hus avoiding

I iajson in F
rench-12)

Jepri
F

re
(

a
?

lL2)

,ach

Q
,:f.. .? R

.:fauteuil
( F

rench -12 )

''I 
¡rK

e to sw
rm

"
ìn response to

"Llhat happened
ye s te rday? "

for "air polìution"
"lt's 

hard to breathe"

(A
vordrng ta 

¡ kìng about
w

hat happened
yesterday. )

t ¡o avolo 
u

sounds, 
1 j

certa 
r n

l/ 
and

/r/ 
in "polìution

problem
s",

sìng
ke/

/satare:/ for /stre:/

"I w
ould not have gone"

lhw
,tt ar jcrclurrl/ lor

/w
¡Llaclurn/

''he goed"
"Il 

a tom
bé" in 

F
rench-12

''L.t carro,/K
aro/ es caro'

p r generalìzed to
I I contexts--S

pan. 
-12

(F
la

tri

"D
ió a el les" for

"Les dìô a ellos"
in S

panì sh-12
for "Jack's book"
"lhe þo0l( 01 JacK

"
lJ1p/totarp/
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If the learner has not been understood, new strategjes or a recursìon
of the strategy already.made use of are desired. In additìon, the native
speaker's feedback may not only function as a check on the iearner's per-
formance, but his response also has the important function of providing the
learner with new lìnguistic "input", as well as stimulating the(interest for)
communication. Thus the interlocutor may not only encourage communication,
but at the same time the learner can benefit from being exposed to "intake,,,
'ie. language at a level of complexÍty suited for acquisìtion.

In conclusjon, we would like to stress the importance of looking at
communication strategies in interaction as part of dìscourse. If seen in
isolation and in settings with no interlocutor, some strategies may fai.l on

their own, but seen in interactional patterns they may instigate or be part
of a negotiation towards shared meaning.

l,lhen naturally occurring conversations are examined, it becomes evident
that negotiation plays an ìmportant role. The learner js seldom ieft alone

to solve his problems, but is assisted by hìs interlocutor. Many of the
problems are soìved by the speaker hìmself, but with heìp from, and even on

the initiative of the interlocutor. l'Je have seen how in a number of cases

the search for a missing word, etc., resulted in an interaction jn i.rhich

the learner conferred with the native speaker to come to terms about

connecting the rìght word with his intended meaning. ln this way the
search became. an active process in which the two particìpants collaborated
in the completion of sentences.

Reconsidering Tarone's notjon of communication strategy we would also
like to emphasize the importance of vieweing communication strategies in
an 'interactional perspective, Problems in communication may be solved by

the joint efforts of both interiocutors. However, it ìs the attempt to
soìve problems that is mutual, not the use of strategy. In collaboration,
the strategies of the individual performer may result in the solution of a

problem, and the contribution of both interlocutors is often necessary for
mutual understanding to be reached.
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Appendi x . Extracts from native speaker - non-native sÞeaker conversation

(1) NS

L så har du en god jul en qod jul jul

yes because we have only one large er meal-meal

er on Christmas Day

(3) NS when you say there are twelve people in a team

jul nå jul ja
jul ah undskvld

yes
er at Christmas it's

does that mean a-at any

no - no at any time there ìs

on the -

you
d

en hvad

NS

L
NS

L

2

I\J
L

NS

L

time there are twenty-four people pìayìng

fourteen people playino

NS yes - two or teen

NS on the-on the court
yes

L

L

L al

NS

L
al ways p'l ay i ndoors

yea are there any other advantages - - to playìng other peopìe

are there any other advantages ehrm to to changing - the peopìe

yes
er er if the the I e and who's is tired

L change them

yea
one in each er goal and six people by the -

or on the field do
sìx people on each time an

what

can

NS

L

NS

L

NS
L

NS

L I more think that class - s

mhm why do you thìnk that
rt

L because er the ie who - it's rather

olfisa-

e

if
s you use

u have er - in tennis sh- have rackets er

lf when - to

a

t is

sive to -

L have to have the - the
VE

- hvaci kalder man uds
I au

ago
no - no-it-not that-if you in tennis

ItJ

L have - a racket er trousers or shirt or or all what do you call this
N5 equr pment yes

er t because the er lf e

L rather expensive
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tJ5

4 NS

L
is that because.it's not so many people who u/ant to study ìt REFERENCES

t\5
L no I don't kno- haven't found it er

neces sa ry
Aono, A. and P. Hi

Engìish: a pi
lllashi ngton .

nece s sa to - make llis'1979.
1ot study.

pne !!L learner's system for communication in
Unpublished l'4S, ESL Center, Un.iversity of

mm mean aL more deci- ma more thi for decision
on v se peop EW - aca c qua ca very

L Bìalystok, E. in press. Some factors in
communication strategies, in Færch

Bìa1ystok, E. and M. FrØlich 1980. 0ral

the se
and Ka

lection and ímplementation of
sper (eds. ) jn press.

c qua ca ons can n
L but if have- i f

n you er VE er you communication stra tegies for lexicalL diffjculties, Interì Studies Bul ìetìn Utrecht 5

L foraforawork
yea

and then work about ei t months then Færch, C. and G. Kasper (eds.) i¡ 0""r.communication. London: Longman.
. Strategies in interlanquaone oo s

9e
can - multi ur oints one komma ei en e oint - one

e n e or Færch, c' and G' Kasper, in press. pìans and strategies in fore.ign ìanguagecommunication, in Færch and Kasper (eds.) rn press.

Gaìvan, J. and R. _campbe-lì_ 197g. An examination of the commun.icationstratesies of rwo children in the culver city Sp.ñiiñ ìÃi,iå.iioi"p.og"ur.Presented at rEsOL convenrion, Mex.iào ðitv. -Rväirable 
Ësl,-uðini'

Lei one int teen-a so means a
L u can thi nts

t\5
L d then can lend some le - from the State eller the State iend Glahn, E. 1980. Introspecti

studies, Interlanquaqe
on
Stu

as a method of elicjtation ìn ìnterlanguage
dies Bulletin Utrecht 5.L you some

some money
peopl e some money yea-some mon ey yes (lauqhs)

NS

L
aha you nave to pay tha t Þack

Haastrup, K. and R. philìpson, in press. Achievernent strategies in learner/native speaker interactìon, in Fær"ch un¿ rurp". iã¿i.i'ìr-p.ärr.'
ehr onl er the the State Larsen-Freeman, D. (ed. ) 1980.

Rowì ey, Ilass. : Newbury Hous
Discourse ana is in second la research.yea

L lend the have borrowed from the State have to

L them back - but not the sti rum
Philìpsen' R. 1980- Anaìysis of the pIF spoken corpus. pIF working papers,no. 6.

Piaget, J.'1959. The lan and of the child. London ; Routì edgeand Kegan, Pa u

(5) NS

L it is s to show er to find -
1S-

Raupach,-M.,.in press. Analysis and evaruation of communication strategies,in Færch and Kasper (éàs.) in press.

Schumann' J'H. 1978. The acquisition of Engìish negation by speakers ofSpanish: A review of the literature. Éapàr presented at the ,1978
TESOL Convention, Mexico Cìty.

schwartz' J. 1980. The negotiatìon for meaning: Repair in conversations
Eåå,:"' 

second ìansuale iearners tn Èñgjïir,, i;-i.";;r:Ë;.rJr"tã¿.1

Shapira, R.G. 1978. ffri-1o1--]9a1ning of.Engiish: Case study of an adult,in E.M. Hatch, Second language ãcquisiiion. Rowley, lutass.: NewburyHouse.

imal allocation - of this ood
s re you s- seem er- a -any

L
t\)
L

DUI JUSt ror a SNOTI per ro0 0ï tlme-tatki ng aDouE supply and demand' js

NS

L
tha t wnat you're talki ng about

Tarone, E. 1978. Consc.ious communication stra tegies in ìnter1 anguage: aprogress
0n TESOL

report, in H.D. Brown , C. Yorio and R Crymes (eds.),

(0) t',¡S yes and what w-hovr long wh-what leag.ue is your team
L

'77: teachi and learni ESL , l4ashington, D.C. TESOL.
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Tarone, t. 1980. Cornmunjcation strategies, foreigner talk and repair in
'interlanguage, Language Learning 30.

Tarone, E. 1981. Some thoughts on the notion of communication strategy,
TESOL Quarterly 15.

Tarone, E., A, Cohen and G. Dumas 1976, A closer look at some inter-
language terminology, l^lorkìng Papers in Biì inguaì ism 9.

Tarone, E., U. Frauenfelder and L. Selinker 1976. Systematicity/variabili
and stability/instability in interlanguage systems, in H.D. Brown (ed
Language Learning: Papers ìn second language ìearning, Ann Arbor:

ty
.)

University of Michigan Press.

Váradi, T. 1973. Strategies of target language iearnìng communication.
Paper oresented at the VI Conference of the Romanian*tngììsh. Linguistics Project in Timisoara.

l^lagner, J. in press. Dann du tagen eineeeee - weisse Platte - An analysis of
ìnterlanguage communication in instructions. In Færch and Kasper (eds.)
ìn press.

l.Jode, H. 1980. Learning a second language. Tübiñgen: Günter Narr.
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A REASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT APPROACH TO FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING

I,IITH A SPTCIAL REFERENCE TO THE LATEST RESEARCH IN NTUROLINGUISTICS

In a paper which proposes a reassessment of the present approach
to foreign ìanguage teaching it seems approprìate to start w.íth the well
known distinction made by Haìììday, l4clntosh and Stnevens between method.Ícs
and methodology (ì964:200). It is almost a pìatìtude today to state that
both the practìcaì aspects of teaching, ie. methodorogy (the ìmportance of
which we fuììy recognize), and those of nrethodics must necessariìy compìy
with underlying theoreticaì assumptions about the teaching process in
generaì, and foreign ìanguage teachìng in particuìar. This paper, however,
'is not concerned either with the different aspects of foreign ìanguage
teaching methodoìogy' or with methodics. Our aim is to raise the question
of defining expììcitìy a generaì framework for an approach to ìanguage
teaching. 0r more precìseìy, is there a broad enough approach to language
teaching, an approach which takes account of the interaction of ail the
major factors that play a part in the process of teachjng and ìearning
a foreign ìanguage and what does it consist of? lf there is no such
approach - why not?

An aoproach (a theory or a moder) to foreign language teachìng consists
of a systen of generaì ruìes scientifically estabìished, by means of which
the process of foreìgn ìanguage teaching, hence rearning can be expìained.
It is obvious that by such a definition we do not have in mind solutions
of practical probìems such as the teaching of a particular tense or any
other grammatìcaì category. It is not synonymous with a teaching method
either, however often method is mistaken for a theory of v.ice u..ru.l
One of the aims of an approach to foreign Ìanguage teachìng is to describe
and explaìn the processes of teaching and ìearnÍng a foreign ìanguage.

It4ethod is a.part of methodics and can and should be scìentificaììy
analysed and defined; it is, ìn a sense, a product of the underlying tneoryAlthough a teaching method is not the sáme ås a theory or, u.-apirôåcÀ to
ìanguage teaching, it is highry.complex; unfortunater!, sóme ta[ã ii-limplv
as a label for a teaching pr"ocedure or even as one ofíts phases _ th;tof presentation.
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It should be broad enough to accommodate possible differences in the

processes under discussion, whìch may be the result of a variety of factors,

such as the age of the learner' sex, socìaì background, the relationshìp

between course content and certain psychologica'l factors, etc. Thus, in

a sense, an approach is over and above both methodology and methodics.

From one and same approach different teaching techniques and methods may

ensue.

Viewed in retrospect one can distinguish several faìrìy broad

approaches to foreìgn language teaching. They vary as to scientific
rìgour and explicìtness; actually, some would no+" qualìfy as beìng

scientjfìc, but for a time they were treated as a kind of generaì approach

to foreìgn ìanguage teaching. Such, for example, was the oldest approach

we shall mention here: the literary approach dominant at a time when

foreign ìanguage teachìng was based excìusivel¡r on litet'ary texts, because

they offered sampìes of "the best Ianguage".

This was followed by what could be called the nethodcrlogical aÞproach,

The attention of teachers and theorists al ike r.las concentreted excìusìveìy

on methodologìca1 aspects. This was the pe''ìod when solutions to teaching

problems were expected from The Method. There was mo:"e systen: Ìn thìs
approach; a tendency towards explìcìtness was evident anc effcrls lvere

made to appìy insìghts from discipl ines other ihan methcioìogy.

In more recent times, approaches with more pv'ecise defìnitions anC

principles have taken shape - the linguistic, end r^Jhat ccuìC ientaiively
be cal I ed soci o-

these approaches were ìnsìghts from the three dìsciplines.
If these apprcaches to foreign language teaching (however generaì ìn

scope) are dìfferent as regards coherence, scientific rigour' expììcitness'

etc., there is one connecting ìine between them: they are all unidisciplinary

First it was literature with compìete disregard of numerous teachìng and

learning probìems, some quite simple anci basic. Then, The Method was seen

as a kind of panacea. Ever"ythìng was geared to methodoìogy, disregarding

some very basìc principles of methodics. In the l inguistic approach all
the problems were seen from a linguìsiic point of view. At one point all
hopes were pinned on the possibìlities of contrastive analysis. In socio-

psychoìogical approach authors either deal with neatly phrased hypotheses

which cannot be tested or wìth very snlali samples of subjects ìn specifìc

and rare teach.ing/learning situatìons; the results thus obtained could not

be genèraììzed.

1ogìcaì approaches. 0bv.icusì;r. the focal points in
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This kind of approach - unidiscìpììnary - was ieflected.in most
aspects of the teachìng process: the construction of the syììabus, textbooks,
classroom techniques, testìng etc. The syìlabi were either structural or
com¡nunicative, the textbooks had to be based on the results of contrasi.ive
anaìysis (although pedagogicaì mateflia]s have failed to appear in sp.ite of
vast reseanch done in cA and numerous cA projects, the main a.im of which is,
or i ni ti aì ly was , to prepare better teachì ng materì aì s ) .

In all of these situations - textbook writìng, +"he construction of tests
and syìlabi, the selection of teaching procedures or a teaching method - it
was always a matter of',th.is or that',, ,'rìght or wrong"; ìanguage ìearning
is "habit.formation" or ,,grammatical analysìs,'; linguìstics has or has not
something to offer to the language teacher, etc. Hene one has onìy to
think of the Skinnerian approach to ìanguage teachìng/learning or the 'hard,
contrastivists.

It is welì known, however, that the major components of the language
teaching process are far too complex to be resolved by appìyìng only one
prìncipìe, one ruìe, whichever .it may be.

The answers to the question of what a modern approach to forejgn
language teaching should include seem obvious aFter these few ìntroductory
remarks: the nature of the subject we teach, the process of ìearnìng and
teaching, and the interaction of the various factors involved in these
processes are so compìex that only a multidisciplinary approach coverìng
all the discipìines relevant to the various and numerous probìems of
ìanguage -learning and teaching, offers hope for the solutìon of at least
some of the major problems.

The psychologi.cal aspect of the approach I am advocating (one that is
general in nature' expìicìt, coherent and scientificaììy estabìished,
ìe' testable) should certainly not be disregarded (or taken as synonymous
with neurolinguistic); the ììmìted scope of this paper, however, prevents
us from dwelling further on it. The relationship of the two systems of
meanìngs, as well as certain aspects of "languages in contact,,, the
mother tongue and the foreign language, the cognìtive processes of the
foreign language learner, his motivation and attitudes towards the ìanguage
and the nation whose ìanguage he is studyìng, these as well as other
factors generally classified as psychoìogical should be accommodated in
a comprehensive approach to foreìgn Ìanguage teaching. student motivation
has attracted a good dear of attention in more recent studies and quite
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rightìy, though some authors seenì to be attributing tco much inrportance to
this factor, however important it may be (see Sorenson 'l967).

Although some of these introductory rernarks may be common knowìedge
they seemed pertinent for the folìowing ncascns:

A considerable amount of experimentar research has been done in ihe
field of foreign ìanguage teachìng, and we do not lack theoretical studies.
However, iust as in other discìplìnes, it ìs aìways one probìem, one aspect
of a probìem whicn is discussed, tested, subjected to ex¡erimentaticr,.
Some of the projects may be wìde. in scope but what lve neail.y neec ând stiil
lack in spite of all the research projects is an eifort to ìntegrate ihe
results from various dìsciprines and areas of fo'reign ranguage teaching,
an effort to formurate and test a comprehensìve approach tc foreign ìanguage
teaching, cne that would serve as a solid and adequate t,âsis for all
classroom procedures, regardìess of who the siudents are, how crcì they may
be, the reasons they are ìearnìng a partìculai languaEe, e:c.

Another reason we stjll lack a more relja¡le and compnehens.ive
approach to foreign language teachìng ís the current awareness of ine
compìexity of the probìem of constructing such an epproach, an awareness
whìch is the result of accumurated knowìedge about the processes ât work
in the teaching/ìearning of foreign ranguages. srich an u"u.un"., 

"aj, 
o.

i nhì bì tory.
One minor prob'lem, in spìte of the fact that we have spec.ialized

annotated bibììographies, some even on computer cards or discs, .is thãt
the amount of information coming in from aìì parts of the r^rorld is enormous,
and it would i^equìre a whore organìzation or a regurarìy financed research
team to collect all the relevant data, correìate the results from various
scientific díscìpiìnes, define the approach cn the basis of the data
obtained and test it. A word of cautìcn about the testing, with the
growing nqpd for testing teaching procedures, more and more researchers
are undertaking objectìve measunements; knowing how difficult it is to test
a hypothesis in the field of education ìn generar, and particuiarìy in
connection with foreign languages, we should be careful when anaìysing
testing procedures and the results obtained. First of aìì, test.ing shouìd
not be limited to a small ',ìaboratory sampìe of popuìatÌ0n,,. Sometinres
the results obtained for such a sanple of popuìatìon are valid onìy for
that selected number of students. in other words, the model we are talking
about wou'ld, among other requìrements,. have to be tested on a lange
territoly and satisfy other rìgor"ous requirements of objectìve testing.
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If there is an agreement.about the importance of havìng an expìanatory

approach to foreign language teaching, if it is clear'ly a vital part of
most aspects of methodjcs and methodology, it is surprìsìng that in most

books on foreign language teaching little or no attention is paid to the
notion of a basic approach to foreign ìanguage teaching. One wouìd expect

that an anaìysis of the teaching of various aspects of language, such as.
vocabulary, grammar, reading or wrìting, etc, would be preceded at least
by a chapter in which the author wouìd gìve the rationale of the teachìng
procedures. Our survey has included two types of books: (a) those with
more generaì contents, books which could be called "textbooks of foreign
ìanguage teaching methodoìogy", covering all the major areas of practicaì
ìanguage teaching, and (b) books whose authors deal with seÞarate aspects
of foreìgn ìanguage teaching, for instance various aspects of dìscourse
anaìysì s ; communi cative teach i ng ; i ndi v iduaì i zation of ì nstruct ion;
curriculum design; Engìish, or any other foreign ianguage, for speciaì
purposes; language testing; the use of the language ìaboratory, etc.
This is no regardless of the size of the textbook. Comprehensìve books on

foreign language teachìng lack a theoretical introduction to the anaìysis
of more practìcal probìems.

In view of the abudance of research being done nowadays on most
questions and problems in our field, one cannot but wonder why even

voluminous books lack at least a tentative outline of an approach to foreign
language teaching. Is it because the authors assume that the teachers,
to whom these books are ìntended, do not need a theoretical analysis of
the basic issues? 0r are the authors aware of the existing theoreticaì
controversìes as regards the processes under discussion and therefore
prefer to stick to safer ground, a description of the procedures to be used

in teaching language elements and skilìs? Should we not assign more

responsibility and ìmportance to the practicìng teacher, fjrst of alì, and

second, make him aware of at least some of the basic problems underìyìng
his work in the classroom? It is difficult to believe, now in 1982, that
textbook authors still think that foreign language teaching is onìy a

matter of "exchange of experìence gained in the classroom", something which
has nothing to do with research.

One of the trends in foreign language teaching today is to let the
student communicate ìn the foreign language teaching as freel.y as possib'le;
the trend towards ìettìng them use the language they study, regardless of
the mistakes they make, is obvious in many teaching situations. Theoretical
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explanations are given for suõh an attitude towards the student's free use

of the foreign language and thejr mìstakes, relegating teachìng to the

background. According to one such explanation, ìf a smaì I chil d acquìres
'its rìother tongue without systematìc teachìng, ìe. only through constant

exposure to and use of the mother tongue" and if it manages to form

abstract rules concerning its tongue, the foreign language student should

be expected to do the same, the assumption being that, as an adult learner,
he can use his'learnìng skills and abjlities. Actualìy, some theorists
and language teachers look at the "communicative appr oach" to language

teaching (and ìanguage ìearning, although without sufficìent knowìedge

avout th¡ nature of the latter process) as an approach which will solve all
the major problems ín second ìanguage ìearning, much as the "hard"

contrastivists used, wrongly, to beljeve. In such a situation the role of
the teacher is maìnìy to stimulate the student to talk. Thìs emphasis on

the importance of learning, although without suffic.ient knowledge about the

nature of that process, seems to be a kìnd of a reaction to too much

teaching. It is true that ìn most books on foreign ìanguage teaching thene

ìs very little or nothing about the ìearning process. So a change was ìn

order, and the leannìng process does require study. ilot^teveì", care should

be taken that we do not go now to the other extreme, and overemphasize

learnìng at the expense of teaching.
At this juncture ìt seems appropriate to quote Marton who "believelsl

in language teachìng, being thus jn opposition to the now very popular

'naturalistìc' trends ìn gìottodidactics.". Iwhose representatives...J
... manìfest their disbelief in the notìon of ìanguage teachìng and

emphasìze language learning" (Marton 1979:35-36). However, in order to be

efficient and succesful in "... si-eerìng the student's mental activities
durìng its fuìfilment of the learning task..." we should know much more

about the students'mental processes and presumably about the nature of
the brain mechanisms underl yìng these processes

0f all the discìplines relevant to the conception of a broad and

multìdiscìplinary approach we should like to stress neurolinguistics,
because it has apparently escaped the attention of most ìanguage teachìng

theorists so far.l

1 As a matter of fact,'iinguìsts wit.h some notable exceptions showed
l ittle interest in neurologicaì studies of language until fifteen or
twenty years ago.
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Some ìanguage teachìng probìerns have been studied from neurolingu.istic point
of view, and there are many neurolìnguistic papers and projects (cf. peusen,

1977, D'imitrijevió and Djordjevió .l980, 
D.ingwaìì in prep.) pr.imarììy

experìmentaì, but to nry knowìedge there is as yet no model of foreìgn
ìanguage teaching ernbracing a neurolinguìstic component.

From the abundant literature on neurolinguistic studies of ìanguage,
those which may be relevant to language teaching and the formulation of an

approach such as defjned at the beginning of th.is paper, only a few will
be mentioned here.

The probìem of a language teaching method has been in the focus of
attention for both teachers and language theorists for many years. lt has
untiì quite recentìy been tackled maìnìy fi^om the methodologìcal poìnt of
view. Personal experience rather than .research made us real.íze f.irst that
there is not just one teachìng method suitable for all s.ituations, teachìng
aims, and students. Nevertheless, the exjstence of dozens of different
teaching mettrods, developed on the basìs of a methodologicaì and possibìy
linguistìc approach does not make them adequate to students' individual
needs. It was noticed some time ago that all students do not resort to
the same ìearning strategìes, do not follow the same prìnc.iples of ìearnìng.
Broadening the methodology of research so that the approach to foreìgn
'language teaching only in respect to the teaching method incorporates
a neurolinguistìc component, we are in a positìon today to mod.ify our
teaching accordìng to the individual needs of the student and to have
better and more rel.i'able expìanations of the.ir vary.ing behav.iour. For
a very long time the selection of a teachìng method (for instance inductive
or deductìve) was_made, not in accordance to students,personaì needs but
rather as "a question of fashion',. It has been discovered, however, that
success in foreign ìanguage learnìng depends primarììy on the student,s
cognitìve styìe and neurologicaì mechanisms engaged in ìanguage ìearning.
The "...students with left hemisphere preference (rìght movers) appeared
to be better'language learners... right movers improved more in deductive
class, and ìeft movers in the inductive class...,,(Krashen 1975:441).
In other words some students learn better when they are first gìven the
rules followed by practìce while others improve when the teaching
procedure is in the reverse order. This kind of approach to the study
of the old dilemma: deductive o|inductive teaching was further developed
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(cf. Se'liger 1975, l97B). I

Neurolinguistic ins,ights such as these will, one hopes, encourage both

theorists and classroom teachers to be less rigìd as to the app'lìcation of
one teaching method or another, as was the case in the past.

Various aspects of neuroì inguistic research in bilingualism may be

relevant to foreign -language teaching. One of them ìs the interpretation
of different patterns of ìanguage restitution. According tc some clinical
observations, the visual factor is one of those which may affect restitutjon.
The language.in which a patient used to read, though it may be the patient's
second language (that is the language whìch he did not speak so well as the

other one) may come back first, and some authors attribute it to the

fact that the patient used to read that language (cf. Paradis 1977, Albert
and 0bìer l97B). If repl icated studies of language restitution confirm
these results, we shalì have just another, this time neuroì inguìstìc,
reason to ne.introduce reading into classroom which has been in the

backgrouncl for quite a while.
Research into the nature of lateralization, in spite of some

inconsistencies of opinìon, represents just another example of the modern

approach to the study of second language learning. Authors do nct agree

as to when lateralizatìon ìs complete: Lenneberg (ì967) assumes that
latenaljzation is compìeted during puberty, and Kr"ashen (1973) ìs of the

opinion that it ends whén the child is much youngeì. To what degree does

the completion of lateralization inhibit learning a foreign ianguage, or

some of its aspects, what are the biologìcal (neuroìogicai) bases of
differences in language ìearning, and to what degree does an adult learner

differ from a small chìld learnìng a foreign language? These are onìy a

few questions relevant to our problem of a general approach to ìanguage

teaching, an approach scjentif.ically expìained, explanatory and adequately

tested. There is certaìnly no time to go into these questions, but there

are interesting and intriguing hypotheses concerning muìtìpìe critical
periods for second language learning. A.ccording to Seliger (1978),

"... it may be claìmed that there are many different critical peniods for
different abilities which, ìn turn, will determine the degree of compìeteness

with which some aspect of language will be acquìrable" (cf. also Scoveì 
.l969,

Hill ì970, Krashen 1972,1973,1975,1976, Krashen and Harshman 1972).

1 0tha" authors also studied the relatjonship between Broca's and i,Jernicke's
areas or centers and the acquìsìtìon and use of the moLher tongue and a

foreign ìanguage (cf. l^lalsh and Diller ì978, and Dìller 1975).

1¿q

The limited scope of this paper prevents us from presentìng other
results obtaìned from pur eìy neuroìinguistic research wh.ich could have
immediate relevance to the formulation of a more rear'iable, gener^aì and'testable 

approach to foreign language teach.ing.
Stressing the inportance of a possìble contrìbut.ìon from neuro_

lingujstics to the formulation of basic principles for an approach to
foreign language teaching, I wourd not rike io be misunderstood as
claimìng that neuroringuistìcs offers solutions for ail the pr oblems of
foreign ìanguage +-eaching. That wourd be a mìstake made repeatedìy wìth
some other discìpìines ìn the not too distant past. The time when we
operated with relativery simpìe unidisciprìnary approaches to very compìex
problems, such as ìanguage ìearning and teaching, ìs gone forever. The
statement that linguistic insights may be of great rerevance to ranguage
teachìng is axiomatic today, but as we ail know.it was not arways ìike that.
It took a ìong tìnre for ìinguistics to be accepted (and not onìy ììnguìstics)
as a discìpline which had something to offer to those who are concerned
wìth ìanguage teaching.

Good teaching presupposes knowìedge cf the subject beìng taught _ in
our case, ìanguage. l,,lhitaker's view of neurolinguistics seems both correct
and relevant.in this context: "0ne assumptìon in neuroringu.istics is that
a proper and adequate understanding of ranguage depends upon correrating
ìnforrnation from a variety of fierds concerned with the structure and
function of both ìanguage and brain, minimarìy neuroìogy and ìinguistics"
l^Ihitaker (197ì: ì39).

The mistake of ignoring ail the possibìrities that ìinguistics couìd
offer to ìanguage teaching theorists as well as practit.ioners should not be
repeated with neuror'inguistics, although the ratter may seem further from
the classroom than was the case earrier with ìinguìstìcs. The ìnsìghts
that neurolinguistics suggests concenning the subject we are trying to teach
can heìp cìarify and compìete the picture which foreign ìanguage theorists
and classroom teaóhers are try.ing to form.
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t^Ji I I iam Li ttl ewood

Unìversity Coì1ege of Swansea

A FRAMEWORK FOR TEACHING COMMUNICATTVE SKILLS

I NTRODUCÏION

The rqcent history of foreign language teaching has been full of
controversies about what constitutes the 'best' methodology. Teachers have

been frequently urged to accept dogmatic views about what techniques are most

effective or theoretically sound, even if these views have conflicted with their
own practicaì experience. If teachers' instincts have made them diverge from

the current orthodoxy, they have often been called old-fashioned or reactionary.

A few years later, however', they have often found that a new dogma supports the

very practices which they had been urged to abandon. Thus, for" exampìe, audio-

lingual theorists condemned the explicit teaching of grammar (cf. Brooks ì960);

later, grammar was reinstated by the proponents of a more cognitive approach

(cf. Chastaìn ì971); now, the supporters of a 'natural'approach again suggest

that grammar teaching does not help ìearners to acquire the new ìanguage, though

it may perform other, less essential functions (cf. Krashen 1982)' 0ther

teaching practices which have undergone similar changes in fortune include the

use of the mother tongue in the classroom, the memorisation of vocabulary 1ists,
the early introduction of wrìting, and many others. In some parts of the

language-teaching world, the 'conununicative' approach has produced its own

dogmatic standpointS, such as claims that teachers should never focus on a

grammaticaì structure ìn isolation or that there can be no justification for
an activity in which the learners are not 'communicating'.

As Strevens points out (1980: 42), there is good câuse to be suspìcious

of any claim that a particuiar method is valid for all teachers, with all
learners, in all situations. Th'is suspicion is not only justìfied by iooking

back at the claims and counter-claims of recent decades. It is also justifìed
by what we now know about the complexity of foreign ìanguage ìearning and the

intricate way ìn which diffeîent factors affect each other. Since all teachers,

learners and situations are so different, we should not expect the same set of
techniques always to lead to the most effective learning.

Today more than before, then, teachers cannot base their approach on

sìmple recommendations or prescriptions from outside. They have to shape their
own approach, by makìng their own evaluation of the different possibiìities and
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selecting those which suit, as well as possible, themselves and their specific
groups of learners. This does not nlea¡l that 'anythìng ìs aìì right'. 0n the
contrary,.it involves a much deeper expìoratìon not onìy of the available
techniques, but also of their potential role in heiping a group of learners
towards their goaì.

In this artìcìe, I do not propose to make specifÍc recommendations.

Rathen, I wish to discuss some more generaì principles wh.ich teachers might
consider in deveìoping their own methodoìogy for teaching comnrunicative skills
F.irst, I wjll djscuss briefly the nature of the goaì: communicative abiìity.
Next, I wì1ì compare two different (but complementary) approaches to teachìng
skills, whether in a foreìgn ìanguage or in some other domain. i will then
suggest the minimum ìearning requìrements which a methodology nust try to
satisfy. F'inaìly, I w'ill relate these consideràtions to a methodologicaì
framework consisting of two majn components, 'pre-communicative' and

'communicative' iearning activities.
Some of these principles provide the conceptual basis for Littlervood

(l9Sl), where the practical impìicatìons are expìored.in more detail.

THE NATURE OF COMMUNICAT]VE ABILITY

Before the 1970s, communjcative abiìity was usually assumed to depend

simply on a person's master"y of the structures and vocabuìary that make up

the ìinguistic system. The most important controversy was between those who

saw this mastery as being largely a matten of habits (besi formed through

techniques such as repetition and driììs) and those who emphasised the

cognitive factors invoìved jn internalìsing the rules of the ìanguage system.

In a well-known articìe, Carroll (.l971) expressed the conclusion reached also

by many other people: that both habits and internalised ruies p'lay an

'important role in language use. lie pointed out that this conclusion confirmed

the instinctive beliefs of most ìanguaoe teachers, who had always trìed to
ensure that their learners had opportunities both to understand and to
practise the patterns of the ìanguage.

In the ì970s, however, it became cìear through the work of varìous
ìinguists that mastery of the ììnguistjc system is not sufficient, in any case,

to enable a person to communjcate. He or she must also be capable of reìating
language forms to their communicatìve function. Thjs relationship is not

straìghtforward, sìnce the same utterance can express several different
communicative functions, For example, 'impl e

statement of fact, a reproach to somebod-v for forgettìng to turn on the heatìng,
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a refusal to stay.in a certain pìace, a request to close the window, and so on.
In cìass, the interrogative would you like to read now, John? is less ììkely to
be a genuìne enquiry about John's wishes than a request that he should read.
converseìy, of course, the same communicative intentìon may be expressed by
many alternative utterances. Thus the request that John should read could also
be expnessed by means such as Could you read now, please, John?, or I,d like to
hear you read now, John , or even (.if the class is alr"eady involved in reading)
by simply naming John.

It is clear from this ìast exampìe that speakers must not only be aware of
the potentiaì range of functions of different utterances. They must also be

capable of judging the other's backgrcund assumptìons, in order to predìct
whether the utterance wilì convey the meaning they intend (this skiìì ìs
sometimes called 'role-taking'). Thus, the ìnterpretation of the single word
John as a request to read can onìy take place if John relates.it to the fact
that students are expected to read in sequence. Even then, John could take it
to be, say, an invitation to answer a question put previously or a request to
stop talking to a neighbour. If some such misunderstanding occurs, the speaker
must be prepar"ed to remedy it by expressing the same meaning in another way.

As well as the purely practical constraint of choosing forms which will
convey the desired meanings, the speaker must also obey socìaì constraints.
Not all possibìe linguistic forms wììì be equaìly appropriate to the social
situation, particularly to the social relationship between speaker and hearer.
For example, It's cold in here may prove an effective way for a woman to ask
her husband to ciose a window, but she would be unlìkeìy to use the same phrase
with a strangen on a trajn. Here, it wouìd be nore approprìate to use a

conventional poìite form such as Excuse me, would you mì nd c los ínq the r^¡i ndow,
please? Between two frìends, a less elaborate expression would be ìikeìy to
occur, such as Can you close the wìndow, please? An jmportant part of
communicative s.kill is the ability to express oneself in a way suited to the
situation, at least to the extent of not seeming rude or distant.

l,le can thus distìnguìsh four main domains of skill wh.ich constitute the
goaì of a communicative methodology. The learner needs:
(a) to control the language system fìuently and creativeìy;
(b) to be aware of different ways in which communicative intentìons may be

expres s ed ;
(c) to be able to express (or ìnterpret) meanìngs effectìvely ìn specific

situations, remedying any faiìure that occurs;
(d) to be conscious of the sociaì impìications of different forms.

It's cold in here could be a s
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In each of these domains, of course, learners will attain wideìy different
.ìevels if ski11, depending on theìr aìms, abì1ity, stage, anC so on.

hle can regard these domains as a general description of the'part-skills'
of communication. For teaching purposes, they can be analysed, and dealt with
separately, For exampìe, we may devise exercises for individual structures;
practise ways of expressìng a certain communicative function; give students

practice in 'getting their meaning across' in any.way they can fìnd; require
them to evaluate the social meaning of different utterances, and so on. In

addition, however, we must not neglect to give them practice in the 'total
skilt' of communication, in which the different parts become integrated. This

rnay be through activities such as communication tasks, discussions or role-
playì ng.

PART-SKILLS AND THE TOTAL SKTLL

It does not follow necessariìy, of course, that this division into part-
skills should have direct rnethodoìogical ìmpìications. lnje cannot be sure that
such a division has any psychoìogical vaìidity durìng actual communication,

in which, as I said, the integration of skilìs is crucial. Even if we were

sure, thìs would not necessariìy mean that part-skiìls shoulci be dealt with
separately during ìnstruction. There is no separate treatment when people

learn a language in the na,tural environment: from the outset, they engage in

communicative interaction in which the structural, functional and social

aspects of ìanguage use are all cieveìoped simuìtaneous'l¡r. In other words,

whereas the classroom learner usually receives training in the part-skills of

communication before practising the total skil l, the natural learner practises

the total skill from the beginning.

The comparative effectiveness of training in part-skills and practice in
the total skilì (sometimes also called'whole-task practice') is an issue of
generaì importance in the psychoìogy of skilì-learning (cf. l'lelford 1976: 104,

t,{ingfjeld 1979l.162). It is very reìevant to foreìgn language teachìng, where

two models of ìearning point towards different conclusions. First, there is
the'fonnal-instruction'model of hoti knowìedge and skills are generalìy learnt

in classrooms. According to this model, we should break the ìearning task into
its component parts and develop profìciency in these separate parts. tither
concurrently or iater, whole-task practice helps the learner to integrate the

part-skills into conmunicative proficìency. Second, there is the'natural-
ìearning' model of how languages are general ly ìearnt outside classrooms"

According to this model, we should avoid breaking up the totaì skìì1, but try
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to create natural learning situations in the classrooms, so that communicative

skills will deveìop through whole-task practice.

Traditionaìly, language-teaching has been based on the f.irst of these

models, sometimes to the extent of neglecting whole-task practice almost

completely. The trend today is to move the emphasìs more towarcis whole-task
practìce by providing as many opportunities as possible for communicative

actìvity, as earìy as possibìe in the course. Indeed, the conclusion which

some researchers draw from studies of natural foreign language is that whole-

task practice couìd prcvide the sole means for classroom ìearning. This will
presumably onìy become possible, however, if we learn how to re-create, in the

average ciassroom, whatever features there are in the natural environment that
trigger" off the learning processes. Meanwhile, one of the most important

decision areas for the teacher is to try to find the ìnost suitable balance

between part-skill training and whole-task practice.

BASIC LEARNING REQUIREMENTS

In order to acquire any skiìl (or part-skilì), there is evidence that
there are these basic learning requirements (cf. Bandura 1977, l,lelford 1976,

t,Jingfieìd ì979):
(l) Learners should be aware of the sìgnificant features of the behaviour they

are expected to produce (eg. they should perceive some pattern or rule
that determines whether the behaviour is effective or acceptable).

(2) Learners should have practice in producing the behaviour themseìves (this
could range from controlled practice of a part-skill to free practice of
the total íkill).

(3) Learners shouid have feedback which indicates how successful their attempts

to produce the behaviour have been.

In themselves, these requirements are very general and can be satisfied in
many different ways. It is again useful to compare how they might be satisfied
ìn part-skil1 training during formaì instruction and in natural learning
through whole-task practice in the real environment.

In many formal classroom activities, the 'significant featuresr are

determined by the teacher in the light of his or her prior knowledge of the

language system. They may include comect inflectional endings, verb forms,

vocabulary usage, and so on. The 'practice', too, is often closely controlled

by the teacher, eg. through drills or exercises. The 'feedback' probabiy

relates largeìy to the form of the language produced, especìally to its
correctness.
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in conrnunicative activity outside the classroorn, the natural learneris
left to work out the 'sìgnificant features' for himself. These wiìl usually be

features which relate to the effective communication of meanings in the first
instance, suòh as sìmple word-order relationships or basic transformations for
forming interrogatives and questi.ons. The 'practice' is controlled by the
learner from the outset, involving the eipression of personal meanings with a

simplified gìobai grammar. The 'feedback' relates primarily to the messages

contained in the utterances rather than to their linguistic form.

Therefore, the same basic pninciples are realised in very different ways

according to whether we are working within the formal-instruction (part-skìlì)
model of learning or the natural-learning (whoìe-task) modeì. Sìmilarly, they
can be applied in different ways'in different components of our ovenall teaching
methodoìogy, according to the purpose of a specìfic activity. In part-skill
actjvities (which we may also call pre-cormunicatìve), the teacher'may guide

the learners' perceptìons more preciseìy, control the practice and, in
provìdìng feedback, focus to a greater extent on formal aspects of ìanguage

use (especiaììy accuracy). In communicative activities, on the other hand,

the learners can be given more freedom to process ianguage in their own ways

and to use it creatiüely even at the expense of formal accuracy, r"eceìving

feedback which relates to meaning rather than form. (This feedback may, of
course, be from other learners as well as from the teacher, since it will
often be between learners that the communication takes pìace.)

PRE-COMMUN I CATI VE AND COMMUN T CATIVE ACTI V ITI ES

The preceding discussion has envisaged a methodological framework in
which there are two rnain components: pre-communicative and communicative

learning activities. Typicalìy, the first kind involves part-skiìl training,
the teacher trìes to guide the ìearnìng process, and the main focus is on the
language itself. The second kind involves whole-task practice, the learner
is left to empioy his or her own processing mechanìsm, and the main focus is
on the meanings which are being conveyed. In practice, of course, what I have

just described are the two ends of a continuum: specific activities will lie
at some point along it and be characterised by dìfferent degrees of teacher-

control or focus on meaning. It will therefore not aìways be possible to
assign a particular activity unambiguously to one component or the other. This
does not matter, since activìties from all parts of the continuum may serve a

function in heìping learnìng to take place. The pre-communicative/

communicative distinction is intended maìnìy as a means of conceptual
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orientatjon in selecting activities and considering their function in the
methodo I ogy.

Examples of pre-communicative activities are pronunciation practice, oraì
driììs, question-and-answer practice based on pictures, gap-filìing exercìses,
and so on. Since some of these activities pìace more emphasis than others on

the meanìng of the ìanguage being practised, we can also make a sub-d.ivisjon
between structural activities and quasi-communicative activities. The latter
would include the contextualised drills which are found in most modern courses.

Exampìes of communicative activities are prob.lem-solving tasks, discussìon
sessions, roìe-piaying activities, and so on. To the extent that learners are
asked to pay attention to the social approprìacy of the ìanguage they use as

well as to its functionaj effectiveness, we can aiso make a sub-divjsion
between functional communication activities and social interaction activities.
Problem-solvìng tasks would usualìy come into the former category and role-
pìaying activities into the latter. (Further exampìes of communicat.ive

activjties can be iound in Byrne and Rixon 1979, Littlewood 1981, Rìxon ì981,
and ìn practìcal ly-oriented magazines such as Modern English Teacher or
Practical E ish Teachi

l"lhereas most of our familiar classroom activities are pre-communicat.ive,
the trend in discussions nowadays is to emphasise the roìe of communicative

activities in the methodoìogy. Certainly, it is important not to neglect
the communicative component. Communicative activìty ìs, after all, the
ultimate objective, and the evidence also indicates that many aspects of
language learning cannot take place without it. Communicative actìvity can

also serve an"important motivational function in majntaining a sense of
achievement and making the classroom into a more fuìly human environment.
Nonetheless, it does not necessariìy follow that because our learners'goal
is to participate in communicative activity, every activity on the way to
this goaì must involve them in'real conmunication' (see aìso l^liìkìns ì982).
What is important is not to eliminate'non-communicative'activities from our
methodoiogy but (in the light of a fuller understanding of the goal) to
evaluate clearly how each activìty contributes towards the learners' eventual
cornrnunicative abi ì ity.

CONCLUS I ON

This article has suggested that a communicative methodoìogy must take
account of (a) the nature of communicative abìiìty, (b) the distinction
between training in the part-skills of communication and practice in the total
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skiì1, and (c) certain basic learning requirements and the various ways in
whìch they may be satìsfied.

It may be that one day, if we l.earn how to structure the classroom
appropriately, we shall be able to develop communicative skills almost entirely
through whole-task practjce. In the meantime, as I indicated above, it remains

one of the most important parts of the teacher's decision-making role to seek

a suitable balance between pre-communicative part-skil1 training and

communìcative whole-task practice.

Jadwiga Nawrocka-Fi s jak

Adam Mickiewicz Unìversity
Poznaí

COMPREHENSION-BASED TEACHTNG: AN OVERVIEI^J

REFERTNCES

The major nethods of teaching ìanguages which have been deveroped at
least since the beginning of the 20th century, such as the direct method,
the audio-lingual method, the cognitive code iearnìng approach and even the
recently developing communicative ranguage teaching, share one common feature
ïhey aìl focus prìmarìry on the active orar production of the ranguage by the
learner from the very start of the ranguage ìnstruction. Inplicit.in them
is an assumption that one learns a second or a foreign ìanguage by using
it productìvely.as soon as possible; in other words, Iearnìng a language
is equivalent to ìearning to talk.

In theory these methods claim that lìstenìng shouìd precede speaking;
in practice, however, both skills are utilized simultaneously. The learner
is usuaììy asked to produce what he has heard armost immediately after
having heard it. The aim of rìstening exercises is rather to provide
modeis for production (it is ììstening for speaking) than deveìoping auraì
comprehension as an independent skill.

A similar situation exists with reading. The passages for reading, at
least at the beginning stage of language instruction, but often arso at the
intermediate stage, serve as an illustration of the language used in the
oraì practice.

An alternative approach, referred to as comprehension-based teach.ing,
has been. developing sjnce the beginnìng of the seventies. peopie ìike
Postovsky, Asher, J.0. Gary and N. Gary who have contributed to the
development of this new approach argue that oral product.ion by begìnnìng
learners should be deìayed untir some considerabre aural comprehension has
been achieved. This shift of emphasis is necessary because ìearnìng a'language is not just ]earnìng to tark but a "process of buiiding a map of
meaning in the mind of the learner,, (Nord i9B0: ì7)j a process of
developing competence. Insistence on speaking ìn the earìy stages of
ìanguage instruction is not the best way to deverop ìinguist.ic competence.
It distracts the learner f'om his main objective of try.ing to understand
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the underiying system of ìanguage, causes task overload and in effect retards

the whole process of language ìearn.ing, 0n the other hand, the initial
emphasis on receptive skì11s (aural and reading comprehension) facilitates
the development of linguistic competence, which in turn forms a foundation

for the development of good performance ìn a second or a foreign ìanguage.

The arguments in favour of this approach are many and have recently
been summed up by Gary and Gary (l98l: l-.l4). Undoubtedly the most

important is the cognitive one. This is connected with the fact that,
contrary to many other approaches, the comprehension-based approach draws

on psycholoEical rather than 1ìnguistic research. The cognitìve argument

stresses the differences between comprehensìon and production, both

acquìsitìonaì and operational.
As to the acquisitional arguments it is pointed out that children

iearning their mother tongue demonstrate comprehension of sentences ìong

before they begìn to speak. The lapse of time is between six to twelve

months, and their first responses are. usuaìly non-verbal.l Besides, mutes

and some types of aphasics deveìop only receptìve ski1ls. It is, thus,
argued that receptive and productive skills do not develop simuìtaneously;
the former are prior to the latter and subsequently form a foundation for
the deveìopment of the latter.

0perationally, speech production requìres a more compiex set of
subskills than speech perception. One set has to do with the motor movements

required for speech production. The other one, even more crucial, is
connected with tne processing of information. As Postovsky put jt, "the
auditory receptìve ability involves development of covert decoding processes

which transform sequentìaì1y ordered vocal messages into meaning", whìle
the expressive abiìity is the skil.l "of encoding thought into sequentìaìly
ordered vocal messages" (Postovsky 1967: 459).

..."we have reason to believe that the two skìlls - speech comprehension

and speech production - although obviously reciprocally correìated, are not

I Another argument can be added here from child second language acquisition
Chjldren acquirìng a second language in natural conditions go through
longer or shorter perìods of silence during which they are most probably
deveìopìng second language competence by lìstening and trying to
understand others.
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necessariiy mutuaì ly reinforcing in the initiai phase of instruction. This
appears to be so because training in oral production requires development
of total and autonatic control of both lexical and structural elements
presented in the program. The student,s attention, therefore, is
necessarily focused nore on the structural details and less on the
contextual meaning of the message. In comprehens.ion training the total
control of linguistìc data is neither impìied nor necessary. consequentìy,
the student's attentional focus is shifted from preoccupation with
structural detaiìs to decoding of contextual meaning" (postovsky 1967: 464).

Thus, the difference in the tasks which have to be performed in
comprehension and productìon, and the fact that the deveìopment of
expressive ìanguage depends on the development of receptìve processes form
a decìsìve argument in favour of comprehension-based teachìng. It is argued
that the problem wìth productìon-based methods iies in the fact that they
force students- to perform too early - before their receptive processes have
a chance to develop. They also ask students to begin with tasks which are
more complex linguistìcaììy and cognitìveìy, ìeading thus to interference
from the mother tongue.

0ther arguments in favour of comprehension-based teaching, mentioned
by Gary and Gary, stress the affective, effìcìency, communicative, media
compatabiìity and utilìty advantages.

As to the affective advantage it is argued that asking ìearners to
produce language before they are ready cognitìvely and emotionally for this
task may be traumatic for many of them. In a comprehension approach, this
probìem is overcome because students can make their mistakes privately and
privateiy corect them.

This approach is also more efficient because in it students can receive
more ìang,uage than if asked to perform orally. Here, all the students can
be listening and responding ìndividuaìly on theìr worksheets at the same time.

The communication advantage is connected w.ith the statement that
cornprehension is i.nherently communicative and classroom technìques used in
comprehension-oriented teaching have always high communicative potential
whereas oral practìce, at least as practised in the cìassroom, ìs manìpulative
rather than communicative.

As to the media compatabì1ity advantage it is argued that ristening-
oriented materials are the most appropriate for use with aural media such as
audjo and video tapes. Also language laboratories can be used more
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effectively with this kind of materiai.
The utiìity advantage has to do with the belief that learners exposed

to a receptive approach are more prone to continue further ìanguage study

on their own.

Some more arguments may be added to the list, ie. in many cases

listening and reading comprehension may be more needed by the student than

the productìve skiils (especiaììy in foreìgn language learning conditions),
also in a conversation the need to comprehend usualìy exceeds the need to
express oneself. In speakìng, one can use all kinds of devices to express

his ideas but.he has no control over the language of his interlocutor.
The number and the validity of the arguments is overwhelming and

convincìng. So is the amount of experìmental research done by the

advocates of this approach. The experiments have been conducted both with
adults (Postovsky, Asher, Ingram et al., l.linitz and Reeds) and children
(Gary, Krakowian), wìth Engìish and r^r'ith other languages, such as Russìan,

Spanish, German and Japanese (Postovsky .l970, 
Ingram et al. 1974, Asher 1965,

Kunihara and Asher ì965, Gary 1974, Winitz and Reeds ì973, etc.). These

experiments have, on the whole, demonstrated that learners who have not been

forced to speak immediately made signìfìcant progress not only ìn listening
ccmprehension but also ìn other skills. For example, ìn Postovsky's

experiment (a course of Russian of l2 weeks, six hours a day) learners
first concentrated on aural comprehension and transcription for the first
six weeks (about ì80 hours of- instruction), next they were graciually

engagìng in speaking - at fjrst no more than 25 minutes out of a six-hour
day, finally up to 90 minutes. Test measures conducted after 6 weeks of
instruction and at the end of the course on the experimental group and the

control group which started speaking from the beginning showed the

superiority of the experimental group in all four skills.
Asher, Kusudo and de la Torre (1974) report that their subjects who

were learning Spanish through conr¡ands showed higher listening
comprehension and reading scores after 45 hours of instruction than

college students after 75 hours of conventjona'l instruction and a higher

level of listening skills than students after 150 hours of classroom

i nstructi on.

The key word and the cornerstone of the success of this approach ìs

active 1ìstening. It means that the learneris to demonstrate in some

way that he has understood the materiaÌ presented to him oraììy. He is
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usually asked to carry out some non-verbal tasks.
As to the techniques suggested for carrying out these tasks, there are

three major types. Students may be required to make a pictorìaì-audio match,
a graphìc-audio match or a physica'l response-audìo match (Gary ì978:.l66-7).
Needless to say that any combination of the three is aìso possible. The

first technique has been suggested by Winitz and Reeds (ì973) as well as by

Postovsky, and it requìres that students should match one of a nurnber of
pictures (usually three of four) wìth an utterance (a sentence, a phrase,
a word) with what they hear from the teacher or the tape. The second is an

alternation on the first. Students are asked to match a written response
with what they hear. Pictures or written responses may be presented either
0n a screen or in students'workbooks.

In both cases students first get familiar with the lexical items or
the structures by means of pictorial or graphic presentation techn.iques.

The third technique is often referred to as the total physical response
technique because it advocates the use of physicaì action. It has been

worked out by J. Asher. Here, students sìlentìy act out commands gìven by

the teacher, first together wìth him, later on their own. Asher beg.ins wjth
simple commands, ìike stand up, walk to the door, pick up the pencil, etc.,
and graduaììy extends them to ìonger stretches incìuding a number of
grammatical features, for example waìk to the tabìe, pick up the book and

put it on the chair, Eugene, stand up, waìk to Cìaudine and totrch her or
when Luke walks to the window. Marv will write Luke's name on the bl ackboard
etc. Abstractjons such as love, government, justice, etc. are usually
taught with the card technìque. Students manìpulate cards as objects" For
example, the instructor couìd say, Luke, pìck up "justice,,and qive it to
Josephine. (See Asher 1965:293, Asher et a1. 1974:26.) in his l9Z4 paper,
Asher expresses a vìew that most ììnguistic features can be embedded into
the imperative form and that this approach can maìntain high interest ìn the
students for a ìong tìme.

Krakowian (ì981) shows that many other techniques used in conventional
teaching may be adapted for the purpose of promoting actìve ìisten.ìng. For
example, same/dìfferent or true/false techniques may be used. Also
dictation may be highly useful if it is lìmited to numbers, dates, or
tellìng the time.

The proponents of comprehension-based teaching favour an earìy
introduction of reading. They argue that it may serve as a visuaì
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reinforcement for the'listenìng process. Two conditìons have to be observed

however. Learners should always have a chance to hear the materiai before
its reading is assigned to them. Besides, "suffìcient listening shou.ld be

provided in order to'imprint'the sound image before giving the learner
a chance to make a faulty guess from the written form" (Gary ì981:ì0).
A successfuì programme combìning these two comprehension skills has been

worked out for Engììsh by Gary and Gary at Cairo Unìversìty, Egypt.
Students using these materials demonstrate substantjal progress in ìearning
English, even in speakìng it, as was reported at the AILA Congress in Lund.

0n ieading about comprehension-based teaching one can easìly not.ice
that it ìncorporates the basic assumptions of present-day ìinguistics and

psychoìogy aìmost entireìy. It is also in agreement with recent research
on second ìanguage acquisitìon and learning, partìcuìarly with the
writings of S. Krashen. In h.is Monitor model, Krashen h¡rpothesizes that
adults iearning a second or a foreign language have two systems at their
dìsposal - subconscious language acquìsitìon, similar to the process

children use in acquiring their mother tongue, aìso a second language, and

conscìous language learning, which results in conscious awareness of the
grammatical rules. 0ut of the two, subconscìous ìanguage acquis.ìt.ion ìs
more important and should be engouraged wherever ìt ìs possibìe. ,'A good

ianguage iearner is first and foremost an acquirer', (Krashen l98ì:6).
Language acquisition takes place in naturai condìtions, but it can also
take place jn the classroom if the classroom provides comprehensible input.
By conprehensìble input he means an input in which the focus is on the
message, not on the form. The approach to language teach'ing discussed in
this paper focuses primariìy on the message, thus providìng comprehensibìe

input by Krashen's standards.

Comprehensìon-based teaching, aithough it is rather concerned with
the initial stage of ìanguage'instruction, is sometimes viewed as a new

paradigm in language teachìng. As Nord puts it, "the comprehension

approach to foreign ìanguage teaching is more than a simple switch from an

emphasís on speaking to an emphasis on 1ìstenìng. It is more than a shift
from one language skill to another. Rather. it is a fundamental shift in
the basic assumptions underlying the psychoìogical and Iinguìstic framework

from which language teaching methodoìogìes emerge. It is a shift in what

is meant by the term "language" and a shift in what is meant by the term

"learning". It involves a shift in our assumptions about the "nature of
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man" and the "nature of mind".,.. The "comprehension approach" involves what

Kuhn has termed a "paradigm shift", a ,'scientific revolution" (Nord ì980:1).
Indeed, for its followers this approach constìtutes a major break in

assumptions about the nature of language and ìanguage learnìng processes -
they no longer belìeve that learning a _language is just ìearnìng to talk -
but, whether this approach is goìng to become a revolution jn language
teaching is rather doubtful or at least remains to be seen. According to
some other predictions (stevenson 1981:270), it is rather the communicatjve
teaching movement that wìll become the paradìgm of the eight.ies.
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THE ROLE OF JOKES IN THI SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUTSITION OF ECONOMISTS-TO-BE

INTRODUCTION

Every second observer of jokes would readily agree that "the appropriate
introduction of a joke or anecdote in the course of a lesson can not oniy revive
the student's fìaggìng interest, but can contrjbute to his understanding and

retention of the subject matter as well" (see Pocheptsov ì974:8).
l,Jhy is it then that jokes have been negìected both by practising teachers

and theoreticians? That is one of the questions I am trying to give an answer
to. I am convinced that jokes should have a greater role in the process of
foreign language teaching than they have got so far. lt ìs particularly true
'in connection with the teaching of Englìsh for Speciaì Purposes (ESp), ìe. the
teaching of economists in our case. The teaching of ESP should not necessariìy
entail dulìness. l¡{hile the "young adults" are sometimes unwillìng to take an

aciive part in the English language-games, they are keen on understandìng and

reproducing jokes. At alì levels jokes may serve as excellent illustrations
of various linguìstic and grammar points. Because of the lim.ited tìme-span at
our disposal, there is no time for dealìng with lengthy literary short stories
or anecdotes, and our students are not interested in them either. So jokes

make up fòr the limited tìme-span and make the dry material more stimuìating.
Jokes also enable the students to become more conscious of their native
language and the second language they are studying.

In anaìysing the jokes I tried to give a summary of the most relevant
theoretical investigations and came to the conclusion that the approach of
contrastive semantics would be most promising in thìs field. The scope of the
present paper, however, does not permit more than just a few suggestìons. The

teacher shouìd aìways know when and where to apply jokes. Students are not
expected to laugh (it ìs an artificjaì joke-situation) but they may do so.

Apart from developìng comprehension, enlarging or activating vocabuìary and

improvìng conversatìon, the students acquire reaì ìivìng tnglìsh and grasp some

of the culture of Britain. The emergence of translation points may also be

useful .
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THE POSIT]ON OF JOKES IN PRACTICE AND THEORY

First we should find the reason why many teachers dislike using jokes

during their ìessons. I am not referring to the traditìonal subject-matter, ie
literary anecdotes and short stories with humorous ending. In the majorìty of
English and Russian text-books published in Hungar"y, humour is usually placed

at the very end, just in front of.the appendix, which is another proof of the
infenior posìtìon of jokes. Most of the teachers do not make use of this
material at all either because the humour selected is reaììy bad, chosen at
random and hot ìinguìstically based, It would not be of great help in
learning anl/lyay.

Jokes have meant a vvhite spot for both international and Hungarìan

aesthetics. Jokes are evasive because they do not represent an aesthetic
category in the traditional sense. This very reason accounts for the fact
that literary theory has not paid as much attention to jokes as they deserve.

I could not find but two important works with literary approach on the subject
(see Jolies 1956:,206-217 and Rijhrich 1977); the former work has been

fierceìy debated. Even Jolles could not find the piace of jokes among the
other simpie forms as each of them is archaic, while the joke-form ìs a

relatìvely recent deveìopment. Most of the other works on jokes ane merely
diverse collections of humoun, There has not been made a clear distinction
between anecdotes and jokes, and the solution of the task is almost impossible.
However, anecdotes have a great intehference with written literature, they
are always ìonger, they aìways raise a claim of authenticity and are connected

with well-known people. Anecdotes mean to teach morals, manners, history and

cultural achjevements. Jokes, according to the general belief, have none of
these functions, they are just to make one laugh. I do not regard as

anecdotes forms in which only the names of famous peopìe are mentioned. Here

is the one on G. B. Shaur:

Lady Astor to G. B. Shaw, "If you were my husband I should put poison in
your coffee. "
Shaw answers, "If you were my wife, I should drink it."
Jokes came ìnto beìng in the second haif of the l9th century, a

significant part of them never find their way to the print. The science of
folklore investigates the oraì spread and reproduction of jokes, the

circumstances of joke-teìììng. Psychology is interested in the personalities
of the partners involved in the communicative activìty of joke-teliing, the
physìology of laughter and the role of jokes in self-realization (ìet us think
of Freud's ìnterpretation of jokes and dreams). In j9B0 a significant
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Hungarian book was pubììshed in the field of socioiogy. Its author (see Katona

1980) dealt with 3000 jokes from the field of poìiticai and pubiic life, their
production, spread and variation. Socioìogy has on the whole been the most
consequent in joke-research.

The commonly accepted theories define jokes as follows: A joke is a brief,
compact narrative which ends with a point in most cases. The definition brings
about severai problems. The notion of shortness is relative. l^le can say a
joke is longer than a one-sentence-long folklore form (e.g., a proverb) but
shorter than a tale. compactness takes us nearer the essence of jokes: a joke
is restricted to telìing us the most important things, it must be economic in
its means. Every joke contains a point but a point can come into existence
onìy on the basis of the relation with the other components. If it is true
that " a naruative is made up solely of functions: everything in one way or
another ìs signifìcant" (Barthes 19752 244), it is exceedingìy vaiid in the
case of jokes. The contential-formal variety, richness of jokes is boundless.
There are jokes based on events and there are the ones based on dìaìogue.
Jokes may contain one, two, three, rarely more episodes.

In distinguishìng the two basic types of jokes I relied on the Bergsonìan
theory of humour: we know jokes where ìanguage ìs only the ',medium,' of humour
and there are jokes brought to life by the "absentmindedness of the ìanguage"
(see Bergson 1970:?09-263). Jokes may belong to situat.ional humour or
linguistic humour. Formuìaic jokes hardly contain more than a point. In jokes
and r"iddles Jolles sees one comrnon feature: their ideaì sphere is',schweìgen,,,
'ie. keepjng quiet. Jokes, according to him, are self-structuring forms that
have come into existence without the compositionai intention of the creators,
as if by themselves. Keeping quiet does not invoìve, of course, the absence
of ianguage but the absence of information, therefore ìt ìs possible that jokes
are weìI-formed on the surface-level but not jn their deep structure.

At last but not least let us consider'linguistr'cs. It is evident that
ììnguistics has also excluded jokes from its field of study. It is widely
accepted that jokes violate certaìn ìogical, semantic and pragmatic ruìes.
Theìr "incongruenc¡r", "deviancy" and "ambìguity" accounts for the probìemat.ic
positìon occupied by jokes. If we regard jokes as "deviancies', form the set
norms of the language, it is onìy too natural that they should be excluded from
any systematic theory of the ìanguage, not to speak of pedagogìcal granrnars.
If we call jokes mere "deviances", lve ignore theìr complexity. Although jokes
do negate certain ruìes, they preserve them at the same time. Jokes compeì the
users of language to be conscious of their own communicative competence, makes
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them revise and reinterpretate their knowledge of thjs worìd, the language and

their way of thought. Jokes can be coded and decoded and obtain an additional

conmiunicative value namely through the violatîon of ruìes. Precisely this
aspect of jokes ought to be made use of during the lessons of foreign languages.

A growing aìdareness of one's native language developes consciousness in the

usage of the semantìc, syntactical and pragmatic rules of the second language

too. in this relation, quite a few jokes might have other functions than just

making one laugh.

Jokes are not so rich in stereotypes as other narrative texts. The

sentence stating the aim and describing the circumstances is the set of such

linguistic signs which tend to specify the expectations of the listener.
More often than not these signs are misleading indexes enabling iokes to meet

the requirements of unexpectedness and noveìty.

The introductory sentence of ioke-telling refers only to the fact that

we shall hear a joke:

Eg.:Have you heard this ioke?
Excuse me, if you have heard...
Heard the joke about...?
l,lhat/how about the man who. ..

This beginn.ing, apart from creatìng tvro-way commun.ication, is of no greater
'importance than the begìnning sentence of a telephone-conversation. A

telephone-conversation may also have numerous ends. Before treating jokes on

the tnglish lessons the students'attention should be called to the fact that

while in Hungarian we should use Past Tense in this beginning sentence, the

Engìish use Present Perfect Tense or a forrn of elììpsis which is characteristic
of col loquial Engìish.

The jokes beginning with a question let us guess the structure to be

expected. "What is the difference...?" or "Who is an optimist?" Questions of

funny riddles are misleading on purpose:

Why are the Scots buried in the mountain-side?
Because the cemetery is there.

The names and number of characters in a joke also orient us. A Móricka joke

(a piquant, disrespectful joke may be expected), Arisztid and.Tasziló (a joke

on the stupidity of anistocrats), an Englishman, a Frenchman and a Russian

meet (we can be sure that an overbidding joke will be heard).

There is no doubt about the historical-social determination of jokes, at

the same time it is stìll an open question why certain jokes are of such

immense popuiarity in some countries è9.: what accounts for the great

popularity of jokes on the Scots in Hungary?
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The semantic relations of power and its ringuistic rearization in jokes
might be of great interest. The change of sub- and superordination relations
is often responsible for the humorous effect of jokes. The exchange of roles
may be permanent (child's remarks), occasional (empìo¡4er _ empioyee) or
aìternatìng (jokes on ìunatics).

The different types of jokes are ciassified tradìtionaììy as folrows:
0n the basis of the social, nationaln religious, sex and age belongìng of

the figures there are jokes on doctors, waiters, Scots, chairmen, Jews, mothers-
in-1aw, children, aristocrats, sDinsters, etc.

The scenes of jokes may be schools, barracks, the next worìd, or a desert
'island.

. 0n the basis of their substantiar relations there are poritìcaì, rerìgious,
sex, scatoìogicaì, economic, and drearn jokes.

According to effect, jokes may be morbid, obscene, or shaggy_dog stories.
In tendency jokes may be aggress.ive, anticlerìcal or inoffensive.
Considering the different techniques, there are trickster jokes, puns,

slogan and phrase jokes, definition jokes, overbidding jokes, point_killing,
and gesture jokes or cartoons.

A finai possibiìity of crassification is to see who utters the point:
chjìd's remarks, medical jokes, etc.

Röhrich classifies jokes on the basis of a more unified approach, aìthough
he also regards jokes as deviancies from certain norms. In his opinion there
are jokes representing crashes with the norms of ìanguage, ìogics, morars and
manners'. society, politics, reìigion and nationaì minorities. Jokes are
relevant if we keep in mind that in everyday lìfe apart from creating communi-
catíon, they serve as means of keepìng up or sometimes repìacing commun.ication,
Joke is an elastic fonn - the change of some of its elements may give a
cbntrar¡i sense to the whore. For the same reason jokes provide a suitabie
frame for making up good drilìs.

An analysis of jokes courd be either structurai or functionar. An
investigatìon of the sentence generating the point mìght be of interest,

THE APPLICABILITY OF JOKTS ON LESSONS OF ENGL]SH

The possìbilities of the apprication of jokes on the ressons are, in fact,'infinite. In the very beginnìng such short anecdotes or jokes may be used
which are internationally weìl-known, eg.,the ones about great businessmen.
Here the student is required to be able to identìfy the joke with the one known
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in his native language. At the next stage the application of jokes

containing the lexicon of economic Englìsh is advìsable; it is of great help

in the retention and rejnforcement of the newly learnt subiect-matter.
When studying the lesson "Jobs", the folìowing jokes may be used:

A Scotsman was complaining to his boss, "I have been here for five
. years doing the work of three men for one man's wage, and I think

it's time I had a rise."
"!'lelì," said his boss, "I couldn't do that, but if you'll just tell
me the names of the other two - I'll sack them."

or
A man applied for the job of a nìght securìty guard at the factory.
The boss said, "The sort of person we need for this job is tough,
fearless, aggressive, suspicious, distrustful, alwa¡rs on the lookout
for trouble and constantly ready to flare into violence. Quite
frankly, you don't seem to fit the bill."
"0h, that's aìì right," expìaìned the man. "I've onìy come to
apply for the job on behalf of my mothen-in-law."
Here ìmportant lexìcal items like boss, wage, to do work, rise,

to sack, to apply for a job emerge in the course of a feu, minutes, the

students have a chance to relax; nevertheless, they are practising the

lexicon that ìs important from the point of view of the subject-matter.
Their comprehension is, of course, checked. It is a motívating task if
they remake the second joke as if the mother-in-law were applying for a

job where just another sort of person is needed. Another task favoured

by the students is the'point-killing game'which involves the usage cf
opposites too.

Natura.lly several gramrnaticaì points may be driiled continuaìly
wr'th the help of jokes. No doubt, each student wiìl remember thìs joke
'in connection with the Future Perfect Tense:

Bill: "I hear your mother-in-law is in hospìtaì."
Sam: "Yes, that's right. "
Bill: "How long has she been there?"
Sam: "In 3 weeks time, with any luck, she'll have been there

afull month."

After listening and understanding the jokes, the students may make up

their versions about husband and wife, boss and empìoyee, lwo enemies or

anyone they choose. In the above-mentioned ìnstances the jokes are

based on situational humour.

The role of contrastive approlch comes in at the next stage. Aìthough

it would have been ideal to make a comparative use of Hungarian and tngìish
jokes based on the same ìinguistic phenomenon, I found that the najorìty
of Hungarian jokes are situational. Hungarian jokes are not so conscious

of the language as the English jokes are. There are hardìy any Hungarian
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jokes based on homonymy. So the solution I found was to call the students'
attention to the similar ììnguìstic phenomena existing in 1., trying.in
this way to lead them to a proper understanding in Lr. The field of
Hungarian puns needs further investigatìon and elaboration. 0ut of the 4000
jokes that have appeared in prìnt in Hungary, a major.ity are based on the
distortion of slogans, proverbs (there seems to be a definite dislike for
"big words"), there are puns based on collocations and phrases, speech
habits and misuses of the language. Definition jokes are rather popurar.

So in the end I decided to provide the students w.ith paral.leì
1 ìnguistic phenomena from their fir st ìanguage. Even so th.is method has
proved more usefuì than the mere translation of the English joke into the
native language because the thrill of understanding is not lost and the
reference to the students'knowledge of the first ìanguage gìves them
confidence. It is stimulating for the students and their awareness of
the native language becomes more acute. They arso become more conscious
of. the ways and means of the second ìanguage, rearìze the difference of
semantic features between the two languages.

. Linguists are werr aware of the ambìguity of such units as homonyms
and polysemantic words but ambìguity can also be found in seeming.ly
unambiguous sentences of jokes; these are sentences with implications.
This latter type of jokes shouìd be applied, however, with great precaut.ion.

Native speakers rarery misunderstand homonyms but misunderstanding of
this type frequently occurs in English jokes. Eg.:

"Sir, I want to tender my resìgnation."
"Neven mind making it tender --make .it brief."

"The lexemes of the language are to be assigned to parts-of-speech (nouns,
verbs' adjectives etc.) and to various sub-cìasses of the parts-of speech...,,
(see Lyon ì979:555). Hunga.ian homonymy is as a rule based on other word-
classes than in English. I can think of but one example where homonymy has
the relation of an adjective and a verb as its basis: ir, whìch may mean
I.ish or he writes. Homonymy ìs particuìar1y character.ìstic of nouns and
verbs in Hungarian: !!!p (tap and to hit), dob (drum and to throw), nyul
(rabbit and to reach), fog (tooth and to catch), füz (willow and to thread),
etc.

And now iet us see an example of farse or partiar homonymy characteristic
both of English and Hungarian jokes:

Then there ìs the coupre who works in iron and steer ìndustry. she ironsand he steals-
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The homonymy of syntactic constructions is characteristic in
advertisement columns. Although advertisements are far from being or"al, they

are also necessary in teaching economists. This is an example from an

adverti sement:

Buììdog for sale. tats anything. Very fond of children.
For po'lysemy there is the Hungarian word nyelv, whjch means language and

tongue, körte (pear and buìb), lgl] (p"n and feather). An English joke

provides for an example:

Boss - "Óh, Archibatd, you are too slow."
Archibald - "I am afraid I don't grasp you."
Boss - "Yes, that's just it."

In the above joke the phenomenon of polysemy shows cojncidence with Hungar^ian

I am not going to girre exampìes of synonymy and antonymy. Their occurence

is highly frequent in jokes because of the nature of their structure and one

word is more frequently assocìated with a word than another.

There is one more type of joke worth mentioning. In many jokes words

or phrases may have two meanings, the literal and the metaphorìcal meaning.

Interpreting a phrase word for worci is often the source of humour. The

folìowing jcke is to illustrate it:
My mother-in-law ìs a woman of rare gifts... She has hardly given
anyone a present for the last 25 years.

When dealing with jokes based on literal vs. metaphoricaì meanìng it may be

useful if the students try to gjve full details of what was in the m'ind of

the speaker. In a great proportìon of jokes the absence of semantic

continuìty ìi responsible for mjsunderstandìng. In them the possibility of

normal cornmunication is excluded by the fact that "the postulate of identity
is vio'lated, the object of discourse does not remain identical with itself"
(see Rezvìn i973:4ì5).

Compiicated jokes or jokes containing the registers of.occupation,
regional belonging, or age dìfference and the ones using substandard language

should be made use of only at the advanced leveì, if at all.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I do not claim to have exhausted the significance and richness of iokes
'in connection with second ìanguage teaching. Certaìnìy further theoretical
investigations are needed to render the complexity of the simple forms: jokes

in particular. I emphasize the use of iokes, and not that of anecdotes',

because it is jokes that enabìe students to hear utterances orìginaìly meant

t/3

for oral communication. Jokes are brief, but they may be d.iscussed in such
a way that even new informatiòn can be elicited from them. students of
economics are expected to get on with both oral and written English in the
fieid of economics. The simirarity of both jokes and specìaì texts is in
that they are purposefuì and compact. yet jokes are riverier and ress
abstract in nature than the texts we deal with during the lessons. Although
ìt may be debated, I have found that excellent drills and st.imulating tasks
are provided by the repetit.ion, inversion, substitution and exaggeratìon
inherent in jokes.
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